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Abstract 
Periodic breathing (PB) is common in chronic heart failure (CHF) and has poor 

prognosis. The most commonly used therapy option involve continuous positive 

airway pressure, which is not acceptable to all patients. In this thesis I present a 

mathematical model providing a novel approach to treat PB with carefully controlled 

dynamic administration of supplementary CO2. I explored the consequences of phasic 

CO2 administration, with different timing and dosing algorithms.  

I found an optimal time window within the ventilatory cycle in which therapy reduces 

ventilation oscillations by more than 95%. Outside this window therapy increases 

ventilatory oscillations by more than 30%. A quadratic grading of CO2 dose 

(combined gradation of both concentration and duration) increased treatment 

efficiency. The undesired increase in mean CO2 caused by dynamic therapy was 

negligible compared with static therapy, to achieve the same degree of ventilatory 

stabilisation. Similarly, the increase in average ventilation was much smaller with 

dynamic than static therapy.  

In collaboration with my clinical and engineering colleagues we tested my model 

findings on seven healthy subjects simulating voluntary PB and seven heart failure 

(HF) patients with day time spontaneous PB. Dynamic CO2 administered at 

hyperventilation phase achieved the greatest reduction in ETCO2 oscillations caused 

by voluntary PB, and practically abolished spontaneous PB in the HF patients. During 

dynamic CO2 administration the mean ETCO2 and ventilation levels were not 

different to baseline and much lower than during continuous CO2 administration, in 

both groups of subjects. 
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I developed the model further to investigate the effect of random physiological 

fluctuations on dynamic CO2 therapy and investigated, which is the best single 

parameter to guide dynamic CO2 therapy. I found that if alveolar CO2 could be 

measured to guide therapy, it would be as effective as using ventilation. However 

ETCO2, the clinically observable variable, is less effective because during severe 

hypopnoea it markedly diverges from alveolar CO2. Dynamic CO2 therapy 

ameliorated both sustained PB in unstable systems and intermittent PB in stable 

systems, although both guidance methods became less effective with a large noise 

component, regardless of the underlying system stability. I investigated further the 

emergence of intermittent ventilatory periodic patterns, on normally stable systems 

(loop gain<1), following the introduction of random physiological fluctuations into 

the model. This was due to the amplification of the added noise by the delay feedback 

system, at its natural frequency. The development of this intermittent periodic 

breathing pattern is dependent on the proximity of the feedback system's loop gain to 

its tipping point (loop gain=1.0).  

To investigate the possibility of modulating heart rate by using implantable 

pacemaker in HF patients with PB, as a tool to manipulate ETCO2 and subsequently 

ventilation, I devised a novel analytical model equation that demonstrated how a 

change in cardiac output alters alveolar CO2. We implemented this model equation 

and found that ETCO2 and ventilation developed consistent oscillations with period 

60s during the heart rate alternations. Furthermore, we verified the mathematical 

prediction that the amplitude of these oscillations would depend on those in cardiac 

output. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Periodic breathing  

Periodic breathing, defined as the cyclic waxing and waning of ventilation, is a 

phenomenon that can be present in pathologies such as heart failure, neurological 

disorders (MacDonald et al., 2008; Javaheri et al., 1998b; Wessendorf et al., 2000), 

and in normal physiology states such as sleep, during exercise or at high altitude 

(White et al., 1987; Bloch et al., 2010; West et al., 1986). It is also seen in infants, 

especially those born prematurely (Al-Matary et al., 2004; Poets and Southall, 1991; 

Wilkinson et al., 2007; Fleming et al., 1984 and 1988). These oscillatory ventilation 

patterns have periods ranging between 20-120 seconds. 

When the troughs of periodic breathing are associated with apnoea, complete 

cessation of breathing for 10 seconds or more, it is commonly known as Cheyne-

Stokes respiration (CSR). It was John Cheyne, who described these abnormal 

breathing patterns for the first time in 1818 as "it would entirely cease for a quarter of 

a minute, then it would become perceptible, though very low, then by degrees it 

became heavy and quick, and then it would gradually cease again: this revolution in 

the state of his breathing occupied about a minute, during which there were about 

thirty acts of respiration...” (Lorenz and Ito, 1978). Later in 1854 William Stokes 

associated this pattern of abnormal breathing and patients with heart failure "a 

symptom which appears to belong to a weakened state of heart, it consists in the 

occurrence of a series of inspirations, increasing to a maximum, and then declining in 

force and length, until a state of apparent apnoea is established ...” (Stokes, 1854). 
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1.2 Sleep-disordered breathing 

During sleep the neural control of breathing, that can trigger breath despite the level 

of arterial blood gases, is absent leaving the respiratory system mainly dependent on 

chemical control (arterial CO2 and pH levels). Periodic breathing or CSR is more 

prone to occur during this period, and it is commonly known as Central Sleep Apnoea 

(CSA) (Khoo et al., 1982; Skatrud and Dempsey, 1983; Xie et al., 1994; Solin et al., 

1999). Central Sleep Apnoeas commonly occur after hyperventilation with the 

associated hypocapnia, when the arterial CO2 level falls below the threshold for 

apnoea (Yumino and Bradley, 2008). During CSAs the patient periodically makes no 

effort of breathing and respiration completely stops. This central apnoea continues 

until the arterial CO2 level rises above the 'minimum' threshold to initiate breathing 

(Lorenzi-Filho et al., 2005; Eckert et al., 2007). 

Another form of sleep-disordered breathing is Obstructive Sleep Apnoea (OSA), 

which is mainly caused by the collapse of the respiratory canal during sleep, 

obstructing the flow of respiration despite the continuing effort for breathing. This 

happens when the respiratory drive to the upper airway muscles is withdrawn due to 

sleep in patients with a narrowed upper airway channel (Bradley and Floras, 2003; 

Wellman et al., 2004). CSA and OSA can co-exist and in some cases can change from 

one form to another during the same night sleep (Salloum et al., 2010; Onal et al., 

1986; Onal and Lopata 1982; Warner et al., 1987; Gold et al., 1985; Lehman et al., 

2007; Tkacova et al., 2001). Diagnostic differentiation between central and 

obstructive sleep-disordered breathing becomes more difficult, when both engender 

hypopnoea but not apnoea. In both cases there are continuing respiratory effort, 

making it difficult to distinguish between the two disorders. Diagnostically, it would 
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be necessary to use a more invasive method to measure the oesophageal pressure to 

determine the presence of obstruction. 

This thesis concentrates on the mechanisms and potential treatment of non-obstructive 

periodic breathing disorders in adults with chronic heart failure. In the thesis I have 

used the terms 'periodic breathing', 'oscillatory ventilation', and ‘ventilatory 

oscillations’ interchangeably, when referring to CSR, CSA and periodic breathing 

unless otherwise specifically stated. This reflects the diverse terminology found in the 

literature. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Example of periodic breathing, respiratory cycle recording, without true apnoeas. Oscillations 
in end-tidal CO2 drive oscillations in ventilation (shown in the variability of the amplitude of the 
respiratory flow). Each short cycle represents a single breath. 
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Figure 1-2 Example recording of Cheyne-Stokes respiration (CSR), with true apnoeas. No change in 
nasal pressure during apnoea. 
 

1.3 Chronic heart failure 

Chronic Heart failure (CHF) is a condition that occurs when the heart is unable to 

supply an adequate cardiac output that meets physiological demands of a person at 

rest or at exercise. This complex cardiac disorder is clinically characterised by 

limitation of exercise capacity by symptoms of fatigue or breathlessness. This can 

ultimately lead to organ failure due to under perfusion.  

Heart failure is a major global problem affecting about 900,000 people only in the 

United Kingdom (Cowie et al., 1999). Prevalence increases with age and in those 

aged more than 75 years, about 10% are affected (Ellis and Gnani, 2001). This means 

that the prevalence of chronic heart failure is increasing, as treatment of heart failure 

and other diseases improves and the population ages (Senni et al., 1999). The 
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incidence of heart failure is approximately 68 000 cases per annum in the UK (Cowie 

et al., 2000). 

The prognosis for patients diagnosed with heart failure is poor, it has a high mortality 

of approximately 40% per year (Cowie et al., 2000). Besides, CHF causes serious 

limitations on physical activity (and therefore quality of life) and is responsible for up 

to 5% of all hospital admissions in the over 65 age group (Sutton, 1990). In addition 

to the morbidity and mortality burden of heart failure to patients themselves, heart 

failure accounts for 1-2% of the NHS budget, equating to over £625 million annually 

(British Heart Foundation Report, 2002). 

Almost every organ and system in the body is prone to physiological abnormalities in 

the presence of CHF. This includes dysregulation of cardiovascular and respiratory 

reflex systems. Such cardio-respiratory disorder commonly manifests as an unstable 

respiratory system, or periodic breathing (Feld and Priest, 1993; Mortara et al., 1997). 

In some cases this exacerbates the pathological conditions creating a vicious circle 

(Javaheri et al., 1998b; Köhnlein et al., 2002). While cardiovascular disease remains 

one of the leading cause of death in the western world, in order to improve outcome it 

would seem necessary to identify new treatable conditions that are associated with it, 

such as periodic breathing.  

1.4 Periodic breathing in chronic heart failure  

1.4.1 Prevalence 

Periodic breathing, where shallow and deep breathing alternate in minute-length 

cycles is highly prevalent in patients with heart failure (HF). It can occur in the 

daytime as well as during sleep (Ponikowski et al., 1999; Pinna et al., 2009; Vazir et 

al., 2007; Oldenburg et al., 2007b), and often co-exists with obstructive sleep apnoea 
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1.4.2 Prognostic significance 

Heart failure patients with periodic breathing have been observed to have an increased 

mortality compared to patients with a similar degree of heart failure but stable 

ventilation overnight (Hanly and Zuberi-Khokhar, 1996; Lanfranchi et al., 1999; Jilek 

et al., 2010; Corra et al., 2002 and 2006; Ponikowski et al., 1999; Arzt et al., 2007). 

Studies have reported that periodic breathing can be a significant independent 

predictor of mortality in patients with heart failure (Yumino and Bradley, 2008; 

Logan and Bradley, 2010). However the direct cause and effect relationship between 

CSA and morbidity and mortality risk of heart failure is yet to be resolved clearly.  

While, the causal chain from periodic breathing to poor outcome is not fully 

understood, studies have shown that PB is associated with recurrent apnoea-related 

hypoxia and arousals from sleep. This is accompanied by oscillations in 

haemodynamic parameters such as blood pressure (Schultz et al., 2007; Trinder et al., 

2000), stroke volume (Maze et al., 1989; Francis et al., 2000a) and even cerebral 

blood flow (Franklin et al., 1997). 

Arousal frequency has been shown to be proportional to norepinephrine 

concentrations, an indicator of sympathetic nervous system activation severity, that 

provoke surges in nocturnal blood pressure that disrupt normal cardiovascular 

quiescence during sleep. Such sympathetic nervous system activation in chronic 

human heart failure (HF) has implications for both disease progression and survival 

(Young et al., 1993; Duran et al., 2001). A vicious circle may be present, whereby 

increasing severity of periodic breathing increases severity of heart failure, which in 

turn increases severity of periodic breathing. This can contribute to heart failure 

incidence, myocardial hypertrophy, arrhythmias and death, which may contribute to 
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the increased mortality seen in patients with CSA and HF (Bradley and Floras, 2009; 

Floras, 2009).  

  

 

Figure 1-4 Periodic breathing is accompanied by very low frequency oscillations in haemodynamics. 
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the central controller regulates its neural output to the respiratory muscles to evoke the 

necessary levels of ventilation. This in turn alters the level of arterial oxygen and 

carbon dioxide, which completes the cycle. The system is normally stable and 

maintains the chemical variables within a narrow window of fluctuations. 

During sleep, the nonchemical drive to breath associated with wakefulness, which 

tends to maintain ventilation even when arterial CO2 is below the ventilatory 

recruitment threshold, is no more present. Hence, breathing becomes critically 

dependent on this metabolic negative feedback control system, and stability of its 

controlled chemical variables. Furthermore, during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) 

sleep, which constitutes about 85% of total sleep time and associated with 

cardiovascular relaxation, a higher arterial CO2 is necessary to stimulate breathing as 

compared to the wake state. This is because NREM sleep has increased threshold for a 

ventilatory response to CO2 (Daly, 1986; Bradley and Phillipson, 1992), together with 

decreased efferent sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) and increased vagal tone, 

resulting in reductions in metabolic rate, blood pressure and heart rate (Somers, 1993; 

Trinder et al., 2001). Therefore, as one passes from wakefulness to NREM sleep, the 

PaCO2 apnoeic threshold shifts up together with the abolishment of the waking neural 

drive to breath, and the behavioural control system becomes quiescent. If the PaCO2 

during wake state was below the new threshold level for the NREM sleep, there will 

be a loss of respiratory drive resulting in a central apnoea. When central apnoea 

occurs PaCO2 rises, at a rate proportional to the metabolic production of CO2, until it 

reaches the sleep elevated new critical threshold, at which point regular breathing 

resumes. If sleep state is maintained at this stage with regular breathing then the 

system is stable and quiet.  
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However, arousal from sleep can momentarily shift the neural system back to wake, 

this can present the sleep related increased PaCO2 as a state of relative hypercapnia 

for wakefulness. This will lead to a period of hyperpnoea as per the awake response of 

the controller to PaCO2, which is the hyperpnic phase of periodic breathing. If the 

central nervous system continues to oscillate between wakefulness and sleep, leading 

to the oscillatory increase and decrease of the waking neural drive, this will result in 

alternating periods of apnoea and hyperpnoea until quiet sleep is fully established. 

This can generate respiratory instability and periodic breathing, during the transition 

periods between wakefulness-sleep, even in normal subjects (Xie et al., 1994). 

Periodic breathing in heart failure is considered to be a consequence of an elevated 

loop gain of the ventilatory negative feedback control system. Loop gain is an 

engineering term that is defined as the ratio of the feedback response to a disturbance 

in the same variable - and determines whether a ventilation system is stable or not 

when it is measured at the frequency of periodic breathing. In general terms, if loop 

gain is less than 1 then a system is stable and disturbances will become damped away. 

If loop gain is greater than 1 then a small disturbance will become amplified until 

breathing is periodic, cyclic apnoea and hyperpnoea will occur (Khoo et al., 1982; 

Nyquist, 1932).  

Elevated loop gain can occur due to increased plant gain (ratio of fluctuations in 

arterial CO2 to those in ventilation), increased chemoreflex gain (sensitivity of 

ventilation to fluctuations in arterial CO2), or greater time lags (e.g. circulatory delay). 

While increased circulatory delay in patients with heart failure may provide a 

background of increased loop gain, the vast majority of evidence suggests that loop 

gain is elevated in those with periodic breathing as a consequence of a hypersensitive 
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ventilatory chemoreflex response to carbon dioxide (Leite et al., 2003; Oldenburg et 

al., 2007b; Vazir et al., 2007; Lanfranchi et al., 2003; American Academy of Sleep 

Medicine Task Force., 1999; Ruehland et al., 2009). 

Other factors that contribute to respiratory instability in addition to enhanced 

chemosensitivity and prolonged circulation delay include low cardiac output, low 

functional residual capacity, high alveolar-atmospheric carbon dioxide difference and 

low ventilation. 

1.5.1 Chemoreceptors 

In general the chemoreflexes can be represented by two main groups of 

chemoreceptors, the peripheral chemoreceptors located in the region of the internal 

carotid artery (the carotid bodies), and the central chemoreceptors located in the 

region of the brainstem (Cunningham et al., 1986). The mechanisms of the 

chemoreflex modulated ventilatory response to carbon dioxide consist of the 

chemoreceptors, their afferent connections to the respiratory neurons in the brainstem, 

medullary processing, the descending output to the respiratory motor neurons in the 

spinal cord, the efferent nerve connections to the respiratory muscles and the 

production of pulmonary ventilation. 

The peripheral and central chemoreceptor components are thought to have different 

physiological response characteristics. Central chemoreceptors are said to respond 

primarily to local increases in the hydrogen ion concentration or arterial CO2 whereas 

the sensitivity of peripheral chemoreceptors to CO2 is believed to be enhanced by 

hypoxia (Duffin et al., 2000). Activations of the chemoreceptors with hypercapnia 

will result in ventilatory effect only if the arterial CO2 has exceeded the ventilatory 

recruitment threshold during awake state or apnoea threshold during sleep. Above 
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these thresholds there is usually a linear ventilatory response to CO2 (Mohan and 

Duffin, 1997).  

The two notional groups of chemoreceptors (peripheral and central) are believed to 

contribute differently to the genesis of periodic breathing. Animal experiments 

showed that the fast responding carotid body chemoreceptors have an important role 

in the genesis of respiratory periodicity (Nakayama et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006; 

Sun et al., 1999).  

A study on human subjects, who have undergone therapeutic bilateral carotid body 

resection, indicate that the great majority of the human hypoxic and hypercapnic 

response is dependent on the carotid body (Lugliani et al., 1971). The case for the 

important role of peripheral chemoreceptors in the geneses of periodic breathing was 

further strengthened by Lorenzi-Filho et al. (1999b). They showed that the time delay 

between the nadir in PETCO2 and a consequent apnoea was closely related to the lung-

ear circulation time (LECT). It has also been shown that peripheral chemosensitivity 

correlates significantly with every index of central sleep apnoea severity (Solin et al., 

2000).  

The cycle length of periodic breathing is approximately 60-70 seconds (Hall et al., 

1996), which is relatively much shorter than the time for a response by central 

chemoreceptors to a change in arterial PCO2, approximately 2-5 minutes (Duffin, 

1990). This indicates that the changes in ventilation in periodic breathing are 

occurring in a time-frame that could not be explained by the central chemoreflex 

response. Taking all this into account, it appears that the pathophysiology of periodic 

breathing is more influenced by enhanced peripheral chemosensitivity than the central 

chemoresponse. However, there may be more to learn about the interaction between 
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the central and peripheral chemorecptor groups and there is still a degree of 

controversy concerning the relative role of the two components of the chemoreflex in 

the etiology of periodic breathing in heart failure (Javaheri, 1999; Day and Wilson, 

2007; Topor et al., 2001; Gesell et al., 1940; Kara et al., 2003; Fung et al., 2007; 

Fatemian et al., 2003; Kuwana and Natsui, 1985), as well as their combined 

integrative effect (Longobardo et al., 1989; Khoo et al., 1991; Day and Wilson, 2009). 

Recent work by Blain et al. found a hyperadditive effect on ventilation as a result of 

peripheral and central chemoreceptor interdependence (Blain et al., 2010; Dempsey et 

al., 2012). 

As far as system stability is concerned it can be argued that measurement of 

cardiorespiratory control stability in heart failure is dependent on both of these 

components. There is no need to separate them for an overall physiological 

assessment of system stability. For the purpose of treatment modelling studies, such 

as the work presented in this thesis, the timescale of the response may be the most 

valuable.  

1.5.2 Prolonged circulation time and low cardiac output 

Prolonged circulation and low cardiac output could result in delays the transmission 

of arterial blood gas changes to the chemoreceptors. This could potentially destabilise 

the respiratory system by evoking the right response at the wrong time, and 

effectively turning the negative feedback into positive feedback. This theory was 

tested by Guyton et al. (1956) on sedated dogs. They prolonged the transit time of 

blood from the heart to the brain by inserting a length of tubing. Their result showed 

that they needed minutes of circulatory delays in order to induce periodic breathing in 

the dogs. This is far longer than what is measured as LECT in CHF patients. This 
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provided evidence that prolonged circulation cannot solely be responsible for 

pathophysiological mechanism of periodic breathing in CHF. 

Further studies have shown that there were no significant differences in LECT and left 

ventricle ejection fraction measurements of groups of CHF patients with and without 

periodic breathing (Naughton et al., 1993; Hanly et al., 1993). However, Hall et al. 

made an important observation that the duration of the hyperpnoea phase of periodic 

breathing is directly proportional to the circulation time and inversely proportional to 

cardiac output (Hall et al., 1996). Therefore, it appears that prolonged circulation 

determines the cycle length of periodic breathing rather than causing it. Francis et al. 

(2000b) showed that the cycle length of periodic breathing is typically about 2.5 times 

the circulatory delay. 

1.5.3 Low functional residual capacity 

A large functional residual capacity promotes blood gas homeostasis, and hence 

ventilatory stability, by acting as a reservoir to damp transient change in arterial 

oxygen and carbon dioxide that may be caused by apnoea (Longobardo et al., 1989; 

Cherniack and Longobardo, 1973). Patients with heart failure have reduced functional 

residual capacity, meaning theoretically they are prone to ventilatory instability in the 

presence of transient blood gas changes. However, this theory is not supported by 

evidence as shown by Naughton et al. (1993), that there is no difference in lung 

volumes between heart failure patients with periodic breathing, and those with stable 

cardiorespiratory control. Therefore, the role of reduced lung volume in the 

pathogenesis of periodic breathing remain unclear, but its presence is more likely to 

promote instability than otherwise. 
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1.5.4 Apnoeic threshold, hypercapnia and hyperventilation 

Observational studies had showed that periodic breathing patients with CHF tend to 

hyperventilate and have generally lower steady state carbon dioxide levels compared 

to normal subjects (Naughton et al., 1993; Hanly et al., 1993; Xie et al., 2002; 

Javaheri and Corbett, 1998a; Tkacova et al., 2001). Which led to the suggestion that a 

reduced difference between steady state and apnoeic threshold CO2 levels (CO2 

reserve) (Javaheri, 1999; Dempsey et al., 2004; Dempsey, 2005), therefore patients 

are more likely to become apnoeic, allowing periodic breathing to develop. The 

suggestion is further strengthened by studies that showed the abolishment of periodic 

breathing by administration of low dose inhaled carbon dioxide (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 

1999b; Andreas et al., 1998). This has led some researchers to conclude that the key 

determinants of system stability are CO2 reserve, plant gain and chemoreflex gain 

(Dempsey et al., 2004; Dempsey, 2005).  

However, there is no clinical method to separate these integrated physiological 

parameters. It is possible that the apnoea threshold is a derivative of chemoreflex and 

plant gains rather than an independent predictor of system stability (Manisty et al., 

2006a).  

1.5.5 Pulmonary congestion 

The chronic hyperventilation that was observed in periodic breathing patients with 

CHF, as described in the previous sections, are suggested to be caused by a 

combination of pulmonary congestion that stimulate the pulmonary vagal irritant 

receptors (Yu et al., 1998; Solin et al., 1999; Lorenzo-Filho et al., 2002; Paintal, 

1973), and increases in central and peripheral chemosensitivity (Javaheri, 1999; Solin 

et al., 2000). Pulmonary congestion activates afferent C fibres (J receptors), which 
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stimulate central respiratory drive (Paintal, 1973). It has been shown that CHF 

patients with periodic breathing have significantly higher pulmonary capillary wedge 

pressures than those without periodic breathing, and presumably more pulmonary 

congestion (Solin, 2000).  

1.5.6 Chronic lung disease in periodic breathing 

The prevalence of sleep disorder in chronic lung disease is well documented 

(McNicholas, 2009; Zamarrón et al., 2008; Kent et al., 2011; Choudhary and 

Choudhary, 2009; Mieczkowski and Ezzie, 2014). Most associations were made 

between OSA and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). COPD is 

associated with increased airflow resistance in the lower airways, insufficient 

ventilatory response and increased pulmonary dead space. During sleep, hypoxia and 

hypercapnia are caused by the decreased ventilation and ventilatory response to CO2 

resulting in ventilation-perfusion mismatch (O’Donoghue et al., 2003). This in turn 

can affect the arterial blood acid-base balance that influences the chemoreflex 

response (Duffin, 2005). These lower PO2 values in COPD patients predisposes them 

to significant nocturnal hypoxemia causing them to experience an exaggeration of the 

changes in PCO2 and CO2 chemoresponsiveness that occur during sleep (Bhullar and 

Phillips, 2005). 

More recent studies have demonstrated the possibility that impaired pulmonary 

diffusion capacity, which could be caused by interstitial lung disease, may contribute 

to ventilatory instability during sleep. The poor efficiency in pulmonary gas exchange 

(caused by ventilation/perfusion mismatch) could increase the plant gain contributing 

to increased loop gain potentially leading to CSA (Szollosi et al., 2008; AlDabal and 

BaHammam, 2010). 
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1.5.7 Reduced cerebrovascular CO2 reactivity 

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is sensitive to changes in arterial blood CO2 level. CBF 

increases with hypercapnia by a mechanism of vasodilation to washout the excess 

CO2, thereby limiting the increase in CO2 level (and H+) in the brain. On the other 

hand, hypocapnia can promote a reduction in CBF via vasoconstriction limiting the 

decrease in CO2 level (and H+) in the brain. This physiological response reduces the 

sensitivity of the central chemoreceptors to changes in arterial blood CO2 as they 

sense a blunted fluctuation of CO2 (and H+) in the extracellular fluid of the brain. 

This cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2 level in the arterial blood is a contributory 

factor to breathing stability by preventing the controller gain of the respiratory 

feedback system from overshooting during hypercapnia and undershooting during 

hypocapnia (Ainslie and Duffin, 2009).  

A reduction in the baseline CBF and responsiveness of the cerebrovascular CO2 

reactivity could lead to breathing instability and apnoea. This reduction in CBF and 

CO2 reactivity could appear with sleep apnoea, aging and congestive heart failure 

(Edwards et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2009). The effect of reduced CBF and CO2 reactivity 

on the controller gain sensitivity could contribute to the increased prevalence of 

breathing instability associated with these conditions (Dempsey et al., 2010). It has 

also been reported that the CBF responses, measured during wakefulness are reduced 

with sleep (Kotajima et al., 2005), which is likely to influence respiratory stability at 

the sleep/wake state transition. 

1.5.8 The role of aging in periodic breathing 

The exact role of aging in the mechanisms and development of periodic breathing is 

not fully understood. It can be difficult to diagnose sleep disordered breathing in older 
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patients, because the common symptom of sleepiness may not be reported by the 

patients, and the generally accepted SDB symptom of sleepiness is not consistent 

between younger and older patients (Morrell et al., 2012; Edwards et al., 2010). This, 

compounded with changes in circadian rhythms (Duffy and Czeisler, 2002; Yoon et 

al., 2003), makes scientific studies of sleep disordered breathing in older subjects 

more complicated. However, some studies have shown that the prevalence of sleep 

disordered breathing (SDB) is higher with older people (~> 60 years) compared to 

younger (Young et al., 2002; Ancoli-Israel et al., 1991), for both obstructive and 

central apnoeas. Several mechanisms have been implicated as potential causes of this 

increase in obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) in older age, but more work is needed to 

get conclusive result, because current study outcomes are inconsistent. These include 

age related changes in upper airway anatomy and collapsibility; lung volume changes 

(through increased lung compliance resulting in reduced FRC); and low arousal 

threshold due to upper airway obstruction (peak-negative esophageal pressure for the 

single inspiration preceding arousal) (Edwards et al., 2010; Lalley, 2013). 

The prevalence of central sleep apnoea (CSA) is also higher in older people (Sin et al., 

1999), however, this may not be as a result of aging per se; studies have shown that 

chemoreflex sensitivity is unchanged or even reduced with age (Browne et al., 2003; 

Mendez et al., 1996; Wellman et al., 2007). This suggests that aging favours stability 

in the chemical control of breathing. Although, chemoreflex sensitivity is one several 

factors that contributes to the feedback control of breathing, it has been well 

established that it is the main component alongside the chemoreflex delay that 

contribute to the genesis of periodic breathing (Francis et al., 2000b). A likely 

explanation to the increase in prevalence of CSA in older people is the high presence 
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of other morbidities such as chronic heart failure (Sin et al., 1999), renal failure 

(Zoccali et al., 2001), diabetes (Foley et al., 2004), which all are associated with and 

promote periodic breathing. Although, the mechanisms by which the latter two co 

morbidities remain unclear (Zoccali et al., 2001; Foley et al., 2004; Edwards et al., 

2010). 

The effect of aging in the respiratory and cardiovascular system is to reduce the 

effectiveness of their response to changes demanded by the sympathetic nervous 

system. Thus reduced arterial compliance, cardiac stroke volume and lung gas 

exchange can all be factors that blunt the desired responses and increased chemoreflex 

sensitivity, for example, could be a compensatory mechanism that achieves the 

required result by increasing ventilatory drive (Edwards et al., 2010; Glasser et al., 

2011). 

1.6 Modelling periodic breathing 

Mathematical models of respiratory control have been in constant development since 

the 1950s (Grodins et al., 1954; Lange and Hecht, 1962). They have been 

predominantly employed to speculate the causes of periodic breathing (Khoo et al., 

1982; Cherniack and Longobardo, 1973; Francis et al., 2000b; Manisty et al., 2006a). 

Some computer simulations have shown oscillations arising with certain 

configurations (based on clinical observation) of system physiology (Milhorn and 

Guyton, 1965; Khoo et al., 1991; Longobardo et al., 1966). Other models have been 

developed using critical values for a physiological parameter (Cooke, 1994), using a 

frequency domain (Carley and Shannon, 1988) or non-linear approach using critical 

threshold values (Yamashiro, 2007). Some models (Gordins, 1967; Topor et al., 2004) 

targeted wider applicability and were developed with the inclusion of most things that 
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are known about respiratory control, unfortunately, their complexity has limited their 

wider appreciation. Mackey and Glass (1977) used simple mathematical model to 

reproduce the qualitative features of normal and pathological respiratory system. 

Their simple and direct clinically applicable approach opened the door for wider 

utilisation of mathematical models in medicine. 

An analytical method was used by Francis et al. (Francis et al., 2000b) to develop a 

quantitative general theory for periodic breathing in CHF, which they validated 

clinically. In their work they found six principal physiological factors that favour 

ventilatory instability, they showed that it is a combination of all these factors that 

determines ventilatory stability. Of these the two most important factors are enhanced 

chemoreflex sensitivity and prolonged lag of ventilatory response. The other four 

factors that favour periodic breathing to a lesser degree are high alveolar-atmospheric 

CO2 difference, low ventilation, low cardiac output and small lung volume. Manisty et 

al. (2006a) used a simple iterative model based on the analytical method of Francis et 

al. to demonstrate that, contrary to beliefs arising from interpreting clinical 

observations, it is high not low mean CO2 that favours ventilatory instability. They 

used the model to dissect the pathophysiological mechanisms of chemoreflex 

sensitivity, mean alveolar CO2 and apnoea threshold, which in vivo would have been 

impossible, to show ventilatory stability is not independently affected by the apnoeic 

threshold.  

1.7 Diagnosis of periodic breathing  

Apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) is the current recommended diagnosis and 

characterisation of sleep-disordered breathing. It is based on measurements performed 

during overnight polysomnography (American Academy of Sleep Medicine Task 
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Force Report, 1999) (Figure 1-5) in a sleep laboratory. The multiple physiological 

parameters recorded simultaneously during an overnight study may include 

ventilation, oxygen saturations, body position, electrocardiogram (ECG), 

electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyography (EMG) and electroculography 

(EOG) (which together allow the sleep stage to be identified), as well as a video 

recording. 

The AHI is derived from the average number of apnoea and hypopnoeas per hour of 

sleep. An apnoea is defined in the guidelines as airflow cessation ≥10 seconds; 

however the diagnostic criteria for defining hypopnoeas have not been clearly defined 

for central sleep apnoea. There are different published standard definitions varying 

between a  ≥ 30% airflow reduction with ≥ 4% desaturation (Ruehland et al., 2009), 

and a ≥ 50% airflow reduction with ≥ 3% desaturation or arousal (Kushida et al., 

2005).  

Predominantly the diagnostic criteria are based on studies in Obstructive Sleep 

Apnoea (OSA) where a combination of sleepiness with an AHI of greater than 5 was 

diagnostic; with mild, 5 ≤ AHI < 15 events/hour; moderate 15 ≤ AHI ≤ 30 

events/hour; and severe AHI ≥ 30 events/hour (American Academy of Sleep Medicine 

Task Force Report, 1999). These criteria for diagnosis of OSA were then applied to 

central sleep apnoea (CSA) and an AHI of greater than 30 has been found to be a 

particularly strong marker for poor prognosis in heart failure patients (Corra et al., 

2006).  

However, for periodic breathing AHI may not be the ideal method of quantifying 

disease severity because it only refers to the average number of apnoea, hypopnoea 

and desaturation events per hour of sleep. It does not account for the duration and 
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both situations respiratory efforts continue. In obstructive sleep apnoea breathing is 

interrupted by a physical block to airflow despite respiratory effort, resulting in 

thoraco-abdominal incoordination with evidence of airflow limitation nasally. In 

contrast, with central hypopnoeas there should be no evidence of upper airway 

obstruction, with no flow limitation on the nasal pressure signal. The invasive tests 

such as intraoesophageal pressure measurements or diaphragmatic electromyograms 

are considered as the gold standard for differentiating the two underlying pathologies. 

1.8 Treatment of periodic breathing in heart failure 

There are considerably varied treatment approaches for periodic breathing due to the 

range of pathophysiologic factors contributing to the various forms of the disease. In 

fact there is no single established standard treatment at this moment (Arzt and 

Bradley, 2006). 

1.8.1 Continuous positive airway pressure 

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) was primarily employed for the 

treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea to maintain upper airway patency, by 

continuous application of pneumatic positive pressure. The application of CPAP to 

OSA patients with heart failure demonstrated its contribution to improve nocturnal 

oxygen saturation, reduced sympathetic nervous activity and increasing intrathoracic 

pressure (and hence reducing transmural left ventricular pressure) (Kaneko et al., 

2003). This indicated potential application of CPAP to CSA patients with heart 

failure. 

Some small clinical trials of CPAP in CSA showed improvements in ejection fraction 

and quality of life, as well as reductions in nocturnal urinary noradrenaline excretion 

and daytime plasma noradrenaline and mitral regurgitant fraction in CSA patients 
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with heart failure (Naughton et al., 1995; Sin et al., 2000; Arzt et al., 2007).The 

mechanisms by which CPAP aids patients with CSA and heart failure is not fully 

understood. There is also a suggestion that CPAP-induced increases in lung volume 

and O2 stores may contribute to ventilatory stability (Francis et al., 2000b; Krachman 

et al., 2003). However, the largest trial so far investigating CPAP in periodic 

breathing, CANPAP (CANadian Continuous Positive Airway Pressure for patients 

with central sleep apnoea and heart failure) (Bradley et al., 2005), did not reveal 

improvement in mortality and only partially improved AHI. The CANPAP trial 

included 258 patients with HF (LVEF < 40%) and CSA (AHI ≥ 15/h of sleep of 

which > 50% were central). Although there were significant improvements in 

symptoms and physiology, such as the average AHI (reduced from 40 to 19 after 3 

months), improved LVEF, nocturnal oxygen saturation and increased 6 minute walk 

distance; CPAP had no effect on the primary endpoint, which was transplant-free 

survival. The study concluded that the data did not support the use of CPAP to 

improve prognosis in patients with CSA and heart failure. In fact the data showed that 

CPAP had an early adverse effect in some subjects, but a late beneficial effect on 

others. The study was terminated early due to the poor recruitment rate of subjects and 

the survival rates in both groups being better than had been predicted. 

A further post-hoc analysis (Arzt et al., 2007) of the data, that sub-divided the 

CANPAP subjects in treatment groups according to response with respect to AHI, 

revealed that transplant-free survival improved in those subjects whose AHI was 

reduced to <15 using CPAP (p=0.043). Unfortunately, there are some serious 

limitations to make a strong conclusions from these regrouped data. The ‘CPAP-

responders’ were 5 years younger and had significantly lower AHIs than the ‘CPAP 
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non-responders’ which may reflect differences in the nature of the underlying cardiac 

dysfunction. The failure of CPAP to abolish CSA in the ‘CPAP non-responders’ 

group in CANPAP was due to lack of efficacy rather than lack of adherence or 

differences in the haemodynamic effects of CPAP, as the hours of CPAP and positive 

pressure applied were the same in the two post-hoc groups despite the differences in 

AHI reduction. Further sub-studies failed to demonstrate any improvement in sleep 

quality with respect to the number of arousals from sleep, despite improvement in 

AHI with CPAP (Ruttanaumpawan et al., 2009). 

Patient compliance and acceptability remains to be a major concern for the success of 

CPAP therapy. Of the eligible patients approached in the CANPAP trial, one in four 

refused to enter the trial, 15% dropped out, and the mean daily duration of CPAP 

treatment was only ~4 hours at 3 months, but had reduced to <4 hours at 12 month 

follow-up (Bradley et al., 2005).  

Considering all of the above results there is no definitive evidence to support CPAP as 

the gold-standard treatment for periodic breathing. 

1.8.2 Bi-level positive airway pressure 

Bi-level positive airways pressure (BiPAP), where an additional positive pressure is 

added to the continuous positive pressure during the inspiratory phase, does reduce 

the number of obstructive events. However, paradoxically it has been demonstrated to 

exacerbate CSA ventilatory oscillations (Johnson and Johnson, 2005). The reason for 

this worsening of CSA is not clear, but one theory may be that for a given ventilatory 

effort, BiPAP increases tidal volume, which may increase the amplitude of ventilatory 

oscillations during hyperventilation, which would cause a further lowering of the 

arterial CO2 such that the hypopnoea/apnoea phase would be exacerbated. 
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1.8.3 Adaptive servoventilation 

Adaptive ServoVentilation (ASV) is to date the most effective treatment, amongst the 

group of non-invasive ventilation therapy for periodic breathing, and better tolerated 

by patients (Oldenburg et al., 2008; Philippe et al., 2006; Teschler et al., 2001). The 

ASV device provides low levels of background expiratory positive airway pressure 

with a variable higher inspiratory pressure support that is servo-controlled. The 

inspiratory pressure is dictated by the mean ventilation value of the past 3 minutes, 

where the ASV dynamically adjusts to maintain 90% of this value. When a decrease 

in ventilation is noted, such as during a central apnoea, the inspiratory pressure will 

increase to maintain ventilation, and then decrease again when spontaneous breathing 

resumes. 

A small non-randomised trial in optimally-treated heart failure patients with nocturnal 

CSA (Oldenburg et al., 2008) demonstrated that ASV can significantly improve CSA, 

as well as other general markers of heart failure severity including NYHA status 

(NICE Clinical Guideline No 108, 2010), NT-proBNP levels, workload and peak VO2 

during cardiopulmonary exercise testing and left ventricular ejection fraction. There 

were however compliance issues in this study, where 33% of patients either refusing 

initiation of therapy or stopping due to poor tolerability. 

Another small ‘real-world’ non-randomised study showed that ASV reduces AHI, 

improve LVEF and quality of life. However ten out of twenty-two patients recruited 

either declined treatment or withdrew due to being unable to tolerate the treatment 

(Hastings et al., 2010). This yet again raises the concern of patient compliance with 

non-invasive ventilation and positive airway pressure treatments. 
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A randomized multicentre study, SERVE-HF, designed to assess the effects of 

addition of ASV to optimal medical management compared with medical 

management alone (control group) in patients with symptomatic chronic HF and 

predominant CSA is underway (Cowie et al., 2013). The study will follow more than 

1200 randomised patients over a minimum of 2 years period. It is expected to end mid 

2015 and is hoped to provide important data on the effect of treatment with ASV on 

morbidity and mortality. 

1.8.4 Oxygen therapy 

The stabilising respiratory control effects associated with O2 therapy could be 

beneficial to periodic breathing patients with increased chemosensitivity. Nocturnal 

oxygen therapy increases PaCO2 above threshold of the respiratory centre sensitivity, 

reduces the severity of central apnoeas, and suppresses sympathetic activation in 

patients with periodic breathing and heart failure (Javaheri et al., 1999b). While 

oxygen therapy has been shown to decrease nocturnal sympathetic activity 

(Shigemitsu et al., 2007), it has not been shown to improve LVEF (Krachman et al., 

2005) or significantly change the quality of sleep and cognitive function (Staniforth et 

al., 1998). Oxygen therapy may slightly reduce AHI in periodic breathing, however, it 

does not improve sleep structure (Teschler et al., 2001).  

Therefore, the clinical benefits of oxygen therapy in periodic breathing patients with 

heart failure is yet to be shown satisfactorily. 

1.8.5 Improving cardiac function to treat periodic breathing 

Heart transplantation, to restore cardiac function, in patients with severe disease has 

been observed to abolish CSA (Mansfield et al., 2003) and there have been reports of 

left ventricular assist devices also abolishing CSA (Vazir et al., 2010), although some 
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patients were shown to subsequently acquire OSA (Collop, 1993; Javaheri et al., 

2004). Therefore increasing cardiac output in itself appears to reduce the prevalence 

of CSA. 

Atrial overdrive pacing was reported to improve both CSA and OSA in patients with 

pacemaker implantation because of the treatment of bradycardia (Garrigue et al., 

2002). This finding was further supported by recent meta-analyses that showed 

overdrive pacing reduces AHI in patients with predominantly central sleep apnoea, 

particularly in those with impaired systolic function (Weng et al., 2009; Baranchuk et 

al., 2009). However, subsequent trials were unable to replicate the initial promising 

results (Luthje et al., 2005). The additional effect of this treatment on periodic 

breathing patients with heart failure was minimal to be clinically relevant (Luthje et 

al., 2009), therefore patients should not have pacemakers implanted for central sleep 

apnoea without other conventional indications for pacing. 

Cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) was reported to have reduced AHI 

significantly, and may improve sleep quality and reduce nocturnal oxygen 

desaturations (Sinha et al., 2004) on heart failure patients with CSA but not with OSA 

(Oldenburg et al., 2007a). This improvement is directly related to the pacing effect 

and is lost if the pacing is stopped (Kara et al., 2008). Moreover, the benefit was only 

found in responders to CRT, suggesting that the improvements are due to the acute 

improvements in haemodynamics. 

Drugs used for patients with an underlying heart condition can lead to significant 

improvement in associated periodic breathing as their cardiac function improve (Solin 

et al., 1999; Baylor et al., 1988). Theophylline has been tried and has been 

demonstrated to reduce the AHI and desaturations but failed to reduce the number of 
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arousals and did not improve LVEF (Javaheri et al., 1996). Theophylline acts as a 

respiratory stimulant, and it may thereby increase mean ventilation and hence stabilise 

breathing. Acetazolamide, another respiratory stimulant has been used to similar 

effect, but failed to improve haemodynamic parameters or the quality of sleep 

(Javaheri, 2006b). 

These two agents have therefore failed to gain full acceptance for the treatment of 

breathing disorders in heart failure. 

1.8.6 Phrenic nerve stimulation 

A recent study demonstrated an invasive treatment method for periodic breathing in 

patients with heart failure. The researchers stimulated the patients phrenic nerve by 

use of electrodes of an implantable device similar to implantable cardiacpacemakers, 

and were able to significantly reduce CSA (90%) and AHI (48%) (Ponikowski et al., 

2012). This new method and technology is still in investigational stage and further 

studies are required to assess the outcomes and safety of its long-term application.  

1.8.7 Supplementary carbon dioxide or dead space therapy 

Increasing CO2 to elevate arterial CO2 above apnoeic threshold and increase the CO2 

reserve, either by inhalation (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; Andreas et al., 1998) or by 

increasing ventilatory dead space (Khayat et al., 2003), has been considered as a 

treatment for periodic breathing. This has decreased the AHI and improve nocturnal 

oxygenation (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; Andreas et al., 1998; Khayat et al., 2003) 

but did not reduce the quantity of arousals and increased sympathetic activation 

(Andreas et al., 1998). This may be because CO2, in high doses, may act directly to 

potentiate the sympathetic nervous system (Szollosi et al., 2004). The addition of dead 

space, which also increases inspired CO2, has been demonstrated to reduce the AHI, 
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the number of desaturations, the number of arousals during sleep but with no 

improvement in haemodynamic parameters (Khayat et al., 2003). These methods act 

by increasing mean ventilation and hence metabolic demand, which may not be ideal 

in the face of reduced cardiac function (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b). The observed 

increase in sympathetic activation (Andreas et al., 1998), leads to questioning the 

long-term benefit of increasing the CO2 in these patients. 

1.9 Aims of this thesis 

In this work I aim to develop potential novel therapeutic methods for periodic 

breathing and explain potential causes of intermittent periodic breathing. I use 

mathematical iterative and analytical methods for this development and work with my 

clinical and engineering colleagues to validate my findings in a clinical setup. Some 

sections of this thesis are part of my collaborative work with others. The main areas of 

contributions are: 

1.9.1 Dynamic CO2 therapy model 

In a break away from the common approach of using static treatment for the dynamic 

disease of periodic breathing, in this novel approach, I aim to develop a dynamic 

therapy that tracks the oscillations of arterial CO2 that is known to be the driver of 

periodic breathing. If the troughs of the arterial CO2 oscillations can be reduced by 

administering supplemental CO2, through targeted delivery, it might stabilise 

ventilation.  

I aim to develop an iterative therapeutic model based on the analytical model of 

Francis et al. (2000b), and determine the optimal treatment dose, timing and duration 

in the ventilatory cycle. From this a treatment regime can then be proposed to be 

applied in a clinical setup. 
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1.9.2 Random noise and intermittent periodic breathing: what single 
variable should be monitored to guide dynamic CO2 therapy?  

I aim further to developing the model to include respiratory dead space and random 

Gaussian noise, and evaluate the dynamic CO2 therapy performance under these 

conditions. I use this to compare potential single variable that is best to monitor in 

order to guide dynamic CO2 therapy. I also use the developed model to explain noise-

generated intermittent periodic breathing. 

1.9.3 The effect of cardiac output modulation on ventilation 

I will use an analytical method to show how a step change in cardiac output will affect 

alveolar CO2 for a potential manipulation of ventilation using implantable cardiac 

pacemaker. The clinical validation of the analytical model is presented. This provides 

a potential future therapeutic avenue for the management of periodic breathing in 

chronic heart failure patients. 

1.9.4 My role in each data chapter of this thesis  

In Chapter 3 I present the novel approach of dynamic CO2 therapy, in modelling work 

that I developed using iterative simulations. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 I developed 

the model further to include random noise and investigate its effects on the model and 

therapy in causing intermittent PB, and its potential clinical implications in 

diagnosing PB. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 I have presented my collaborative work 

with my clinical and engineering colleagues to validate my findings in a clinical 

setup. My role included attending the clinical data acquisition procedures and 

advising in the implementation of the model and making adjustments where necessary 

due to delays in delivery system and dead space, etc. I have participated in the 

analysis and interpretation of the acquired data. In Chapter 8 I have used analytical 

method to show how a change in cardiac output could alter alveolar CO2. The 
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potential dynamic application of this mathematical model finding is presented in my 

collaborative work in Chapter 9. Again, I have participated in the data collection, 

analysis and interpretation of this study. In some of the clinical chapters, for clarity, I 

have recreated some figures from our published collaborative work. In cases where 

the results are part of my collaborative work, I have used the pronoun 'we' rather than 

'I' to indicate a group work. 

1.9.5 Over view of this thesis 

In the next chapter I will present an overview of the general methods applied in 

various parts of these studies. In Chapter 3 I will detail the development of the novel 

modelling work of real-time dynamic CO2 therapy. The clinical and experimental 

validations of this novel potential treatment methods are presented in Chapters 4 and 

5. In Chapter 6 an extension of the therapy model is presented showing how random 

fluctuations and respiratory dead space, naturally present in physiological systems, 

might affect dynamic CO2 therapy. In the same chapter I will demonstrate why 

ventilation is a better single variable to monitor in order to guide dynamic CO2 

therapy, than monitoring carbon dioxide itself. In Chapter 7 I explain how random 

physiological fluctuations could produce intermittent periodic breathing, that was 

observed in the simulation results of Chapter 6. In further development of dynamic 

CO2 therapy for periodic breathing in chronic heart failure patients, I considered the 

possibility of altering alveolar CO2 by modulating cardiac output, using implantable 

cardiac pacemaker. In Chapter 8 I show analytically, how alveolar CO2 will change 

during the initial transient period following a step change in cardiac output. This was 

experimentally tested in a clinical setup as presented in Chapter 9. I summarise the 

findings of this thesis work in the final Chapter 10. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

In this chapter I will present the general methods that are employed in various parts of 

the studies conducted under this thesis. I will begin with a general overview of 

computational iterative models, that have been used in several parts of the studies. 

Followed by description of the various equipment used for measuring physiological 

variables in the experimental studies to validate the modelling work. I then briefly 

describe the data acquisition setup from the various measuring devices. I will 

introduce a prototype dynamic CO2 delivery system that was used in the experimental 

clinical studies. Finally, I will describe the various data analysis methods that were 

employed to evaluate the treatment outcomes in the different studies.  

2.1 Computational iterative models for physiological simulation 

The availability of fast and powerful computing systems has made it possible for 

researchers to solve complex and time-variant mathematical problems. Some 

physiological relationships can be expressed in simple mathematics and the outcome 

of changes can easily be predicted accurately. For example, we define minute 

ventilation as respiration rate multiplied by tidal volume, and if we ask the question 

what happens to minute ventilation with a doubling in respiratory rate and no change 

in tidal volume, it is easy to see that minute ventilation will double.  

Unfortunately, some physiological systems and their behaviours are governed by 

complex relationships of several interacting physiological variables. This makes it 

difficult to make an intuitive prediction of the behaviour of such systems (over a 

longer period of time) as a result of changes in one of the contributing variables. One 

example of this is the chemoreflex control of ventilation; it is very difficult to evaluate 
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by intuition the expected impact of a doubling of chemoreflex gain or cardiac output, 

because even with an extremely simple system set up of two essentially linear 

components (ventilation and carbon dioxide), the system behaviour is highly non-

linear and dynamic because of the presence of time-delayed negative feedback and the 

interrelationship of the components.  

In this thesis, computational iterative modelling of the cardiorespiratory system is 

used at various points. The iterative concept is applied when there are multiple 

parameters interacting at the same time and the behaviour of each element depends on 

what is happening to the other element both at the same time and in the past. To give 

an example, alveolar ventilation is effectively dependent on a previous value of 

carbon dioxide, because ventilation senses arterial blood CO2 levels through the 

chemoreceptors, which are delayed with respect to the alveolar CO2 levels. In turn 

carbon dioxide concentration fluctuates as a direct consequence of the current level of 

alveolar ventilation. This new carbon dioxide value will affect the alveolar ventilation 

at some time in the future (the delay time). Because each element is affecting the 

other, they are both continuously varying. The computer cannot numerically calculate 

both values simultaneously but, rather, it numerically calculates each in turn in a 

series of small steps (small enough not to distort the outcome) of time, representing 

continuous interaction between the elements. The results of each time step are then 

used to calculate the behaviour of each element for the next step of time. Iterative 

models are therefore ideal for solving the complex delay-differential dynamics 

governing respiratory control stability in patients with chronic heart failure. 

There are three key advantages gained by using computational iterative methods in 

the work described in this thesis: first, it allowed us to assess the effects of individual 
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variables on the system independently, which in clinical practice are inextricably 

linked, and therefore could not have been achieved in vivo (Chapters 3 and 6). 

Secondly, it allowed a number of treatment regimes to be tested without the risk of 

harming human subjects (Chapters 3, 6 and 7), and saving significant amount of time, 

cost and inconvenience, that an experimental set up would have required. Thirdly, the 

use of current computers allowed a vast amount of numerical analysis to be performed 

in a fraction of a second, enabling the model to compute all necessary iterations and 

permutations within an acceptable time-step. This is crucial when using the therapy 

model in a real-time clinical setup (Chapters 4, 5 and 9), to calculate and make 

available the necessary therapeutic dose. 

2.1.1 Time-step in iterative models 

In iterative models it is important to choose an optimal time-step size. In 

physiological system modelling we need to consider the continuous changing nature 

of the variables being modelled. If the chosen time step is excessively small then we 

will end up with a very large amount of data for a small time duration, where the 

system behaviour effectively has not changed. It could also render the model unusable 

due to impractically long processing time. On the other hand if the time step is too 

large it can make it appear that the effect of one element on the other lasts for the 

whole time step, when in fact it should be recognising that the second element feeds 

back to the first to counteract the original disturbance. As a result the simulation 

results will not be a faithful execution of the intended model. 

In this thesis where I am primarily modelling the interaction of alveolar CO2 and 

ventilation, a duration of one breath is a reasonable time step, because our notional 

continuous ventilation process is made up of discontinuous breaths a few seconds 
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apart. Although, not much is gained by modelling within the individual breaths, I 

chose 1 second time step for the iterations to model ventilation as a smooth 

continuous variable and for representational simplicity. This choice has been tested 

successfully in Chapter 3, where different time steps were used to test the numerical 

stability of the model.  

Further method descriptions of the iterative models are presented in Chapters 3 and 6. 

2.2 Physiological measurements 

In this section I will present the devices that were used to measure the various 

physiological parameters that are relevant to the experimental work to validate the 

predictions of the models. 

2.2.1 Respiratory flow 

Respiratory flow was measured using a heated pneumotachograph (Hans Rudolph 

model 3830, Kansas USA) with amplifier (Hans Rudolph model 1110A, Figure 2-1). The 

pneumotachometers are sensors that convert air flow into differential pressure as gas flow 

through them. Air flows through a heated wire mesh, resulting in a pressure difference 

between the proximal and distal sides of the mesh. This small differential pressure 

signal is sensed through the output pressure ports on the pneumotach. These ports were 

connected, through flexible tubing, to a pressure transducer (sensitive +/- 2cmH2O), in the 

Hans Rudolph model 1110A amplifier, which measure and amplify the sensed differential 

pressure signals to provide an analogue output proportional to the flow rate. A linearising 

circuit within the amplifier box corrects for the slight nonlinearity of the pneumotach 

output. The theory of the pneumatic measurement is based on the assumption that the air 

flow in the tube is laminar.  
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Figure 2-1 Photograph of the model of pneumotach and pneumotach amplifier used in the clinical 
experiments. 
 

In our clinical setup the subjects wore an oro-nasal mask (Hans Rudolph model 7400 

mask) and breathed into a Hans Rudolph 2700 2-Way T-Shape Non-Rebreathing 

valve (Figure 2-2), which has three main ports; the inhalation, exhalation and mouth 

ports. Both the inhalation and exhalation ports have a uni-directional diaphragm valve 

such that air is breathed in through the inhalation port and breathed out through the 

exhalation port avoiding re-breathing. The pneumotach valve assembly that was used 

was relatively large as this reduced the resistance to airflow, but this necessitates 

increased weight and hence discomfort with prolonged use (131 versus 38.0 g for the 

smallest compatible Hans Rudolph pneumotach - paediatric) and increased dead-space 

(102.9 versus 20.1 ml for the smallest pneumotach - paediatric). The assembly is 

shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 Equipment for measurement of respiratory gases and ventilation. 
Subjects breathed through an oro-nasal mask which was attached to a 2 way non-rebreathing valve. 
Flow was measured using a pneumotachograph attached to the mask and respiratory gas 
concentrations were measured via a sampling line attached to the mask 

 

2.2.1.1 Calibration of pneumotachograph 

Before each study, the pneumotachograph was calibrated using a 3-litre syringe. The 

syringe is attached to the mouthpiece port, and filled and emptied repeatedly a pre-

determined number of times (10) – making a total volume of 30 litres (Figure 2-3).  

The scale of the voltage output signal from the flow meter could then be scaled in the 

analysis software, given the knowledge of the total volume of air moved (30 litres in 

each direction) and the time taken. 
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Figure 2-4 Example of respiratory flow raw data (each short cycle represents a single breath – top 
panel), and its equivalent ventilatory trace after smoothing (periodic breathing – bottom panel). 
 

2.2.1.3 Respiratory trace using a strain gauge 

In addition to measuring flow in some patients, a respiratory trace using a simple 

elastic strain guage (Hokanson), attached to the chest, was acquired to assess whether 

the phase and amplitude of ventilation could be adequately tracked without a 

pneumotach. This allowed us to assess the potential of a CO2 administration system 

which does not require a tight fitting mask. The respiratory trace was acquired using a 

strain gauge and recorded via a Hokanson EC6 Plethysmograph. The strain gauge was 

attached to the patients’ chest wall and adjusted to ensure that a clear respiratory trace 

was obtained. An example of a respiratory trace is shown in Figure 2-5.  
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Figure 2-5 Example of respiratory trace recording, when using a strain gauge to track chest wall 
excursion. Each cycle represents a single breath. 
 

2.2.2 Measurement of carbon dioxide  

The gold standard method for measuring blood carbon dioxide levels is using blood 

gas analysis of sampled arterial blood. This method was not utilised in this work for 

several key reasons. First the temporal resolution of arterial blood sampling would not 

be sufficient for our studies where the time course of changes of interest may be as 

little as a few seconds (less than a breath length) such that taking multiple arterial 

blood samples from the same subject at the necessary frequency e.g. 1/3 Hz would be 

technically unfeasible, even with an arterial cannulae in situ. Intra-arterial 

measurements for example with an electrochemical or optical sensor are not used 

routinely clinically due to the invasive nature of the procedure, the size of the 

cannulae required and instability of calibration due to clotting (Fogt, 1990; Venkatesh, 

1999). Given that very little if any incremental information would be derived from 

such invasive studies, over the data acquired from using a rather less invasive end-

tidal CO2 methods, it would not be ethically justifiable as arterial cannulae confer a 

risk of infection. Moreover arterial blood gas sampling can be painful which could 

lead to hyperventilation and increased sympathetic activity which could confound 

results.  
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Therefore a proxy measurement can be acquired non-invasively, it is possible to 

measure transcutaneous or end-tidal CO2.  

2.2.2.1  Transcutaneous measurement of carbon dioxide 

Transcutaneous CO2 relies on the fact that CO2 diffuses through subcutaneous tissues 

and skin (Severinghaus, 1960). CO2 is measured potentiometrically by determining 

the pH of an electrolyte layer which is separated from the skin by a highly permeable 

membrane (Stow and Randall, 1954). Limitations of transcutaneous monitoring which 

made it unsuitable for use in this thesis are very poor temporal resolution with an 

average in vitro response time (10-90%) of 50 seconds, its reliance on a regular (twice 

a day) manual replacement and calibration of the membrane (Eberhard, 2007), and 

since it reflects peripheral perfusion reliability is affected by low cardiac output states 

including heart failure (Waxman, 1986).  

2.2.2.2 Capnography 

Capnography is a direct monitoring of the inhaled and exhaled concentration or partial 

pressure of CO2, and an indirect monitor of the CO2 partial pressure in the arterial 

blood. In this thesis the end-tidal CO2 monitoring is used as a non-invasive surrogate 

for the partial pressure of CO2 in arterial blood. Studies suggest that end-tidal CO2, as 

measured by capnography, is an accurate reflection of arterial CO2 to within 0.9 kPa 

(Casati et al., 2001). Capnography can use either a mass spectrometer or infra-red 

spectrography device to measure PETCO2 and the analyser can either be within the 

breathing circuit (a mainstream analyser), or more commonly, the gas sample is 

aspirated from the breathing circuit through a small bore tube to a remote analyser (a 

sidestream analyzer). 
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2.2.2.4 Carbon dioxide measurements in our studies 

The capnograph used in the studies described in the thesis was the BIOPAC 

CO2100A device (BIOPAC Systems, CA, USA) which is a side-stream monitor that 

uses infra-red spectrography to measure carbon dioxide concentrations. The 

manufacturers’ published specifications are as follows; range of 0-10% CO2, 

repeatability of 0.03%, resolution of 0.1%, response time (10-90%) of 90 msec at a 

flow rate of 200ml/min. The setting applied to our studies were a sampling flow rate 

of 200ml/min which reduced the transit time from the point of sampling at the mask to 

the gas analyser import port to 1.2 seconds. This, combined with the subsequent 

response time of 90ms, gave a total delay time of approximately 1.3 seconds, which 

has previously been shown not to increase the measurement error. A device gain of 

1%/Volt (the maximum available) to increase precision when measuring small 

changes in end-tidal CO2 was chosen. 

2.2.3 Oxygen measurements in our studies 

The partial pressure of oxygen within the expired gas was measured using a BIOPAC 

O2100C analyser (BIOPAC Systems, CA, USA). This is a paramagnetic oxygen 

analyser, it uses the paramagnetic properties of the oxygen molecules as they are 

subjected to pass through inhomogeneous magnetic field they will be attracted to the 

strongest part of field. This is in contrast to other common respiratory gases which are 

diamagnetic and hence move to the weakest part. In this type of analyser first 

described by Pauling, a dumb-bell containing a diamagnetic gas such as nitrogen is 

suspended between the poles of a magnet. Oxygen in the sampling chamber is 

attracted to this area, thereby displacing the magnet. An opposing current is applied to 

restore the dumb-bell to its normal position and this current can be measured and is 
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directly proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen (Burton, 1969; Pauling et al., 

1946). 

2.2.3.1 Detection of end-tidal carbon dioxide from raw capnograph output 

Custom designed software in Matlab read the text files of the voltage values generated 

in the computer from the capnograph (which were transferred via an analogue-to-

digital converter) and, as with the raw flow signal, applies any programmed scale 

factor (which depends on the gain of the capnograph). The program aims to detect 

individual breaths and the end-tidal CO2 by performing several different functions on 

the raw data, first the program will not identify anything lower than a pre-

programmed lowest sensible end-tidal CO2 e.g. 2 kPa as a peak, so any apparent peaks 

in CO2 that are lower than this, are ignored. Second a Savitzky-Golay filter is applied 

to both the CO2 and O2 data, which acts by smoothing the data while preserving the 

maxima and minima (Savitzky and Golay, 1964). The program then looks for 

simultaneous minima of the O2 and maxima of CO2 to aim to detect the breaths 

(Figure 2-7). Third a moving window is applied, which detects the local maximum 

CO2 and minimum O2. The CO2 and O2 strings are compared and when the maximum 

of CO2 coincides with minimum O2 the slope and peak of the CO2 and O2 traces are 

taken. Fourth a further smaller window is applied to this data, taking only the top (pre-

programmed) percentage e.g. taking the top 10% of the CO2 data. Finally the data is 

re-sampled and plotted at 1 and 5 Hz (Figure 2-8). 
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Figure 2-7 End tidal O2 and CO2 values, top and bottom red circles, respectively. They are evaluated 
through breath identification, and evaluation of simultaneous local minima from O2 and maxima from 
CO2 raw data readings. 
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Figure 2-8 Raw data of respiratory flow and gases of breath cycles (top plot), which following conversion 
to ventilation and detection of each breath can be plotted as ventilation, end-tidal CO2 and end-tidal O2 
of periodic breathing cycles (bottom plot). Where the tidal volume is close or less than respiratory dead-
space (red box) end-tidal CO2 no longer accurately represents arterial CO2.  
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2.2.3.2 Calibration of gas concentration measurements 

Before each study, the capnograph was switched on for 10 minutes as the warm-up 

time is stated to be 5 minutes. The machine was then initially calibrated using room 

air (0.04% CO2) and then a commercially- available calibration gas (4% CO2, 16% 

O2, balance N2). 

2.2.3.3 Reproducibility and validity of measurements of gas concentration 

In order to confirm the validity and reproducibility of measurements of gas 

concentration, measurements were made of carbon dioxide concentration and oxygen 

concentrations in samples of gas obtained from several calibration cylinders from two 

providers of specialist gas mixtures (British Oxygen Company Ltd and CK Gas 

Products Ltd). The concentration of each gas was measured twice on the same day, 

and the data was analysed according to the method of Bland and Altman (1986).  

2.2.3.4 Oxygen 

The difference between the measured oxygen concentration and the manufacturer's 

stated O2 concentration (0 [no gas], 10%, 14%, 20%, 21%, 25%, 100%) was 0.06%, 

with standard deviation of difference (SDD) 0.20%. The largest contributor to this 

variation was the measurement with 100% oxygen. Given that only the gases in the 

range 0–25 %, are relevant to this thesis, the mean difference (excluding the 100% 

value) was –0.01% (SDD 0.09%).  

The reproducibility was calculated as the difference between two measurements of 

oxygen concentration on the same day. The mean difference is 0.17% (SDD 0.55%). 

Exclusion of the value from 100% oxygen demonstrates that in the range of interest, 

the reproducibility is better, with mean difference 0.05% and SDD 0.11%. 
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2.2.3.5 Carbon dioxide 

The mean difference between the measured CO2 concentration and the manufacturer's 

stated CO2 concentration (0 [no gas], 4%, 7%, 10%, 14%) was 0.03%, with SDD 

0.14%. 

The reproducibility of CO2 concentration measured by capnography was calculated as 

the mean difference between two measurements on the same day. This was found to 

be 0.01% (SDD 0.55%). Again, exclusion of the value from 100% CO2 demonstrates 

that in the range of interest, the reproducibility is better, with mean difference 0.05% 

and SDD 0.11%. 

2.2.4 Other physiological parameters monitored 

There were other physiological parameters that were monitored during the 

experimental work of the clinical studies. These were used for monitoring the patient's 

physiological state during the studies for patient safety reasons, and also for any 

serendipitous observations that might have an unexpected bearing on the studies. 

They are not directly relevant to the modelling or the clinical validation of it, but are 

included here for completeness. These include heart rate, non-invasive blood pressure 

(NIBP) and arterial blood oxygen saturation (SpO2). 

2.2.4.1 Heart rate measurement 

A surface ECG signal was recorded using the Hewlett-Packard 78351A monitor, 

which outputs an analogue signal into the acquisition system. The electrodes were 

placed on the right and left anterior aspect of the chest with the third placed on the 

abdomen. Care was taken to ensure that there was a prominent R wave on the ECG 

signal. The custom designed Matlab software derived the heart rate from the text files 

by one of two ways, either by identifying the R wave as either the highest deflection, 
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or by the fastest rate of deflections. Such redundancy within the system meant that if 

from the raw data, the program did not appear to be identifying R waves accurately 

e.g. double counting or missing R waves, the alternative system could be 

programmed.  

2.2.4.2 Non-invasive arterial blood pressure and cardiac output 
measurement 

A Finometer device (Finapres Medical Systems, Amsterdam, Holland) was used for 

the measurement of non-invasive blood pressure. A balloon enclosed in a semi-rigid 

cuff is inflated around the subject’s finger. The cuff pressure is continuously adjusted 

by the device so that the finger artery is dynamically unloaded and the arterial 

diameter is held constant over time (Penaz, 1973; Imholz et al., 1998). This allows a 

continuous measurement of the arterial blood pressure. 

A servo controller compares the arterial diameter with a constant reference value, the 

servo set point, which must be chosen such that a state of near-zero transmural 

pressure is obtained. This set point depends on the shape of the pressure-volume 

diagram of the finger arteries. During the start-up procedure, the pressure-volume 

diagram is measured and the proper set point is automatically determined from the 

pressure-volume diagram. The set-point may change during a measurement because 

of variations in smooth muscle behaviour of the finger artery. Adaptation to such 

behaviour is automatically performed by the intermittent physiological calibration 

procedure. The servo controller adapts in this way to different patients and to 

temporal variations within each patient, and keeps the transmural pressure near-zero 

at all times during the measurement. The intra-arterial pressure is measured indirectly 

by assessing the cuff pressure required to exactly counteract the change in intra-
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arterial pressure (Wesseling et al., 1986). An example of arterial waveform obtained 

using the Finometer is shown in Figure 2-9. 

 

Figure 2-9 Example trace of continuous non-invasive blood pressure measurement by Finometer 
photoplethysmograph. 
 

The system is commercially produced and is widely accepted as valid for the 

measurement of changes of arterial blood pressure (Smith et al., 1985; Wesseling et 

al., 1985; Kurki et al., 1987). The Finometer cuff was wrapped between the proximal 

and distal interphalangeal joints of the finger (Figure 2-10). The patient was asked not 

to move their hand during recording and the height of the hand was kept constant. 
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Figure 2-10 Photograph of the Finometer finger cuff. The finger cuff is comprised of an inflatable air 
bladder, a plethysmograph consisting of a light source and a light detector, that detect changes in the 
vessel diameter. 
 

The Finometer was also used to measure beat by beat cardiac output. Using stroke 

volume values derived from the Modelflow method (Wesseling et al., 1993).The 

Finometer calculates and outputs cardiac output which is equal to the derived stroke 

volume multiplied by heart rate. The Modelflow method computes an aortic flow 

waveform from the finger arterial waveform by simulating a non-linear three element 

model of aortic impedance. The three elements are aortic characteristic impedance, 

arterial compliance and peripheral vascular resistance. This aortic flow waveform is 

then integrated per beat and used as a measure of stroke volume from which cardiac 

output is calculated. The three element model takes into account the non-linear 

behaviour of the aortic cross-sectional area with respect to aortic pressure 

(Langewouters et al., 1985) such that at low arterial pressures the modelled cross-

sectional area of the aorta increases rapidly whereas at higher pressures this rate of 
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increase is lower (Bogert and van Lieshout, 2005). The exact relationship between 

cross-sectional area and arterial pressure is also affected by parameters such as the 

subject’s age, gender, height and weight which are all variables utilised by the model 

and were therefore entered for each subject at the start of each experiment. The use of 

Finometer to measure cardiac output non-invasively has also been extensively 

investigated and validated (van Lieshout, 2003; Bogert and van Lieshout, 2005).  

2.2.4.3 Oxygen saturation 

An Ohmeda Biox 3700 Pulse Oximeter was used to determine arterial O2 saturations. 

The basis of pulse oximetry the different light-absorbing characteristics of 

oxyhemoglobin (HbO2,) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) at two different wavelengths 

(i.e., 660 nm [red] and 940 nm [infrared]) and the pulsatile nature of arterial blood 

flow. A red light-emitting diode (LED) and an infrared LED are located on one side 

of the probe, and a photodetector is located on the other side. With pulse oximeters, a 

finger or earlobe probe is used. The transmitted light received by the photodetector is 

divided into two components: A and B. Component A is transmitted light of variable 

intensity that occurs during a systole and is a function of the pulsations of oxygenated 

arterial blood. Component B is transmitted light (during a diastole) that has a constant 

intensity and is a function of various tissues (i.e., skin pigment, muscle, fat, bone, and 

venous blood). The pulse oximeter divides the pulsatile absorption of component A by 

the background light absorption of component B, at the two different wavelengths, to 

obtain an absorption ratio. The photodetector converts the light signal into an 

electrical signal that is amplified and convened into digital information. Based on the 

red:infrared absorption ratio, an algorithm within the pulse oximeter calculates 

%SpO2 (Mengelkoch et al. a review of SpO2, 1994).  
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The device also produces an analogue signal in the range 0 – 1 volt representing a 

range of 0 – 100% saturation. This signal is then transferred to the computer via an 

analogue-to-digital converter. The machine self-calibrates and this device has been 

well validated in clinical practice (Kagle et al., 1987; Severinghaus and Naifeh, 1987). 

2.3 Data Acquisition 

A National Instruments data acquisition system DAQ-Card 6062E (National 

Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) was employed to sample and import the various 

analogue signals into the computer. This was controlled through the custom designed 

software program using Labview instrument control language (v7.0, National 

Instruments). All analogue data, from the pneumotachometer, oxygen and carbon 

dioxide modules, pulse oximeter, ECG monitor, Finapres and transition marker box, 

were sampled at 1000 Hz. The setup allowed data to be collected simultaneously from 

all the devices. All the raw data was stored in text files for use in the subsequent 

offline analysis using custom designed software written in Matlab (Natick, MA, 

USA).  
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Figure 2-11 Screenshot of the Labview acquisition system with recording of a subject with periodic 
breathing. The acquisition system displays the voltage outputs from the ECG machine, the Finapres 
(blood pressure and cardiac output), the pneumotachometer, the respiratory gas measurement 
modules, pulse oximeter and the transition marker box. 
 

2.4 Dynamic CO2 delivery system 

In order to be able to accurately deliver precise concentrations of inspired carbon 

dioxide at fixed times during the periodic breathing cycle, a computer-controlled gas-

mixing system was developed by the engineering team. It was specified to be 

computer controlled, allowing various waveforms and delivery configurations (such 

as period, amplitude, sinusoidal, square, etc) could be set by the operator independent 

of variations in the concentrations of other gases and the flow rate. This was to be 

used either to simulate period breathing in subjects with stable cardiorespiratory 

control, and/or potentially reduce periodic breathing using sinusoidal administration 

of carbon dioxide and validate the proposed modelling work. 
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A custom made motorised rotary valve system was designed and built, that would 

proportionally mix a higher CO2 concentration gas (7% CO2) from a reservoir bag 

with ambient air as desired. The complete setup consisted of a regulated CO2 cylinder 

gas supply (7% CO2, 21% O2, balance N2) fills a flexible reservoir with internal 

pressure maintained close to atmospheric pressure. An output of the CO2 reservoir bag 

feeds into the CO2 port of the mixer valve assembly. A second port of the mixer valve 

is always open to atmosphere as an inlet of the ambient air for proportional mixing 

(Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-15). An internal rotating chamber with openings to the two 

gas ports and a third port to the patient breathing circuit is attached to a stepper motor, 

that rotates the chamber to line up its openings to the gas ports to allow the patient 

inspire the desired proportion of gas. The movement of the stepper motor was 

controlled by a computer through an electronic control board, which is managed by a 

custom developed Matlab program. In order to allow the computer to sense the actual 

degree of rotation of the valve), the stepper motor was attached to a potentiometer 

which was in turn connected back into the computer as a voltage input. This 

monitored voltage was used to correct any discrepancy from the desired position. In 

the case of delivering therapy, the Matlab program continually analysed the real-time 

ventilatory waveforms of the patient, using the signal from the pneumotach. This 

allowed a real-time dynamic administration of CO2 guided by the patient's own 

ventilation (Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-15). A pressure release valve was fitted on to the 

flexible reservoir that allowed gas to escape if pressure builds up more than 1 mbar. 

The patient always inspires at atmospheric pressure. The openings of the internal 

chamber are in such a way that the patient has always gas available to inspire, which 

is part of its safety requirement. Finally, the entire system was contained within a 

casing and then underwent electrical safety testing and risk assessment (IEC 60601-1, 
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General requirements for safety; Directive 2006/95/EC, Low Voltage Directive of the 

European Parliament; Eisner et al., 2009). 

 

 
Figure 2-12 Rotary Sleeve system for administration of sinusoidal CO2 concentrations. This system is 
comprised of a rotary valve driven by a stepper motor, and therefore it is able to give a continuous 
range of concentrations of CO2 between 0 and 100% of the concentration of the CO2 cylinder. The 
rotary sleeve allows optimal administration of sinusoidal concentrations of gases. 
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Figure 2-15 Internal structure of the rotary mixer valve: Gas enters into the void B and is admitted to the 
lumen A via rectangular slots in the walls of the rotating cylinder and the inner of the two fixed cylinders. 
The common aperture is dependent on the rotation position of the inner cylinder. The slots D are milled 
over 180 degrees of the cylinder, such that the aperture is fully closed at 0o of rotation and fully open at 
180o of rotation. 
 

The delivery system is not perfect: first as the system is open to air via the apertures, 

the programmed peak concentration is usually higher than the inspired concentration 

of gas, as gas from the reservoir escapes into the room. The actual dose delivered can 

be quantified with some certainty, however, as the respiratory gases are being 

measured. Second, there is an unavoidable delay between the program instructing the 

motor to move and the CO2 arriving at the alveolar level which is quantifiable as the 
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delay between the peak dose programmed to be delivered and the peak of the 

envelope of inspired CO2. Third, the entire system which consists of the mask, 

pneumotach and the tubing connecting to the motor contains a sizeable amount of 

dead-space. This was minimised wherever possible and can also be quantified as 

shown below (Figure 2-16 and Figure 2-17). 

  

 
Figure 2-16 CO2 delivery using the valve in one patient where the motor was configured to deliver a 60 s 
sine wave of CO2 with peak dose of approximately 10 kPa. The peak inspired dose some seconds later 
was approximately 8 kPa. 
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Figure 2-17 Graph of programmed CO2 to be delivered versus inspired and expired CO2. Even when no 
gas is being delivered the dead-space within the mask and pneumotach alone may lead to inspired 
concentrations of CO2 of up to 1.6 kPa. The end-tidal CO2 is affected by the inspired concentration of 
CO2 and by alveolar ventilation. Some of the administered CO2 is lost into the atmosphere through the 
apertures in the valve so inspired CO2 concentration is lower than the programmed concentration to be 
delivered.  
 

2.4.1 CO2 cylinders and reservoir 

The reservoir was a 60 L Douglas bag which was maintained at atmospheric pressure 

and was filled directly from the gas cylinders. The cylinders which were purchased 

from BOC gases (Linde group) were medically certified and a typical cylinder would 

be 7% CO2, 21 % O2 and remainder nitrogen.   
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2.4.2 CO2 administration software  

2.4.2.1 CO2 administration during stable ventilation 

The software in Matlab was written to allow the valve to move to produce sine wave, 

square wave or ramp configurations of gas delivery as required with programmable 

peak dose (0-100% of the therapy gas) and duration (within the ventilatory cycle).  

2.4.2.2 CO2 administration during oscillatory ventilation 

Oscillatory ventilation sometimes has a sinusoidal envelope of ventilation, but more 

often has a non-sinusoidal shape, particularly when apnoeas are present. The 

ventilatory flow and respiratory gases are fed back to the computer and to both 

Labview and Matlab applications in real-time allowing us to monitor the ratio of 

instantaneous to mean ventilation. The program in Matlab uses a Fourier Transform 

method to provide a sinusoidal fit to a wide range of oscillatory ventilation 

waveforms. The software determines the phase in the cycle of periodic breathing by 

performing a sliding Fourier Transform on the preceding ventilation data acquired 

during an approximately one-minute period. This moving window is adjustable to 

match the observed periodic breathing cycle length. The sinusoidal fit to the 

ventilation is then derived by constructing a sine wave with the amplitude and phase 

of the lowest frequency oscillatory component by Fourier Transform (i.e. that which 

is closest in cycle time to the period of ventilation signal transformed, Figure 2-22). 

This fitting technique has the advantage that it is not adversely affected by oscillatory 

cycles containing periods of apnoea (Fourier analysis section later in this chapter). It 

will also be unaffected by breath-to-breath fluctuations of the respiratory signal at 

frequencies much higher than that of periodic breathing.  
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The current amplitude and phase within the PB cycle is then represented in real-time 

within Matlab by a cursor which moves around a circle that is analogous to a clock 

face (Figure 2-18, and Methods section in Chapter 3). Each clock-wise revolution of 

the circle that the cursor makes is the equivalent of one cycle of PB and the distance 

from the centre of the circle is proportional to the size of the ventilatory oscillation 

relative to the mean ventilation or the amplitude of ventilation: mean ventilation 

(Figure 2-19).  

 
Figure 2-18 Ventilation during the periodic breathing cycle is represented in real-time as a clock with 
peak ventilation (a) at 12 o’clock, mid ventilation (b) at either 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock (depending on 
whether ventilation is decreasing or increasing) and trough ventilation at 6 o’clock. Fourier analysis 
allows the amplitude (A) and cycle length (P) to be established. Low amplitude oscillations (i) are 
represented as nearer to the centre of the clock than medium (ii) or large (iii) oscillations. At any time 
the current position within the PB cycle can therefore be appreciated by the position of the cursor. As 
ventilation stabilises the cursor moves closer towards the centre of the clock face.  
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Figure 2-19 Screenshot from Matlab with the black cursor at about 9 o’clock represents the 
instantaneous current position of the ventilatory oscillation in the periodic breathing cycle travelling 
clockwise on the clock plane i.e. coming up to peak of the PB cycle (left panel). The grey shaded area 
(left panel) is where the program is configured to deliver treatment. The radial distance from the centre 
to the black cursor is proportional to the size of the oscillatory ventilation in the PB cycle. On the right 
(top panel) is a real-time depiction of end-tidal CO2 with the red circles marking where CO2 
administration is programmed, CO2 therapy is delivered as the CO2 trough approaches. The right 
bottom panel shows the moving window with the fitted sine wave in red, which uses the last 60s from 
the current time (the furthest point to the right on the waveforms – currently ~860s). The waveforms 
sweep to the left in realtime along with the horizontal time scale.  

  

The advantage of knowing the phase and amplitude within the periodic PB cycle is it 

allows algorithms for treatments such as CO2 administration or cardiac output 

modulation to be developed.  In the case of CO2 administration, the software could 

calculate a dose proportional to the ventilatory oscillations to be delivered in any 

desired configuration at any phase within the PB cycle, and this could then be 

delivered by the motorised valve described in Section 2.4. 
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2.5 Data Analysis  

2.5.1 Measurement of ventilatory instability  

The conventional method measuring ventilatory instability in the context of periodic 

breathing is the apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI). It is calculated by dividing the 

number of apnoeas and hypopnoeas by the number of hours of sleep.  

The AHI method of quantifying ventilatory instability is not best suited for the 

dynamic, real-time and continuous nature of the modelling and validation work 

presented in this thesis. The AHI was originally designed to be used for patients 

undergoing polysomnography for the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnoea, and is 

good at determining if a patient is periodic or not. However, some of the clinical 

studies undertaken in this thesis are short daytime recordings. AHI describes how 

much time the patient has oscillatory ventilation but does not quantify the size and 

topography of the ventilatory oscillation which is important when developing 

treatment algorithms and to study dynamic system behaviours. Another limitation of 

the AHI is that the value will be higher if the periodic breathing cycle length is 

shorter, however cycle length is predominantly a function of circulatory delay rather 

than system instability (Figure 2-20, Mackey and Glass, 1977; Francis et al., 2000b).  

Therefore, in this thesis, system instability is mainly measured using standard 

deviation of the ventilatory oscillations when evaluating severity of periodic breathing 

over the whole frequency range of oscillations. For studies where the cycle length was 

predetermined (such as when measuring the response to an intervention performed at 

a fixed frequency), the derived amplitude over mean using Fourier transformation of 

signal averaged traces (over 120 seconds) was used thus allowing measurement in the 

frequency domain. In some sections I have used AHI in conjunction with standard 
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deviation in order to give comparisons of clinical severity, in conventional diagnostic 

units.  

 
Figure 2-20 Limitations of AHI; three recordings taken in the same night from the same patient. The 
highest amplitude oscillations with long apnoeas (top panel) scores a lower AHI than the bottom trace 
which whilst still oscillatory, appears less severe. 

 

2.5.2 Signal Averaging  

In some data where the desired signal is not large enough to distinguish from the 

accompanying noise or artefacts, in such cases signal averaging can be used to 

improve signal-to-noise ratio. This signal processing technique is applied in the time 

domain, and can be applied provided that the signal and noise are not correlated, the 

frequency of the signal is known, and the noise is random. This method has been used 

in this thesis. For example, when measuring the effect of a fixed-length intervention 

of five consecutive 60 second cycles of cardiac output alternations, the data were 

coherently signal-averaged after segmenting into 60 second sections.  
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2.5.3 Fourier analysis 

In this thesis Fourier transform has been used to analyse the phase and amplitude of 

oscillations (such as oscillations of ventilation) in the frequency domain. Fourier 

transform is a versatile tool widely used by mathematicians to convert a complex 

problem into one that can be more easily solved. It transforms a given data in a time 

domain into frequency domain, in which the sum of all the sinusoidal waveforms for 

each frequency present will recreate the original time domain data. In other words, the 

Fourier transform essentially decomposes or separates any waveform or function into 

sinusoids of different frequency which sum to the original waveform (Figure 2-21). It 

identifies or distinguishes the different frequency sinusoids and their respective 

amplitudes (Brigham, 1988). 

Both respiratory and haemodynamic parameters are approximately sinusoidal during 

periodic breathing, with a relatively constant period of about a minute. But, this 

sinusoidal behaviour can be discontinuous, such as during apnoea. This implies that 

identifying the phase of these variables in the time domain is not straightforward, but 

accuracy can be improved by measuring in the frequency domain, which allows us to 

identify the fundamental frequency of oscillation with its phase and amplitude even 

during an apnoeic cycle (Figure 2-22).  
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Figure 2-21 Theoretical dataset of ten 64-sample cycles of arbitrary units (AU) with the resulting 
frequency domain power spectrum. A Fourier transform can be relied upon to detect all the spectral 
power as existing at the relevant frequency (1/(64s) = 0.0156 Hz), as shown in the lower panel. 
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may have serious short comings (Chapter 6) to be considered as a potential single 

parameter to monitor in order to guide intervention (Figure 2-24).  

 
Figure 2-23 Signal-averaging of end-tidal CO2 signals. Upper panel: The end-tidal CO2 and O2 of the 
apnoeic patient with an estimate of the "true" alveolar marked as red interrupted line. Lower panel, left: 
each 60 second cycle of periodic breathing has been time-aligned, the end-tidal CO2 during apnoeas 
marked with grey interrupted arrow. Lower panel, right: The time-aligned cycles were averaged and fit to 
a sine wave of cycle length 60 s (red line) with the standard error marked as vertical lines. 
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Figure 2-24 Raw data from a patient with PB and apnoeas where each short cycle represents a single 
breath (upper panel). The lower panel demonstrates the periodic breathing data plotted every second. 
Where the patient is apnoeic (red boxes) the end-tidal CO2 and O2 are not accurate. 
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While general methods and measurement techniques are described in this chapter, 

further methods and materials are detailed in each data chapters that are more specific 

to the relevant study. 
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3 Mathematical modelling of dynamic CO2 
therapy in periodic breathing 

3.1 Abstract 

In this chapter I present a mathematical model providing a novel approach to treat 

unstable ventilatory control (seen in periodic breathing, Cheyne-Stokes respiration 

and central sleep apnoea) with carefully controlled dynamic administration of 

supplementary CO2. I explore the consequences of phasic CO2 administration, with 

different timing and dosing algorithms. The model aims to reduce ventilatory 

oscillations with minimum increment in mean CO2 and total ventilation. 

Within the ventilatory cycle I found an optimal time window (covering ~1/6 of the 

cycle) during which CO2 delivery reduces ventilatory fluctuations by >95%. Therapy 

is dramatically less effective when delivered outside this window (covering >2/3 of 

the cycle), increasing ventilatory fluctuations by >30%. Efficiency of stabilizing 

ventilation improved when the algorithm gave a graded increase in CO2 dose (by 

controlling its duration or concentration) for more severe periodic breathing. This was 

further improver (by 22%) by combining gradations of duration and concentration 

together. The (undesirable) increment in mean CO2 caused, was 300 times smaller 

with dynamic therapy than with static therapy, to achieve the same degree of 

ventilatory stabilization (0.0005 versus 0.1710 kPa). The increase in average 

ventilation was also much smaller with dynamic than static therapy (0.005 versus 

2.015 l min-1).  

I conclude that dramatically smaller quantities of CO2 could be used to reduce 

periodic breathing, with minimal adverse effects, if administered dynamically. 
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Algorithms adjusting both duration and concentration in real time would achieve this 

most efficiently. If developed clinically as a therapy for periodic breathing, this would 

minimize excess acidosis, hyperventilation and sympathetic over-activation, in 

comparison to static treatment.  
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3.2 Introduction  

The presence of oscillations of respiratory and cardiac parameters in patients with 

chronic heart failure (CHF) indicates adverse prognosis (Bradley and Floras, 2003; 

Corra et al., 2006; Hanley and Zuberi-Khokhar, 1996; Lanfranchi et al., 1999; 

Lorenzi-Filho et al., 2005; Sin et al., 2000). This periodic breathing (PB), with an 

approximate period of 1 minute, is primarily associated with oscillations of arterial 

CO2 (Cherniack et al., 1979; Douglas and Haldane, 1909), where the troughs in CO2 

engender apnoeas and/or hypopnoeas (Xie et al., 2002). These ventilatory oscillations 

in periodic breathing are accompanied by cardiovascular fluctuations (Davies et al., 

2000; Faber et al., 1990; Francis et al., 2000a), which may lead to adverse effects in 

patients with chronic heart failure (Hanly et al., 1989 and 1993; Javaheri et al., 1995) 

as described in Section 1.4.2 above.  

Although periodic breathing in CHF patients is associated with increased mortality 

(Corra et al., 2006; Hanley and Zuberi-Khokhar, 1996) there is no clinical evidence 

suggesting that abolition or reduction of periodic breathing would improve this 

outcome. However the potential improvement of quality of life alone, from improved 

sleep, may make the development and investigation of novel therapies worthwhile. 

Modelling studies can facilitate such developments and inform subsequent clinical 

investigations to test their relevance. 

The use of inhaled CO2 to stabilize periodic breathing has been investigated since the 

early 1980s (Berssenbrugge et al., 1983). Other researchers since then have reported 

that the administration of constant concentrations of inhaled CO2 elevates the troughs 

in ETCO2 oscillations (Badr et al., 1994; Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; Steens et al., 

1994; Xie et al., 1997). This prevents apnoeas, provided that sufficient CO2 is 
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administered. However, the systemic consequences of the resulting hyperventilation 

and sympathetic over-activation have made this a less attractive treatment option 

(Andreas et al., 1998; Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b). Whilst this form of static CO2 

delivery reduces the oscillations in ventilatory parameters, the associated arousals are 

not reduced, with no overall improvement in sleep quality (Szollosi et al., 2004). This 

may be due to the excess CO2 directly stimulating the cortex or reducing the threshold 

for cortical arousal.  

A fixed increase in inspired CO2 (FiCO2) mandates an increase in ventilation and 

therefore increases the work of breathing. This is often commented on in previous 

studies but not always quantified (Thomas et al., 2005; Villiger and Hess, 1993). 

However, it can easily be calculated because, for constant net exhaled volume of CO2 

the narrowed gap between expired and inspired CO2 must be compensated for by a 

reciprocal increase in alveoli ventilation, equation (3-1). 

   (3-1) 

Where:  is the change in alveolar ventilation, is a constant volume of body 

production of CO2, (FetCO2-FiCO2) is the change in difference of ETCO2 to 

inspired CO2. Using this calculation, which provides only a lower limit on the 

increment in ventilation (because the increased work of breathing will raise metabolic 

production of CO2, thereby further increasing ventilation), we see that ventilation is 

raised by up to 96% (24-96%). I have summarized calculated values of increase in 

ventilation due to inspired CO2 in previous studies (Table 3-3 in Appendix 3.6.4 of 

this chapter). In fact, alveolar ventilation would have to have increased by even more 

than this because the increase in ventilatory work is likely to increase . Lorenzi-
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Filho et al. (1999b) concluded: ‘Although CO2 inhalation abolishes CSR [Cheyne-

Stokes Respiration] -CSA [Central Sleep Apnoea] and reduces the frequency of 

arousals, it also increases ventilation and would therefore augment the energy and 

blood flow demands of the respiratory muscles in the face of low cardiac output. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that CO2 inhalation would be a useful long-term therapy for 

CSR-CSA in patients with CHF [Congestive Heart Failure]’.  

In this study I used mathematical modelling to investigate treating periodic breathing 

using optimally-graded doses of inspired CO2 through dynamic delivery. I aimed to 

deliver targeted CO2 to counteract the troughs in ETCO2 oscillations, thereby limiting 

the total quantity of CO2 administered. This might minimize the oscillations in the 

respiratory gases without producing the observed large increases in ETCO2 and 

ventilation. I hypothesized that a small dose of inspired CO2 would reduce PB if 

administered dynamically at an optimal phase and amplitude of ventilatory 

oscillations. This modelling approach allows a study of the consequences of different 

algorithms upon the resultant control patterns of reproducibly unstable ventilatory 

control system. 
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Regulation of ventilation  

Ventilation can be considered to be regulated through a feedback control loop of two 

physiological mechanisms: the chemoreflex, and pulmonary gas exchange, that 

produce the controller and plant gain, respectively. The controller gain is the change 

in ventilation due to a change in ETCO2, and plant gain is a change in ETCO2 as a 

result of a change in ventilation (Khoo et al., 1991). 

3.3.2 Potential steady state of the feedback control system 

The dependence of FETCO2 (end-tidal CO2 fraction) on steady-state alveolar 

ventilation (plant gain) is an inversely proportional relationship, because the product 

of their means of ventilation and FETCO2 must equal the mean metabolic production 

of CO2 (provided that the total body production of carbon dioxide remains constant). 

This relationship, equation (3-2) produces a hyperbolic curve (the isometabolic curve) 

when CO2 is plotted against ventilation. 

Constant Average Metabolic production of CO2 = Ventilation × FETCO2  (3-2) 

The dependence of ventilation upon ETCO2 (controller gain) is determined by the 

chemoreflex response curve. This is shown as a linear relationship (equation 3-3) in 

Figure 3-1, implying a constant value of chemoreflex gain, but can also be non-linear 

(Manisty et al., 2006a). 

Change in Ventilation = Chemoreflex gain × Change in FETCO2  (3-3) 

The intercept of these two response curves is where the ventilation control system is 

potentially in equilibrium (Figure 3-1). 
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Figure 3-1 The potential equilibrium point: It is at the intercept of the chemoreflex response and the 
curve of metabolic production of CO2. (Manisty et al., 2006a). Clinical data suggest that the 
chemoreflex response curve is linear near potential steady state values of FetCO2, which primarily 
determines system stability (Khoo et al., 1982; Francis et al., 2000b; Manisty et al., 2006a), although it 
is non-linear (concave) near the apnoea threshold (Mohan and Duffin, 1997). 
 

The stability of this feedback control system depends on how it responds to small 

perturbations from the equilibrium state. If, after a small perturbation away from the 

equilibrium point, the system responses cause it to diverge further away from the 

equilibrium point, the system is unstable. In contrast, if system returns to equilibrium, 

it is stable (Manisty et al., 2006a). It should be noted that the chemoreflex response to 

CO2 is not always linear outside the eupnoea region. However, it has been shown that 

this the non-linear behaviour does not necessarily alter the instability of the system 

(Manisty et al., 2006a). I have clarified this exclusion further in the limitation section. 

3.3.3 A dynamic treatment model 

I developed an iterative model that maps system behavior following a small transient 

perturbation in CO2 from steady state condition, hence can predict whether the 

cardiorespiratory system is stable or unstable. The model allows the introduction of 

inspired CO2 at any desired time and dose during the simulation and enables the 

effects of this on the ventilation pattern to be quantified. Therefore I was able to 

identify those treatment strategies that are likely to be of clinical benefit.  
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3.3.4 The model 

Previous researchers have used pole-zero analysis (Sammon and Curley, 1997; 

Modarreszadeh et al., 1995) and previous workers in our group (Francis et al., 2000b) 

have used an analytical solution using the Lambert W function to solve the 

cardiorespiratory feedback control system stability equations. 

The current iterative model presented here and the previous model presented by 

Manisty et al., (2006a) are both based on the same time delay differential equation as 

the analytical model published by Francis et al. (2000b). However, this analytical 

model assumes an exponentially-modulated sinusoidal solution at a single frequency. 

The iterative approach presented here to stability modelling (and consequently 

therapy), does not assume any particular form of solution, and can therefore cope with 

non-linearities in the control system, for example reaching the apnoeic threshold. 

The iteration of the model begins with the instantaneous CO2 value at the steady state 

position at time to followed by an introduction of a small transient positive 

perturbation on the CO2 (Figure 3-2). The instantaneous ventilation value  at time t 

(i.e. to + ∆t, where ∆t is 1 second in the model) is then calculated from a previous 

value of CO2 (Ct-δ), where δ is the chemoreflex delay, using a linear function of the 

chemoreflex gain. The new value of CO2 for time t is calculated using a difference 

equation below (3-4), derived from a previously published analytical equation 

(Francis et al., 2000b). 

  (3-4) 

Where: ∆C is the incremental change in end-tidal CO2 concentration during the small 

time increment ∆t, VL is a constant lung volume,  is a constant volume of body 

V
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production of CO2,  and C are instantaneous ventilation and end-tidal CO2 variables 

respectively at time t, is the mean alveolar CO2 fraction,  is a constant cardiac 

output, β is a constant of solubility of CO2 in blood.  

The new value of  is then tested according to a configured treatment regime for 

whether the model should administer CO2 therapy or not. If ventilation is unstable and 

the value of  (both in amplitude and phase of oscillation) is in the configured 

treatment zone (as described in the Treatment Regime section below) then a 

corresponding programmed CO2 treatment dose is added to the new value of the 

ETCO2.  

In the treatment model the instantaneous CO2 at time t (Ct) is given by, 

Ct = C(t-∆t) + ∆C + (CO2 Therapy)  (3-5) 

Here C(t-∆t) is the instantaneous CO2 at the previous time point (t-∆t). ∆C is the 

component of change in CO2 that is caused by normal gas exchange processes but 

assuming zero inspired CO2, and is obtained from equation (3-4). ‘CO2 Therapy’ is 

the component of change in CO2 that is caused by inspired CO2, and is calculated 

from the configured values of ‘peak concentration’ and treatment phase window 

‘duration’. This value is dependent on the amplitude and phase of the ventilation cycle 

at time t, by an algorithm discussed in more detail below, in the ‘Treatment regime’ 

section. 

The new ETCO2 value is then used to calculate the new value of ventilation.  
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The simulation runs in a loop calculating instantaneous values of end-tidal CO2 and ventilation for each 
simulation time-steps (second). It starts with the steady state end-tidal CO2 and ventilation values as 
initial instantaneous values. A single initial transient positive CO2 perturbation is introduced 10 
simulation time-steps after the start of simulation, to determine whether the configuration of the model 
causes the system to stabilize or not. The model checks whether a new instantaneous value of 
ventilation is in the configured treatment zone. If the ventilation value is in the treatment zone then it 
adds the programmed treatment CO2 to give the next instantaneous value of end-tidal CO2. ΔC is the 
incremental change in end-tidal CO2 concentration during the small time increment Δt, VL is a constant 
lung volume, is a constant volume of body production of CO2, and C are instantaneous 
ventilation and end-tidal CO2 variables respectively at time t,  is the mean alveolar CO2 fraction,  
is a constant cardiac output, β is a constant of solubility of CO2 in blood. C(t-∆t) is the instantaneous CO2 
at the previous time point (t-∆t). 
 

In the model the following cardiorespiratory parameters were held constant to 

standard values for all of my simulations – cardiac output 3.5 l min-1, metabolic 

production of CO2 = 0.2 l min-1, lung volume 5 l, linear chemoreflex response curve 

with slope of 1200 l min-1 atm-1, chemoreflex delay 20 seconds, solubility of CO2 in 

blood 5 l l-1 atm-1, start point of CO2 equal to steady state CO2 4%, start point of 

ventilation equal to steady state ventilation 5 l min-1, positive CO2 perturbation 

0.001% 10 seconds after start. It has been shown that these parameters can be 
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Figure 3-2 Flow diagram of the model: 
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assumed constant near the equilibrium point since they are not critical in the genesis 

of ventilatory instability (Francis et al., 2000b). The constant values are based on 

previously published figures that would be typical for a patient with heart failure and 

periodic breathing (Beecroft et al., 2006; Gabrielsen et al., 2002; Khoo et al., 1995; 

Manisty et al., 2006a; Mohan et al., 1999; Turner et al., 2004; Van den Aardweg and 

Karemaker, 2002). However, the potential effects of changing these parameters that 

are held constant here has been evaluated later in this chapter (Chapter 3 - Appendix 

3.6.2). 

The CO2 therapy is configured to automatically adjust to the amplitude of oscillation 

and the phase of ventilation during a treatment episode. This allowed me to 

dynamically configure the therapy (in concentration, duration and delivery phase) to 

test the most effective treatment profile. 

3.3.5 Severity of ventilatory oscillations 

In this study the severity of ventilatory oscillations were measured by calculating the 

relative standard deviation of ventilation over a 15 minutes simulation period 

following a 5 minutes initial transient interval. The smaller the relative standard 

deviation of ventilation, the more stable the breathing.  

3.3.6 The treatment regime 

Visually a cycle of ventilation can be represented as a clock face, with peak 

ventilation (hyperpnoea – peak in PB) at 12 o’clock and trough ventilation 

(hypopnoea) at 6 o’clock (Figure 3-3). Increasing amplitude of oscillation is 

represented by an increase in distance away from the center of the clock. The 

treatment envelope is represented as a sector of the clock, where a longer duration of 

therapy is a proportionally larger sector and where the concentration of therapy can be 
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represented by the degree of shading; the darker the treatment area, the greater the 

concentration of CO2 delivered (Figure 3-4). 

The angular distribution of the concentration follows a profile of [(1-cosine)/2] curve, 

where it rises from zero at the beginning of the treatment episode, peaking in the mid-

angle of the total duration then falls back to zero at the end of the treatment episode 

(Figure 3-4). I reasoned that this profile would be best suited to counteract the 

sinusoidal like shapes of the troughs of the CO2 oscillations.  

 
Figure 3-3 Cyclic representation of ventilatory oscillations: The sinusoidal ventilatory oscillations of 
periodic breathing can be represented with amplitude as the radial distance from a central point and 
phase as an angular rotation. 
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Figure 3-4 Two-dimensional representation of the treatment envelope. The treatment envelope can be 
represented as a slice of the clock, where a longer duration of therapy is a proportionally larger slice 
and where the concentration of therapy can be represented by the degree of shading; the darker the 
treatment area, the greater the concentration of CO2 delivered. A cycle around the clock would 
represent a cycle of ventilation (PB). 
 

During the dynamic therapy the treatment is potentially available during the whole 20 

minutes of the simulation. However, a dose of inspired CO2 is delivered during a 

cycle of ventilation only if the amplitude of the oscillatory ventilation is greater than 

0.6 l/min during the configured treatment phase window. (This allows situations of 

only trivial oscillation to be left untreated, automatically). In a single treatment 

episode of a ventilation cycle, the actual dose of the delivered inspired CO2 is 

dependent on the amplitude of ventilatory oscillation during that cycle and the length 

of the treatment duration in the cycle. 

For oscillations between 0.6 and 6.0 l min-1 the dose of treatment increases from zero 

quadratically up to the programmed peak concentration and duration. The quadratic 

increase in dose is achieved by simultaneously increasing both the concentration and 

the treatment duration (per cycle) linearly, in response to increasing amplitude of 
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3.3.7 Use of real-time Fourier analysis to detect phase within the 
periodic breathing cycle 

Periodic breathing sometimes has a sinusoidal envelope of ventilation, but more often 

has a non-sinusoidal shape, with the lower part flat, representing apnoea. In the model 

I can monitor the ratio of instantaneous to mean ventilation. The model uses a Fourier 

Transform method to provide a sinusoidal fit to a wide range of oscillatory ventilation 

waveforms. The software determines the phase in the cycle of periodic breathing. This 

is achieved by performing a sliding Fourier Transform on the preceding ventilation 

data acquired during an approximately one-minute period, that can be adjusted to 

match the observed periodic breathing cycle length. The sinusoidal fit to the 

ventilation is then derived by constructing a sine wave with the amplitude and phase 

of the lowest frequency oscillatory component in the Fourier Transform (i.e. that 

which is closest in cycle time to the period of ventilation signal transformed). This 

fitting technique has the advantage that it is not adversely affected by oscillatory 

cycles containing periods of apnoea. It will also be unaffected by breath-to-breath 

fluctuations of the respiratory signal at frequencies much higher than that of periodic 

breathing.  

Figure 3-6 shows an example of the sinusoidal fitting process satisfactorily applied to 

simulated noisy periodic breathing with periods of apnoea. The phase of periodic 

breathing is detected validly.  
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Figure 3-6 The sinusoidal fit using the real-time Fourier transform allows the phase to be identified even 
when there is a simulated pronounced apnoea. The phase and amplitude of the fitted sinusoid continue 
to have useful meaning even when the underlying signal is a markedly truncated sinusoid. 
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• duration of treatment episode within the periodic breathing cycle (expressed as 

“duration” an angle within a circle, with – for example – 90˚ representing 

treatment for ¼ of the cycle);  

• peak concentration of administered CO2 (expressed as “peak concentration” a 

fraction between 0 and 1 (100% CO2)) 

During a treatment episode (i.e., in the therapy zone) the concentration rises from 0 to 

the peak concentration and back to zero again, following a smooth sigmoid 

distribution of a cosine curve, with peak at the treatment phase, which is the center 

point of the duration.  

3.4.1 Study 3.4.1 – Existence of an optimum phase within periodic 
breathing cycle for CO2 therapy 

I used the model to vary the phase of ventilation at which the CO2 was delivered 

whilst keeping peak concentration and treatment duration constant. The duration of 

therapy was set to be half the periodic breathing cycle (180˚ out of the 360˚ cycle) and 

peak CO2 concentration to be 1%. I repeatedly ran the model from the same baseline 

starting conditions (Figure 3-7) with treatment phases varying in steps of 10˚ from 

180˚ before peak ventilation of the periodic breathing cycle to 180˚ after peak 

ventilation of the periodic breathing cycle. To assess efficacy, I measured the ratio of 

the size of ventilatory oscillations (standard deviation of ventilation) with and without 

treatment. Values less than 1.0 indicate reduced amplitude of periodic breathing.  

I found that the CO2 therapy is most effective when delivered at a specific range of 

treatment phases, in this case between -30˚ and +40˚ around peak ventilation of the 

periodic breathing cycle (0˚), as shown in Figure 3-8. The severity of periodic 

breathing is sharply reduced (by >95%) when the treatment phase approaches the 
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little or no effect on the periodic breathing. Small increments of the peak 

concentration from 0.01% started to affect the ventilatory pattern. Thereafter peak 

concentrations between 0.1% and 0.2% reduced the periodic breathing sharply. 

Beyond this point, further increases in concentration resulted in only minimal 

reductions in periodic breathing (Figure 3-9). 

 
Figure 3-9 Graph of relative magnitude of ventilatory oscillations against concentration of treatment 
 

For any concentration of 0.2% or above, there was a time window during which 

treatment could be administered and yield a >90% reduction in periodic breathing. 

The most effective abolition of periodic breathing was observed with the highest peak 

CO2 dose (oscillations reduced by >98%). However this high concentration has 

disadvantages: high concentration treatments reduce the margin of error for the 

optimum treatment phase (-20˚ to +30˚ for 10% CO2 versus -30˚ to +40˚ for 2% CO2) 

and would be associated with greater systemic side effects from the CO2. When 

higher peak concentration treatment (10% CO2) is delivered outside the optimum 

phase window, periodic breathing worsens by more than 300%, whereas at lower peak 

concentration treatment (2% CO2) periodic breathing worsens by less than 33%. I 
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therefore used 2% CO2 for subsequent simulations as it provided the maximum 

possible attenuation of ventilatory oscillations (by 97.6%) while maintaining the 

widest margin of error. Figure 3-9 demonstrates how the magnitude of residual 

periodic breathing varies with increasing concentration of administered CO2 therapy 

per ventilation cycle (treatment phase = 0˚, duration = 180˚). 

3.4.3 Study 3.4.3 – Effect of duration of CO2 therapy on ventilatory 
pattern 

I studied the effect of duration of treatment on the ventilatory pattern. The simulation 

was run for various treatment durations between 0˚ and 360˚ (where supplemental 

CO2 treatment continues throughout the periodic breathing cycle, following the cosine 

curve). For each simulation, the peak concentration and treatment phase of 

administered CO2 were kept the same (2% and 0˚ respectively). These were shown to 

be within the optimal range for reducing periodic breathing.  

I titrated the duration of CO2 therapy from 0˚ in small increments to assess when 

sufficient CO2 had been delivered to affect the ventilatory pattern. When the duration 

of CO2 delivery was less than 0.5˚ there was little or no effect on the periodic 

breathing. Small increments of duration between 0.5˚ and 12˚ reduced the periodic 

breathing sharply. Further increase of the duration beyond this point had little further 

effect (Figure 3-10). 
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Figure 3-10 Graph of relative magnitude of ventilatory oscillations against duration of treatment 
 

For any duration of treatment of 12˚ or above, there was a time window during which 

treatment could be administered and yield >90% reduction in periodic breathing. The 

most effective abolition of periodic breathing was observed with the longest treatment 

duration 360˚ (oscillations reduced by >98%). However this long duration has 

disadvantages: it allows a smaller margin of error for the optimum treatment phase 

(20˚ less for duration of 360˚ compared to 180˚). Furthermore treatment with 360˚ 

duration worsens periodic breathing by about 50% if delivered outside the optimum 

treatment phase, compared to <33% increase in degree of periodic breathing when 

applying at 180˚ duration. In view of these factors I used a treatment duration of 180˚ 

for subsequent simulations as the optimal value because it provided the best reduction 

(by 97.5%) in periodic breathing while maintaining the biggest possible margin of 

error. 

3.4.4 Study 3.4.4 – Interchangeability of CO2 therapy concentration 
and duration 

A decrease in the concentration of CO2 administered could be compensated for by an 

increase in the duration of therapy. In studies 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 I showed that the effect 
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of peak concentration on periodic breathing has a pattern similar to that of the effect 

of treatment duration. Therefore, it should be possible to use several combinations of 

peak concentration and duration to deliver a similar dose of CO2 therapy, to produce 

an equivalent effect. 

I have presented a 3-dimensional (3D) representation of efficacy of treatment in the 

appendix of this chapter (Figure 3-15). The relationship between the peak 

concentration and duration can be expressed as: 

dose  ∝  peak concentration  ×  duration  (3-6) 

Linear increase or decrease of peak concentration and duration simultaneously will 

change the resultant dose quadratically. This has its benefits in treating periodic 

breathing with moderate to severe amplitude oscillations as shown below. 

3.4.5 Study 3.4.5 – The effect of grading peak concentration and 
duration simultaneously when treating moderate to severe (0.6-6.0  l min-1) 
amplitude oscillation 

This study showed that it is more effective to adopt a treatment regime where therapy 

is not administered for low amplitude periodic breathing (< 0.6 l min-1),   a uniform 

duration and concentration is delivered for high amplitude periodic breathing (severe) 

(> 6.0 l min-1) and for intermediate amplitudes a quadratically graded treatment is 

used. For moderate to severe amplitude (between 0.6 - 6.0 l min-1) periodic breathing, 

the optimal dose of CO2 is no longer uniform but is quadratically related to the 

amplitude of the periodic breathing. The quadratic dose relation is achieved by 

simultaneously grading the duration and concentration delivery linearly (Figure 3-11). 

This increased the efficacy of therapy by 22% (as measured by improvement in 

standard deviation of ventilation), when compared to linearly graded dosing. Grading 

either parameter linearly in isolation produced a narrower spectrum of optimum 
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3.4.6 Study 3.4.6 – Comparison of the effectiveness of static and 
dynamic CO2 delivery on periodic breathing 

I programmed the model to deliver a static CO2 therapy at all times to the baseline 

configuration (Figure 3-7) and hence established the constant CO2 concentration that 

optimally reduced periodic breathing (Figure 3-12).  

The simulations were performed with small increments of CO2 concentration 0.05% 

from zero to 1% and in increments of 0.5% from 1 to 10%. I found that the optimum 

concentration for the given configuration with static therapy is around 2%. This 

therapeutic concentration reduced the periodic breathing by > 99%. However, this 

static treatment increased the average end-tidal CO2 from 4% to 4.3%, and the 

average ventilation from 5 l min-1 to 8.4 l min-1, over the 20 minutes treatment period. 

Therefore, abolishing ventilatory oscillations using static CO2 delivery is associated 

with significant increase in average ventilation (Figure 3-12). 

 
Figure 3-12 Response of the model to static therapy. The solid line shows the change in relative 
ventilatory oscillations and the broken line shows the change in average ventilation with increasing 
administered static [CO2].  
 

I studied the effect of using a dynamic treatment at a peak concentration of 2% (the 

same value as for this static treatment) on the average ETCO2 and average ventilation. 
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I found that inspired concentrations above 0.75% were large enough to affect the 

ventilatory pattern. By the time inspired CO2 had risen to 1.75%, the residual periodic 

breathing oscillations were less than 1/100 of the baseline size. However, this entailed 

a substantial increase in ventilation. At an optimum inspired CO2 value of 1.75%, 

average ventilation had already increased by more than 50% (i.e. 2.5  l min-1). 

3.4.7 Study 3.4.7 – The effect of other parameters on the optimum 
treatment phase of ventilation 

I studied the effect of other parameters on the optimal treatment window: cardiac 

output, chemoreflex gain, lung volume, metabolic production of CO2 and chemoreflex 

delay. Instead of the fixed values used in studies 1-6, in this study I took values for 

these parameters lower and higher (cardiac output 2.5-4.5 l/min, chemoreflex gain 

1100-1800 l/min/atm, lung volume 3-6 liters, metabolic production of CO2 100-400 

ml and chemoreflex delay 17-40 seconds) (Francis et al., 2000b).  

For reasons of brevity I have not shown here the results of every combination of these 

values, or of other values, but the findings can be summarized by observing that 

whenever the system configuration is unstable, there turns out to be an optimum 

window of therapy. The size and precise timing of the optimal window varies with 

system configuration, but is generally close to peak ventilation (peak in PB). For the 

extremes of the cardiac output range quoted above, the optimal delivery phase varied 

by 10 degrees (0 degree at 2.5 l/min to 10 degrees at 4.5 l/min). A similar variation 

was obtained for the extremes of chemoreflex gain, metabolic production of CO2 and 

lung volume.  

Chemoreflex delay has a more dramatic effect, as might be expected. As chemoreflex 

delay ranges from 17 to 40 seconds, the period of oscillation increases proportionately 
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(by a factor of approximately 2.5) and the optimal treatment phase moves from -10 

degrees to +80 degrees referenced to peak ventilation (peak in PB). This change in 

optimal treatment phase corresponds to a change in time of a magnitude similar to the 

increase in chemoreflex delay. Therefore, in a clinical device it may be possible to 

predict the optimum treatment phase region by measuring the period of the ventilatory 

oscillation and inferring from this the approximate value of the chemoreflex delay. 

Further sensitivity analysis of the model is described in the appendix of this chapter. 

3.4.8 Study 3.4.8 – Peripheral and central chemoreceptors  

In the previous sections I have concentrated on a single chemoreceptor response for 

clarity in introducing the principles of the dynamic administration of CO2. In order to 

investigate the response of the algorithm on multiple chemoreceptors I reconfigured 

the model with two notional groups of chemoreceptors with individual group 

chemoreflex gain and delay. The first set of chemoreceptors was programmed with a 

gain of 180 l/min/atm and had one of three short time delays [15, 20 or 25 seconds]. 

The second set of chemoreceptors was programmed with a gain of 1020 l/min/atm and 

had one of three long time delays [80, 100 or 120 seconds]. This corresponds to a split 

into a ratio of 15%:85% of the gains used in my simulations using a single 

chemoreflex gain. This ratio is typical of published values (Talbot and Dorrington, 

2003).I ran the simulation with various combinations of the individual set 

chemoreflex delay times. I incorporated a low pass filter in line with the second set of 

receptors to account for the sluggish response of central chemoreceptors. 

In all cases, I found that whenever the system is unstable there turns out to be a 

window of optimum CO2 administration to effect a reduction in periodic breathing. 
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Similar findings were obtained with more equal distribution, and when three receptor 

groups were simulated.  

3.4.9 Study 3.4.9 – Effect on system stability of large-amplitude, long-
period initial driving oscillations  

To establish whether the results above are peculiar to the particular transient, small-

amplitude, initial perturbation that I tried, I repeated the simulations with large-

amplitude long-period initial driving oscillations. The driving oscillations lasted for 5 

minutes, had cycle time 1 minute, and were of a size sufficient to generate apnoea at 

the nadir of ventilation. The treatment was then applied as above, and after a further 

10mins the resulting size of oscillation calculated over a 15 minute period. An 

example is shown in Figure 3-13a. 

 
    (a)      (b) 
Figure 3-13 The response of the model for large amplitude and long period initial driving periodic 
breathing oscillations. (a) Shows a time domain example of optimum treatment of a large amplitude long 
period oscillation. (b) Shows the optimum treatment phase window following large amplitude and long 
period oscillatory perturbation. 
 

The results for optimum treatment phase are shown in Figure 3-13b. In general, they 

are the same as those found with single transient small-amplitude initial perturbations. 

Figure 3-13b also shows that the treatment delivered during the apnoeic phase (close 

to 180 degrees) did not affect the periodic breathing. 
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3.5 Discussion 

I have devised and studied a novel mathematical model to deliver optimally-timed 

dynamic CO2 therapy to ameliorate periodic breathing. Using this model I was able to 

control the timing, concentration and duration of CO2 delivered, as a function of the 

phase and amplitude of ventilatory oscillations. I have consistently shown that there is 

an optimum phase window in which a small dose of CO2 therapy can improve 

periodic breathing. If therapy is delivered outside the optimum range of treatment 

phase periodic breathing worsens. Importantly, the model allows the prediction of this 

margin of error.  

I considered several factors to determine the optimum treatment values, namely the 

maximum periodic breathing reduction, with minimum dose delivered and maximum 

margin of error to remain in the optimum treatment window. For example in Figure 

3-9 and Figure 3-10 a treatment with concentration of 0.8% and duration 40 degrees 

may appear as effective as 2% concentration and 180 degrees duration. However, 

these graphs show the response of the system only when treatment is delivered at the 

ideal time. In practice it is useful to have an algorithm that works even if treatment is 

not delivered at the ideal time, giving a wider window of opportunity to treat 

effectively. The window of optimum treatment phase is only half the size (-10 to +20 

degrees) with the former configuration than the latter (-30 to +30 degrees). The latter 

configuration is therefore preferable. Furthermore, I have identified that the ideal 

pattern for this algorithm to work would be with both the concentration and duration 

(length of treatment episode per ventilation cycle) increasing linearly (quadratic 

increase of dose), with increasing degree of oscillation. 
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Most relevant to potential clinical therapies, this study showed that the dynamic 

treatment increased neither the average ETCO2, nor the average ventilation, from the 

baseline value. This is in contrast to the traditional static treatment where the model in 

this study shows these parameters to be increased by physiologically significant 

amounts. My investigation, in Study 3.4.6, demonstrates that the dynamic treatment 

requires a much smaller dose of CO2, compared to static treatment that reduces 

periodic breathing by the same level. 

Previous clinical studies have used static CO2 to treat periodic breathing (Andreas et 

al., 1998; Berssenbrugge et al., 1983; Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; Steens et al., 1994; 

Szollosi et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2002), based on the rationale that 

patients with periodic breathing have arterial CO2 levels below their apnoeic 

threshold. With static supplementary CO2 administration the apnoeas are eliminated 

as corroborated by Study 3.4.6 in this chapter. However the mean ventilation 

increases, as demonstrated in the appendix of this chapter Table 3-3. In contrast, the 

dynamic therapy aims to target only the troughs in end-tidal CO2 that drive 

hypoventilation. The targeted inspired CO2 will potentially counteract a transient 

reduction in PaCO2, preventing it from falling below the apnoeic threshold, without 

grossly increasing its mean value. My proposed system aims not only to prevent 

apnoeas, but also to attenuate hypopnoeas. By minimizing end-tidal CO2 oscillations, 

ventilatory oscillations may potentially be reduced or abolished without significantly 

increasing mean ventilation. 

There are some patients in whom mean ventilation is low: in these, our concern to 

minimize the increment in mean ventilation is not justified, and so the proposed 

therapeutic model need not be considered particularly advantageous.  
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I believe that the reason why periodic breathing worsens when treatment timing is 

outside the optimum region is that the inspired CO2 contributes to augmenting 

hypercapnia instead of counteracting the transient reduction of CO2.  

One potential advantage of algorithms such as the one I present here is that it has a 

relatively short ‘memory’. Sleep is known to be characterized by discontinuous 

changes in system characteristics (Khoo et al., 1982, 1991 and 1995) which could be 

seriously problematic for a therapy strategy that relied on static therapy, or therapy 

aimed at a particular CO2 or ventilation target. My dynamic cycle-detecting approach, 

however, automatically adjusts to new system characteristics as they arise. Moreover, 

if system characteristics become stable, therapy automatically ceases. 

Previous static CO2 administration regimes have improved breathing in CSR, but not 

sleep quality as reported by, Steens et al. (1994), Andreas et al. (1998) and Szollosi et 

al. (2004). The latter two groups suggested that the main cause for this lack of 

improvement in sleep quality is elevated sympathetic activity, due to hypercapnia. If 

this is so, the dynamic treatment suggested by the model in this study may potentially 

enable reduction of periodic breathing without such arousals. 

Thomas et al. (2005) showed that CO2 concentrations as low as 0.5% were an 

effective adjunct to CPAP in the treatment of severe complex sleep apnoeas, 

improving sleep quality as well as respiratory disturbances. Although my model 

corroborates the effectiveness of low concentration CO2 therapy, it is not possible, 

from their work, to determine which proportion of the synergistic effects of CO2 and 

CPAP resulted in these beneficial effects. The baseline simulation in my modelling 

work differs from their study in that I used levels of cardiac output compatible with 
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those found in CHF patients (as in the clinical studies cited above), whereas they 

treated patients without heart failure.  

Although my simulations showed that the approach of gradual increase in inspired 

CO2 abolished periodic breathing at low inspired CO2 level, it also showed that this 

increased the average ventilation hugely. This demonstrates that we still face similar 

problems of elevated ventilation with gradual CO2 increase as we would with static 

CO2 administration.  

Added dead space has been shown to stabilize periodic breathing (Khayat et al., 

2003). However, this is achieved at the expense of increased ventilation similar to 

static CO2 treatment.  

Two previous groups have produced ingenious and simple devices, which arrange to 

deliver added inspired CO2 during the patient’s hyperventilation phase to increase 

end-tidal CO2 (Banzett et al., 2000; Sommer et al., 1998). With these systems, therapy 

always centers around a phase near peak ventilation (peak in PB) with a fixed time 

delay due to (circuit and physiological) dead space. As my model suggests, the period 

of periodic breathing can vary such that significant changes in the phase of optimal 

CO2 delivery away from peak ventilation in the periodic breathing cycle are required 

for varying chemoreflex delays. Such variation cannot be achieved with these systems 

but is obtainable with a model mediated approach. 

In both cited methods, once the fresh gas flow is set in its application to control 

breathing, the circuit could interpret increases in baseline ventilation as 

hyperventilation and would deliver CO2. My proposed method would treat only 

periodic fluctuations in ventilations and not changes in the base line value. 
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3.5.1 Study limitations 

This study is a mathematical simulation, and not a clinical study. Although this can be 

considered a limitation, it has the advantage of being able to guarantee a constant 

underlying control system instability. This ensures that differences between one run of 

the simulation and another can be attributed to differences in the therapy algorithm, 

and are not due to random environmental fluctuations. Clinical studies paralleling this 

one in terms of variety of algorithms tested would be difficult because biological 

variability would necessitate large numbers of replicate experiments to give 

reasonable certainty that observed differences were due to differences between 

algorithms. 

Another limitation of this study is that, in order to limit the number of simulations to 

show the aims of the study I concentrated on the simple linear response of the 

chemoreflex gain, although the model can be configured to different curve responses 

as shown in Manisty et al. (2006a). In a linear response chemoreflex gain its slope 

near the steady state CO2 is the predominant factor to determine system stability 

(Manisty et al., 2006b). 

Cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2 is another factor that can affect central chemoreflex 

gain sensitivity. This effect has not been directly included in the model and could be 

considered as a limitation. However, in this modelling work I have used extreme 

chemoreflex values (1100 – 1800 l/min/atm) to study the therapy model behaviour 

steady state elevated chemoreflex sensitivity (Table 3-2). The optimum treatment 

phase was not affected by the extreme differences in chemoreflex gain sensitivity 

(Figure 3-16, third panel), while this does not provide the full effect of cerebral blood 

flow component in the model, which is a limitation, it may partially give an indication 
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model behaviour when cerebrovascular reactivity is reduced in a steady state, 

resulting in increased chemoreflex sensitivity. Furthermore, model stability behaviour 

for different level of chemoreflex sensitivity is shown in Chapter 6. Another point to 

consider with respect to therapeutic inspired CO2, whether it causes alteration to the 

chemoreflex sensitivity through cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2. This may have 

effect in the case of static CO2 therapy due to the total amount of CO2 delivered 

during therapy (Szollosi et al., 2004; Andreas et al., 1998; Lorenzi-Filho et al., 

1999b), and increase in mean CO2. However, I don’t believe this would be the case 

during dynamic CO2 therapy, where a very small amount of targeted CO2 is delivered 

without causing increase in mean CO2.  

In this study, only a single example of an unstable respiratory control system was 

studied in great depth, i.e. a single set of constant values describing chemoreflex 

response characteristics, chemoreflex delay, lung volume, cardiac output and 

metabolic production of CO2. However, in Study 3.4.7 I varied each parameter 

between its extreme ranges, while maintaining the standard set of values for the 

others.  

I have presented in the appendix of this chapter a further sensitivity analysis of the 

model, in which I have shown how it reacts to combinations of extreme changes to the 

various physiological parameters that are likely to be found in practice. These 

sensitivity analyses enable us to appreciate the relative importance of the various 

physiological parameters as sources of variations to the models outputs. Although 

these analyses demonstrate that the extreme range of unstable system configurations 

give qualitatively similar responses to simulated treatments as those using my 
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standard physiological parameter set, they do not give the detailed behavior of the 

system for the full spectrum of the input states. 

One other limitation of this study is that for simplicity and brevity I have not included 

the possible effect of upper airway resistance in the model. However, in reality a fall 

in CO2 may well result in the rise of upper airway resistance which will reduce 

ventilation in a synergistic manner with the same direction of effect as the 

chemoreceptor-mediated fall in ventilatory effort. Therefore, we generally expect the 

overall behavior of the system will be similar, although the instability of a system 

with upper airway resistance sensitive to CO2 will be enhanced (Series et al., 1989). 

In this study I have used only limited number of chemoreceptors for simplicity and 

brevity. Future development of the model may need to include a large number of 

chemoreceptors with individual gain and delay times. 

This is a “basic science” study applying respiratory and control system modelling. 

Previous mathematical models have increased our understanding of the 

pathophysiology of periodic breathing. Similarly, mathematical modelling provides 

insights into the construction of therapeutic algorithms. This study demonstrates that 

it is feasible, to develop an algorithm that could work in real time (since my CO2-

admininstering software module uses only real-time input of modeled ventilation, and 

outputs only a desired inspired CO2 concentration). The next stage of this research is 

to apply this modelling system to some real cases (with various unpredictable apnoea 

– hyperpnoea patterns) to further tune the timing and dosage of CO2 delivery and 

design an experimental study. This study provides a good background on the desirable 

characteristics of the affecting parameters (optimum dose and treatment timing) that 
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an experimental set-up would need. Such experiments are described in Chapters 4 and 

5. 

3.5.2 Conclusions 

Although static concentrations of CO2 administration can ameliorate periodic 

breathing, very much smaller quantities of CO2 can achieve the same degree of 

amelioration if it can be administered dynamically with careful timing and dosing. 

Algorithms adjusting both duration and concentration in real time appear to have the 

greatest potential to do this with minimal unwanted elevation in average CO2 levels.  

With appropriate development of real-time delivery technology, it might be possible 

to develop clinical therapies for periodic breathing diseases which use such a dynamic 

approach, with only very minor increments in systemic CO2 levels and therefore 

essentially avoiding the undesirable physiological effects of CO2 administration, such 

as hyperventilation or sympathetic over-activation. 
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3.6 Appendix  

3.6.1 Appendix 3.6.1 – Derivation of the Model Equation 

The fundamental equation that determines dc/dt, the rate of change of alveolar CO2 

fraction, can be expressed as shown in Francis et. al. 2000b: 

 (3-7) 

VL represents alveolar volume. Lower case c is the displacement of CO2 fraction away 

from its mean value . Likewise lower case v represents the displacement of alveolar 

ventilation from its mean value . Because of the time delay, the value of v at time t 

(vt) depends on the value of c at some time δ previously (c(t- δ)). Near the steady state, 

therefore, vt = S x c(t- δ), where S represents chemoreflex gain (additional ventilation 

per unit increase in c). I adopted the convention of using litres for all volumes, and 

minutes for all times. 

The terms in the above equation represent flow of CO2 into and out of the lung arising 

from metabolism, ventilation, and exchange with blood stores. Metabolic production 

of CO2 by the body is expressed as . The rate of CO2 removal from the lung by 

ventilation is expressed as (  + v) (  + c). Oscillations in arterial CO2 necessitate 

a net transfer of CO2 from the lung into extra pulmonary stores (in comparison with 

the steady state) at a rate of β c, where β indicates the solubility of CO2 in blood 

and , cardiac output, assuming that pulmonary venous CO2 is stable.  

For the purpose of my numerical model I define the instantaneous alveolar CO2 

fraction and ventilation as upper case C and V respectively, where C=  + c, and V=

[ ] cQβ)cCv)(V(CVV
dt
dc

AAL  −++−=×

C

AV

CVA

AV C

Q

Q

C
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+ v. I also define the rate of metabolic production of CO2 as Vco2, where Vco2=

. Therefore, the above equation can be rewritten as: 

 (3-8) 

The mean value of CO2 fraction  is not time-variant, i.e. d /dt = 0. Hence, the 

change in instantaneous alveolar CO2 fraction over the small time step Δt can be 

written as equation (3-4) in the main chapter: 

  (3-9) 

I used 1 second steps for the model. I investigated whether a change in the time step 

had any effect in the model output, to ensure that the model is not affected by 

numerical instability instead of system instability (due to large time steps). I ran the 

simulation with time steps of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 seconds. I found no difference in 

stability for time steps of 1 second or less. Numerical instability was observed when 

the time steps were 5 seconds or more. 

3.6.2 Appendix 3.6.2 – Sensitivity analysis 

I further analyzed the sensitivity of the model using extreme (minimum and 

maximum) values of its parameters as follows: chemoreflex delay (0.28 and 0.67 

min), cardiac output (2.5 and 4.5 l/min), chemoreflex gain (1100 and 1800 l/min/atm), 

metabolic production of CO2 (0.1 and 0.4 l/min) and lung volume (3 and 6 l). These 

values were based on previous observations on heart failure patients with periodic 

breathing (Francis et. al., 2000b). I ran simulations on all the 32 (= 25) possible 

combinations of these extreme cases using 2% peak concentration and 180 degrees 

duration of treatment episode within the periodic breathing cycle.  

AV

CVA

)C-(CQβVCVcoV
dt

)C-d(C
2L −−=×

C C

))C-(CQβVCVco(
V

tC 2
L

−−×
∆

=∆
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I measured the magnitude of periodic breathing, i.e. standard deviation of ventilation, 

before treatment in all the combinations. I measured the optimum relative periodic 

breathing value, i.e. the smallest value of: 

 

I measured the optimum phase, i.e. the phase of treatment at which I obtained the 

optimum relative periodic breathing value. I also measured the margin of error for the 

optimum phase (the window of treatment phase at which periodic breathing is reduced 

by at least 30%).  

Twenty six of the thirty two combinations were unstable; the remaining six produced 

a stable or too small ventilatory oscillation pattern to initiate treatment episodes; 

hence there were no optimum treatment regions in these cases. Nineteen of the twenty 

six unstable combinations responded to the default treatment regime shape (2% peak 

concentration and 180 degrees duration of treatment episode within the periodic 

breathing cycle). The remaining seven of these unstable combinations did not respond 

significantly to the above treatment regime; a change in peak concentration (other 

than 2%) and/or a change in duration of treatment episode within the periodic 

breathing cycle (other than 180 degrees) was needed to generate a reduction of >20% 

in periodic breathing. Even in these cases the region of optimal treatment phase was 

unchanged. For simplicity I have tabulated the results of the simulations that 

generated oscillations and responded to the default treatment regime shape because 

these are directly mutually comparable (Table 3-2). 

Standard deviation of ventilation after treatment 
Standard deviation of ventilation before treatment 
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I performed factor analysis with these data, using Design-Expert software (revision 

7.1.6). I found that the optimum treatment phase is mainly dictated by the 

chemoreflex delay as shown in Figure 3-14. The optimum treatment phase for 

periodic breathing with shorter chemoreflex delays lay ahead of the peak ventilation 

in the PB cycle whereas periodic breathing with longer delays lay later than peak 

ventilation in the PB cycle. I also noted that larger lung volumes shifted the optimum 

treatment phase slightly later in the cycle (by 20 degrees for the variation of 3-6 

litres). 

Extreme changes in the various physiological parameters can affect how well the 

model responds to a particular dosing regime (i.e. the optimum relative periodic 

breathing value and margin of error at the optimum treatment phase), but these 

outcomes are not directly correlated to any particular physiological variable.  
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Figure 3-14 Physiological parameter dependence of the optimum treatment phase. The optimum 
treatment phase is notably affected by the chemoreflex delay and to a lesser extent the lung volume, 
but not by cardiac output, chemoreflex gain and the metabolic production rate of CO2. 
 

3.6.3 Appendix 3.6.3 – Effect of peak concentration and treatment 
duration  

By varying both duration and concentration, it is possible to produce a 3-dimensional 

(3D) representation of efficacy of treatment. Figure 3-15 demonstrates that the 

periodic breathing can be exacerbated as well as improved. 
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4 Experimental work to test the prediction 
of the model using voluntary periodic 
breathing 

4.1 Abstract  
Objectives: We used voluntary periodic breathing to entrain CO2 oscillations in 

healthy volunteers. We applied dynamic CO2 administration targeting these 

oscillations to determine whether they may be attenuated, without increasing mean 

CO2 and ventilation. 

Methods: Seven healthy volunteers simulated periodic breathing. They were 

administered CO2 dynamically using an automated real-time computer that monitors 

ventilation. The gas was administered at a number of phases within the periodic 

breathing cycle. Dynamic (2% peak, sinusoidal) administration during free breathing 

was compared with continuous CO2 (2%). 

Results: Dynamic CO2 that was delivered coincident with the hyperventilation phase 

achieved the greatest reduction (75%, p<0.01) in ETCO2 oscillations. There was an 

increase in the amplitude of ETCO2 oscillations (35%, p<0.01) when delivered at the 

opposite phase. Mean ETCO2 and ventilation levels were not different to baseline free 

breathing, during dynamic CO2 administration, and much lower than during 

continuous CO2 administration (p<0.01). 

Conclusions: Appropriately timed dynamic CO2 administration can attenuate 

oscillations in ETCO2 associated with periodic breathing. This dynamic approach can 

potentially be developed to clinically treat periodic breathing without the risk of 

increasing mean ETCO2 and ventilation. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Previous administration of CO2 to treat PB have either used a constant concentration 

or constant flow rate of CO2 throughout the periodic breathing cycle (static 

administration pattern) (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; Andreas et al., 1998; Badr et al., 

1994; Steens et al., 1994; Read, 1967). Although, this static administration of CO2 has 

often been successful in attenuating periodic breathing, this is achieved at the expense 

of an overall increase in mean CO2 and ventilation (Steens et al., 1994; Lorenzi-Filho 

et al., 1999b). This would be expected to worsen sympathetic overactivity (Andreas et 

al., 1998), which may be the reason for lack of substantial improvement in sleep 

architecture (Szollosi et al., 2004).  

By carefully targeting therapy to a certain proportion of the periodic breathing cycle 

(instead of the whole cycle), we may be able to fill in the troughs of CO2 oscillations 

that produce the hypopneic phase of ventilation (Chapter 3). This may minimise the 

overall dose of CO2 delivered so that there is not a substantial increase in mean CO2 

and ventilation (Figure 4-1).  
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performed free-breathing (no periodic breathing) experiments for comparison 

purposes. We evaluated the mean increase in ETCO2 and ventilation, when 2% CO2 

was delivered dynamically using a sinusoidal pattern or statically using a square 

pattern.  
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4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Subjects 

Seven volunteers (5 male) were enrolled with mean age 34±13 years, height 

1.72±0.08 m and weight 71.6±17.7 kg. None of the subjects had any chronic diseases 

and were not taking any medications. All patients gave informed consent for the study 

which was approved by the St Mary's Research Ethics Committee. 

All subjects underwent baseline recordings recumbent on a couch whilst breathing 

through a calibrated pneumotachograph (Hans Rudolph) measuring respiratory flow. 

Attached to a breathing mask through a gas sampling line was a Multicap monitor 

(Datex Instumentarium, Helsinki, Finland) measuring inspired and expired gas 

concentrations. The patients lay on the couch, with the head section tilted upwards at 

an angle of approximately 45 degrees, and the lower section horizontal. This allowed 

them to remain comfortable while viewing the screen of the computer that guided 

them to breathe periodically. 

An ECG signal was recorded (using a Hewlett-Packard ECG monitor), from which 

heart rate was derived. Beat-by-beat blood pressure and cardiac output were measured 

non-invasively using a photoplethysmograph device (Finometer, Finapres Medical 

Systems, Netherlands). 

4.3.2 Voluntary simulation of periodic breathing 

The human simulation of periodic breathing was created by asking volunteers to 

breathe according to a pattern generated by a computer program. To do this, the signal 

from the respiratory flow measuring device (pneumotachograph) was also monitored 

by a second computer system with custom-designed software which displayed a 

moving bar representing the depth and rate of their breathing in association with a 
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4.3.3 Quantification of oscillation 

The Fourier Transform was used to calculate the mean frequency and amplitude (half 

of peak to trough difference) of oscillations of each measured parameters. We defined 

the relative amplitude of oscillation (α) as the ratio between amplitude and mean. We 

calculated this ratio for ventilation (αVEN), end-tidal pressure of carbon dioxide (αET-

CO2) and oxygen (αET-O2), heart rate (αHR), mean blood pressure (αBP) and cardiac 

output (αCO). Because each experimental recording might have a degree of variability 

in amplitude of ventilation (because volunteers might not match their ventilation to 

the planned pattern perfectly) we calculated the ratio between the α values of each 

measured variable and the α of ventilation (e.g. αET-CO2/ αVEN), which controls for such 

variation. 

4.3.4 CO2 administration system  

We used our specially designed servo-controlled motorized valve to deliver CO2 

dynamically (Section 2.4). It was configured to administer CO2 for half the cycle of 

the simulated periodic breathing. The CO2 concentration was varied smoothly in a 

sinusoidal pattern. Starting from zero concentration of CO2, at 90 degrees (quarter-

cycle) before the peak of administration, it rose gradually along the sinusoidal profile 

to the peak of administration. And then it declined again in a similar fashion to return 

to zero concentration, 90 degree (quarter-cycle) after the peak of administration. 

Airflow was measured through the pneumotachometer. This provided the data for the 

instantaneous ventilation to be evaluated in real-time (at 1 second intervals) and the 

amplitude and phase of the simulated ventilatory oscillation to be determined using 

the custom designed Matlab software, which uses the Fourier analysis as described in 

Chapter 2.  
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The administration algorithm can then be programmed to give a concentration of CO2 

according to both the magnitude of the current oscillation and the phase within the 

current cycle. The program dynamically titrates the CO2 administration according to 

the magnitude of the ventilatory oscillations, in order to prevent either over or under 

treatment.  

4.3.5 Administration protocol of CO2 during voluntary periodic 
breathing 

Peak ventilation in the PB cycle is the proposed optimum CO2 delivery phase of the 

ventilatory cycle, according to the modelling work in Chapter 3. From pilot 

experiments we estimated the average delay between starting the motor and the gas 

reaching the alveolar space to be around seven seconds which corresponds to an angle 

of about 40ο (40/360 ≈ 7/60). We thus performed an experiment in which we delivered 

CO2 at –40ο so that the time of arrival of the treatment into the alveolar space would 

be approximately coincident with the peak of ventilation (peak in PB).  

In order to explore the effect of the phase of CO2 administration outside the optimum 

delivery phase, we also performed replicate experiments in which we delivered the 

CO2 at 45ο and 90ο before and after –40ο (i.e. –130ο, –85ο, 5ο and 50ο), and 

additionally at diametrically opposite phase at 140ο. We administered CO2 in the 

smooth pattern described above, for half a cycle centred around these angles. For 

example, in the experiment in which the therapy phase was –40ο, the motorized valve 

was set to administer zero concentration of CO2 until –130ο (= –40ο –90ο), and then a 

gradually increasing dose until reaching a peak concentration (e.g. 2%) at –40ο, and 

then a gradually falling concentration until reaching zero at angle +50ο (= –40ο +90ο). 
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In order to establish the effect of dose, at –40ο we halved (1%) and doubled (4%) the 

optimum peak CO2 recommended by the model (2%), still administering it 

sinusoidally for 180ο centred around the recommended optimal phase of –40ο. 

4.3.6 Administration protocol of CO2 during spontaneous breathing 

To measure the effect of dynamic and static administration of CO2 on the respiratory 

parameters we recorded a period of spontaneous breathing, without any simulation of 

periodic breathing. During this period (4 minutes) we administered 2% CO2 with two 

different shapes: (i) as a sinusoidal shape every minute (for 30 seconds, reproducing 

the half cycle dynamic treatment) and (ii) as a 4-minute square shape (reproducing the 

static treatment). 

4.3.7 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed by statistical package Statview 5.0 (SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC). Values are presented as mean±standard deviation (SD) for 

continuous data and as percentages for categorical data. Differences between repeated 

measurements within the same individual were analysed by means of paired t test. A p 

value <0.05 was considered significant. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Subject characteristics 

Seven healthy subjects were enrolled to this experiment with average heart rate 

66.1±7.6 bpm, mean arterial blood pressure 83.3±23.4 mmHg and cardiac output 

6.5±2.4 L/min. The group's average ventilation was 7.56±1.50 L/min, end-tidal 

concentration of carbon dioxide (ETCO2) 6.0±0.7 kPa and end-tidal concentration of 

oxygen (et-O2) 14.6±1.3 kPa.  

4.4.2 Voluntary periodic breathing pattern 

All patients achieved a typical periodic breathing pattern following the computer 

program. The oscillations in ventilation were of 60 seconds in periodicity and 

accompanied by oscillations in the respiratory gases and haemodynamic parameters as 

presented in Table 4-1. An example of a typical recording during voluntary periodic 

breathing is shown in Figure 4-3.  
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The average delay of peak ETCO2 from peak ventilation in PB was 28.7±7.4 s (about 

half-cycle), where the end-tidal carbon dioxide was found to oscillate in anti-phase 

with ventilation. 

4.4.3 Impact of phase of administration of dynamic CO2  

The maximum reduction in the size of ETCO2 oscillations was recorded when CO2 

was delivered at –40° from peak of ventilation in PB (0°). This corresponds to 7 

seconds prior to peak ventilation in PB, which produced a 74% reduction in the 

ETCO2 oscillations compared to baseline voluntary periodic breathing (0.05±0.02 

versus 0.20±0.03 kPa, p<0.0001).  

 
Figure 4-4 The effect of phase of delivery of dynamic carbon dioxide on the end-tidal carbon dioxide 
signal of one example patient (the same scale is used throughout) and on the αCO2/ αVEN ratio of all 7 
subjects (bar charts adjacent to end-tidal CO2 example) during voluntary periodic breathing that 
engendered the periodic ETCO2 oscillations. 
 

CO2 delivered outside this optimum phase were less effective in reducing the 

amplitude of ETCO2 oscillations. The further the delivery from the optimum phase in 
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The average inspired CO2 during dynamic CO2 administration was progressively 

higher as we increased the peak CO2 level delivered going from 0.31±0.06 kPa for 1% 

peak CO2, to 0.52±0.07 kPa for 2%, up to 0.99±0.05 kPa for 4% (all p<0.01).  

4.4.5 Dynamic versus static administration of CO2 

During spontaneous breathing, we found that the static CO2 administration 

significantly increased the mean end-tidal CO2 and mean ventilation of the subjects' 

from their baseline values, whereas the increase in the mean values associated with 

dynamic CO2 administration were minimal (Figure 4-6). 

 

 
Figure 4-6 Comparison of the effect of dynamic and static CO2 administration on mean end-tidal CO2 (A) 
and mean ventilation (B), during free breathing. Dynamic CO2 causes no significant increment in mean 
end-tidal CO2 or ventilation, unlike static CO2 increases both substantially. 
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4.5 Discussion 

In this physiological study we have shown that using dynamically-timed CO2 

administration, it is possible to reduce the CO2 oscillations associated with oscillatory 

ventilation. We have demonstrated that it is possible to develop a mathematical 

algorithm that can predict ventilatory oscillations, and is quick enough to control CO2 

delivery in real-time to match the troughs of ETCO2 oscillations. Timing of delivery 

is crucial for the success of dynamic administration of CO2. Accuracy of such delivery 

is important because this optimum timing window, a phase in a ventilatory cycle, is 

relatively small. Administration of peak concentration of CO2 lower than 2% are not 

as effective as the 2% peak concentration. Further increase from the 2% peak 

concentration did not yield further improvement in the attenuation of ETCO2 

oscillations. Static delivery did increase mean ventilation and mean ETCO2 

significantly compared to dynamic CO2 delivery during free breathing, the increase 

associated with dynamic CO2 were minimal. Ultimately, this algorithm may be 

refined, tested and adopted to be used clinically in patients with heart failure and 

Cheyne-Stokes respiration.  

4.5.1 Phase and dose of dynamic CO2 administration  

The arrival of the delivered CO2 at the exact time, when the alveolar CO2 oscillation 

approaches its trough is essential for the effectiveness of the administration. 

Therefore, the delivery system needs to account for any gas transport delays. In our 

experiment, we found that our system has a delay of 7 seconds, which is equivalent to 

~1/8th of the ventilatory cycle. CO2 delivered away from the optimum window was 

progressively less effective. Delivery of CO2 at an opposite phase (180o) from the 
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optimum window actually worsened oscillation by increasing ETCO2 oscillations by 

up to 35%.  

The dose concentration of the delivered CO2 seems less important as long as it is not 

too small to effect treatment. The continuous gradation built into the treatment 

algorithm may have contributed for limiting the effect of higher doses in dynamic 

CO2. This makes the dynamic approach of treatment less prone to over treat when the 

peak concentration is set higher than it needs to be.   

4.5.2 Benefit of the computer control system using ventilatory signal 

The CO2 delivery system developed here does not require any measurement of the 

end-tidal CO2 and instead responds purely to ventilation. Its ability to continuously 

predict in real-time the ventilatory cycle length, the current amplitude of ventilatory 

oscillations and the future timing of the next peak of ventilation in PB is crucial to 

optimally filling-in the CO2 troughs. Fourier transformation of ventilatory cycles in 

real time yields this key information and would allow continuing administration of 

CO2 at the desired phase and dose, even if the ventilation pattern were to change 

significantly over time. The algorithm allows a graded approach to administration 

whereby large ventilatory oscillations are treated with correspondingly larger doses of 

CO2, but when there are no significant ventilatory oscillations, no CO2 is delivered.  

The use of Fourier transform over a period of ventilation monitored has enabled for 

the system to respond to true slow ventilatory oscillations than artefacts such as sighs 

or coughs. In this dynamic administration, since the current oscillation is compared 

with the current ventilation average using Fourier transformation, we do not have to 

calibrate ventilation signal into absolute values of L/min. This could contribute to the 

convenience of any clinical setup in the future. 
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4.5.3 Clinical implications 

With appropriate engineering and clinical setup dynamic CO2 could be developed into 

a therapy method for periodic breathing without raising mean CO2 and ventilation, 

limiting increase in sympathetic activity due to elevated ventilation and raised 

metabolic demand. It might allow the use of a relatively less occlusive delivery 

system, such as nasal cannulae, while monitoring ventilatory oscillations using 

impedance or strain-gauge systems. This is beneficial because significant number of 

patients do not like occlusive face masks (Bradley et al., 2005) and some don't tolerate 

face masks all night.   

4.5.4 Limitations of this study 

In this study we used voluntary periodic breathing as a human model to generate 

oscillations in respiratory gases. This is not true periodic breathing, however, this 

human model has been used before successfully and have been shown to generate 

oscillations in respiratory gases with amplitude and phase close to that of 

corresponding intrinsic periodic breathing (Francis et al., 1999a; Davies et al., 2000; 

Francis et al., 2002).  

In this study we have not been able to assess the effect of dynamically-timed CO2 

administration on ventilatory oscillations, because the periodic breathing generated by 

the subjects was consciously driven. Therefore, our investigation was limited to the 

attenuation of ETCO2 oscillations that were entrained by the voluntary periodic 

breathing. However, the experiment has enabled us to investigate the importance of 

delivery timing within the periodic breathing cycle to stabilise ETCO2 oscillations. 

Using such model has the advantage of being consistent and reproducible, so that the 

performance of different treatment algorithms can be compared.   
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4.5.5 Conclusions 

This is a novel clinical study demonstrating that administering CO2 dynamically it is 

possible to counteract the troughs of ETCO2 oscillations that may be associated with 

periodic breathing. We have shown that delivery of CO2 during hyperventilation 

phase of the ventilatory cycle, as proposed by the modelling work in Chapter 3, 

coincides with the arrival of therapeutic CO2 in the alveolar as the ETCO2 troughs. 

We have demonstrated an algorithm that can do this in real-time. Dynamic CO2 has 

the potential to be developed as a therapy for periodic breathing, while avoiding the 

drawbacks of continuous CO2 therapy. 
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5 Application of real-time dynamic CO2 
administration to congestive heart failure 
patients to evaluate the performance of the 
model and the therapy in a clinical setup 

5.1 Abstract  

Background: Arterial CO2 oscillations drive the characteristic ventilatory oscillations 

of periodic breathing (PB) in heart failure (HF). We used a dynamic CO2 

administration system to target these CO2 oscillations and determine whether they 

may be attenuated by this method, thereby stabilizing PB without increasing mean 

CO2 and ventilation. 

Methods: The automated real-time dynamic CO2 administration system was used to 

deliver supplemental CO2 dynamically in seven patients with heart failure and 

spontaneous daytime periodic breathing (age 77±4 years, ejection fraction 

18.5±7.4%).  

Results: Spontaneous PB in the HF patients was practically abolished with a 43% and 

a 68% reduction in end-tidal CO2 and ventilatory oscillations, respectively (both 

p<0.05). During dynamic CO2 administration the mean end-tidal CO2 and ventilation 

levels were not different to baseline and much lower than during continuous CO2 

administration (p<0.05) in the HF patients. 

Conclusion: If administered carefully at an appropriate time during the periodic 

breathing cycle, dynamic CO2 therapy can almost eliminate the oscillations in end-

tidal CO2 and ventilation heart failure patients. This dynamic approach might be 
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developed as a clinical therapy with minimal effects on mean end-tidal CO2 and 

ventilation levels. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Periodic breathing in heart failure is characterised by oscillations in ventilation, that 

are believed to be driven by an underlying oscillations of arterial CO2. These 

ventilatory oscillations are seen in the context of PB (Andreas et al., 1996) or central 

sleep apnoea (Lanfranchi et al., 1999; Findley et al., 1985; Hanly and Zuberi-

Khokhar, 1996) suggest a worse prognosis for patients with heart failure (Corra et al., 

2006). The oscillatory ventilation is usually accompanied by oscillations in 

haemodynamic parameters, where the peaks in blood pressure, heart rate and stroke 

volume occur during the hyperventilation phase and troughs occur during apnoea or 

hypopnoea (Lorenzo-Filho et al., 1999a; Francis et al., 1999a; Davies et al., 2000). It 

has been postulated that the haemodynamic oscillations, in association with the 

recurrent periodic desaturations, result in increased sympathetic nervous activation 

(Giannoni et al., 2008), a propensity to arrhythmia (Javaheri and Corbett, 1998a) and 

worsening of heart failure (AlDabal and BaHammam, 2010). 

In the previous chapter we have shown the successful application of the dynamic CO2 

administration system and algorithm in healthy subjects simulating periodic breathing. 

In the study described in this chapter we aimed to apply dynamic CO2 therapy in heart 

failure patients with spontaneous daytime periodic breathing, where there can be 

significant variability in cycle length and amplitude of oscillations (Figure 5-1). We 

also aimed to assess the effect of the dynamic therapy on mean end-tidal CO2 and 

ventilation of the heart failure patients. 
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Figure 5-1 Ten minute recording of flow of respiratory cycles with varying amplitudes in spontaneous 
periodic breathing in a heart failure patient demonstrating the variability in periodic breathing cycle 
length and amplitude. 
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Subjects 

Seven heart failure patients with daytime spontaneous periodic breathing were 

enrolled (Table 5-1). Four of the patients had true apnoea and the other three had 

hypopnoeas without true apnoeas. All seven patients were free of recent 

decompensation, ventilatory disorders (other than oscillatory ventilation) and drugs 

affecting ventilatory drive. They were all on stable contemporary treatment. All 

patients gave informed consent for the study that was approved by the local research 

ethics committee. 

On the day of the study, patients relaxed lying at 45˚ on a comfortable hospital bed, 

where their ventilation and ventilatory gases were monitored to ensure that their 

ventilation remained oscillatory throughout the observation period. Ventilation was 

derived from their respiratory flow, measured through a calibrated pneumotachograph 

(Hans Rudolph). Attached to a breathing mask through a gas sampling line was a 

Multicap monitor (Datex Instumentarium, Helsinki, Finland) measuring inspired and 

expired gas concentrations. Heart rate was derived from ECG signal that was recorded 

using a Hewlett-Packard ECG monitor. Beat-by-beat blood pressure was measured 

non-invasively using a photoplethysmograph device (Finometer, Finapres Medical 

Systems, Netherlands). The operation of this system is described in Section 2.2.4.2. 

An Ohmeda Biox 3700 Pulse Oximeter was used to measure the subjects’ arterial 

oxygen saturations.  
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Table 5-1 Subjects' baseline characteristics. 

 

Table 5-2 Baseline end-tidal CO2 and Oxygen saturation 

 

 

Heart Failure
n 7
Male 6
Age 77.4±3.9
Height (cm) 167.1±4.7
Weight (kg) 67.3±12.0
Ejection Fraction (%) 18.5±7.4
Baseline Heart Rate (bpm) 74.2±21.3
Cardiac output 4.1±1.2
NYHA III/IV 3/1
Aetiology

Ischaemic 3
DCM (Dilated cardiomyopathy ) 2
Valvular 1
Alcoholic 1

Treatment
Biventricular Pacemaker 4
ACE inhibitor/ARB 7
Beta-blocker 7
Diuretic 6
Aldosterone antagonist 3

 Patients ETCO2(kPa) SpO2(%) 

Pt1 4.6 91.2 

Pt2 4.1 93.4 

Pt3 4.8 93.5 

Pt4 5.0 95.3 

Pt5 5.4 94.3 

Pt6 4.6 92.7 

Pt7 4.4 92.1 

Group Mean±sd 4.7±0.4 93.2±1.3 
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5.3.2 Dynamic CO2 administration protocol 

On average each study lasted about one hour and half. The patient was monitored for 

30 minutes to confirm spontaneous ventilatory instability, then a further ten minute 

baseline recording was made. Two adjustments were made on the algorithm related to 

each patient. First the time delay of the delivery system is re-estimated for each 

patient to account for variation of dead space in patient and delivery setup. Secondly, 

the length of the sliding Fourier transform (Chapter 2) was set to the mean cycle time 

seen in that patient (Figure 5-1). The CO2 delivery during an episode of a PB cycle 

was configured in such a way that the administered CO2 concentration increases from 

zero to a peak in a quarter of a cycle and back to zero in the second quarter of the 

cycle following a sinusoidal pattern, where the peak CO2 concentration delivery 

coincides with the peak of the ventilator oscillation in the PB cycle. Once the 

individual's algorithm was programmed, each patient underwent ten minutes of the 

dynamic CO2 treatment using the delivery system described in Chapter 2, and this was 

recorded. Once configured for the individual the programmed algorithm was not 

altered during the recording. Only one ten minute “treatment” recording was made per 

person. A wash-out period follows each CO2 administration, which was at least five 

minutes, and during which time the ventilation was deemed to be as visually 

oscillatory as during the baseline observation. In order to evaluate the effect of static 

delivery, 2% continuous CO2 was administered and recorded for ten minutes. 

5.3.3 Data analysis and statistics 

Analysis of each ten minutes recordings were performed. Continuous values are 

presented as mean±standard deviation and categorical data are presented as 

percentages. Paired t-tests were performed to compare the effect of administration 
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strategies within individuals. A value of p<0.05 was considered statistically 

significant.  
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Figure 5-3 Dynamic CO2 delivered coincident with peak ventilation in PB was as effective as static CO2 
in reducing end-tidal CO2 (left, blue) and ventilatory oscillations (right, red). 

 

 
Figure 5-4 The above graphs show subjects’ individual responses to treatment. All but patient 6 
responded to the CO2 therapy. Both Dynamic and Static CO2 delivery reduced end-tidal CO2 (left panel) 
and ventilation oscillations. The reduction in ventilatory oscillations is comparable between the two 
methods, for each patient. The same is true in end-tidal oscillations except for patient 6. 
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p=0.06; and ventilation 8.26±1.85 versus 9.41±2.71 L/min, p=0.12; Figure 5-5and 

Figure 5-6).  

 
 
Figure 5-5 Stabilisation with correctly-timed dynamic therapy unlike static therapy did not result in 
significantly raised mean end-tidal CO2 and ventilation levels. 

 

Figure 5-6 The above graphs show the effects of therapy on individual subjects’ mean ETCO2 and mean 
ventilation. In general, the increase on mean end-tidal CO2 (left panel) and mean ventilation (right panel) 
are higher for static CO2 delivery than dynamic CO2 administration. However, in the case of patient 4, 
contrary to the increase in mean end-tidal CO2, the mean ventilation decreased both during static and 
dynamic CO2 therapy. 
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Mean oxygen saturation (SpO2) was higher following dynamic CO2 administration 

(95.0±2.4 treated versus 93.2±1.3 % untreated, p=0.02), and the magnitude of 

desaturation was reduced (minimum SpO2 93.6±1.7 treated versus 89.4±1.7 % 

untreated, p=0.01).  

There was no hemodynamic evidence of increased sympathetic hyper-stimulation, 

with no change in mean heart rate (75.3±23.5 versus 74.2±21.3 bpm, p=0.32) or mean 

arterial pressure (61.3±8.9 versus 58.9±10.0 mmHg, p=0.11). In addition, none of the 

patients had increased ventricular ectopy (a marker of sympathetic activity, Javaheri, 

2000) with dynamic CO2 therapy.  

 

5.4.2 Static CO2 administration  

Static (constant flow, 2%) CO2 did stabilise periodic breathing (sd/mean of ventilation 

0.43±0.19 untreated versus 0.14±0.06, p=0.02 and sd/mean ETCO2 0.07±0.03 

untreated versus 0.03±0.01, p=0.01; Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4). However static CO2 

significantly increased mean end-tidal CO2 (5.2 ±0.3 versus 4.7±0.0 kPa, p=0.03, 

Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6) and mean ventilation (12.00±4.08 versus 8.26±1.85 L/min, 

p=0.03; Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6).  
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5.5 Discussion 

This study demonstrates that it is possible to markedly reduce the CO2 oscillations 

that drive ventilatory oscillations by using real-time dynamic CO2 therapy. This was 

achieved when therapy was delivered at the optimal treatment phase, coinciding with 

peak ventilation in periodic breathing, as predicted by the modelling work in Chapter 

3 and validated in healthy subjects simulating periodic breathing (Chapter 4). 

Moreover, dynamic CO2 stabilisation was not at the cost of increased mean ventilation 

as was the case with static therapy.  

5.5.1 Periodic breathing and CO2  

The fundamental pattern of periodic breathing is that a rise in CO2 drives a 

hyperventilation phase, following which CO2 falls excessively, leading to a 

hypoventilation or an apnoeic phase (Javaheri, 1999). This is seen in heart failure 

because of the delayed and enhanced chemoreflex response which turns the normally 

negative feedback controlled ventilatory system, which acts to keep the blood 

respiratory gases constant, into a positive feedback system (Francis et al., 2000b).  

Observational studies have reported an association between low mean arterial CO2 

and periodic breathing. Accordingly, it has then been proposed that by raising the 

mean arterial CO2, periodic breathing could be stabilised. Indeed to date, one of the 

most effective treatment strategies in abolishing periodic breathing has been the 

delivery of constant-flow, fixed-concentration of CO2 (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b; 

Andreas et al., 1998; Steens et al., 1994). However, as I have shown in Chapter 3 

(Appendix 3.6.4), the doses administered also produced an undesirable increase in 

mean ventilation and sympathetic activity, which may have limited further 

development of this as a preferred treatment strategy in heart failure patients. Because 
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these phenomena may further compromise an already precarious pathological state 

(Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999b). Achieving the same ventilatory stabilisation with a 

much smaller total quantity of inspired carbon dioxide would therefore potentially be 

an effective therapy for periodic breathing in heart failure. With dynamic CO2, the 

average dose of CO2 delivered was lower (0.5%), compared with static CO2 (2%), but 

achieved a 43% reduction in end-tidal CO2 oscillations, a reduction in desaturations 

and an improvement in the mean oxygen levels. There was a non-significant trend 

towards higher end-tidal CO2 with the dynamic administration but the magnitude was 

small and much lower than that seen with static administration.  

Three key strategies that have contributed to the minimisation of the treatment dose 

are:  

1. CO2 was only delivered for a proportion of the PB cycle targeting the narrow 

troughs of CO2 oscillations.  

2. Delivery was slowly built-up to the configured peak concentration and then fell 

back to zero, allowing gradual titration within the same treatment episode.  

3. Peak delivery was dependent on magnitude of ventilatory oscillations, which 

allowed to avoid over treating small ventilatory oscillations. 

The dynamic therapy algorithm would deliver CO2 only during oscillations, which 

minimizes further any increase in mean ventilation and CO2, because breathing may 

only be periodic for only a proportion of sleep time. The algorithm was successful 

despite the variability of spontaneous PB with regards to cycle length and amplitude.  

The efficacy of dynamic CO2 in reducing PB oscillations is comparable to static CO2, 

and seemingly more effective than reports of theophylline (Javaheri et al., 1996) or 
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acetazolamide (Javaheri, 2006b), each of which reduced periodic breathing by about 

50% compared to the approximately 70% reduction seen in this study. 

The recordings of the haemodynamic parameters (heart rate and blood pressure) 

which remained unchanged during the treatment, and the arrhythmic profile showing 

not worsening, are indirect indications that the sympathetic system is not hyper-

activated. Taking all this into account, stabilization of ventilation, reduction in 

desaturations, perhaps a reduction in haemodynamic oscillations and limiting the 

increase in sympathetic activity may all act to retard disease progression.  

Two anomalies were observed in the patients’ individual treatment trends. First 

inFigure 5-4, Patient 6 did not respond to either methods of delivery to the same 

extent as the other patients did. This patient is one of the 4 apnoeic patients and has 

the largest oscillatory end-tidal CO2 with long cycle period (~100s) and has NYHA 

III. It is possible that this patient may require a higher peak CO2 concentration for 

dynamic therapy or further adjustment of the treatment angle, in order to further 

improve the CO2 oscillations, which could further improve the ventilatory 

oscillations. Other apnoeic patients with larger ventilatory oscillations (Pt 2, 3 and 7 – 

all NYHA IV), but shorter period of oscillations (75s, 30s and 75s), did respond 

strongly to both dynamic and static CO2 therapy. Patient 2 has the lowest resting end-

tidal CO2 (Figure 5-6) in the group. Second observation was on Patient 4, where the 

increase on the mean end-tidal CO2 due to dynamic and static CO2 therapies did not 

translate into respective increase in mean ventilation (Figure 5-6). This non-apnoeic 

PB patient had the highest mean of baseline oxygen saturation (95.3%) in the group, 

as well as having one of the highest mean resting end-tidal CO2. Both methods of CO2 

therapy did improve mean oxygen saturation (97.3%), implying increased ventilation. 
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I am unable to identify a potential cause for this. Another observation in Figure 5-4 is 

that, there seem to be a lower threshold beyond which both treatment strategies could 

not reduce oscillations in end-tidal CO2 and ventilation. This could be attributed to 

physiological noise and/or measurement noise. This has been investigated further in 

the next chapter (Chapter 6). 

5.5.2 Clinical implications  

Dynamic CO2 administration might be developed as the preferred therapy strategy for 

periodic breathing, if the facemask that was used in our experimental setup (which is 

often rejected in clinical practice, Bradley et al., 2005) were replaced with a more 

comfortable nasal cannulae, and the ventilation monitoring to be performed by an 

alternative sensor (such as abdominal strain gauge system) than the 

pneumotachograph.  

5.5.3 Study Limitations 

Larger studies that go beyond this proof-of-concept are needed to evaluate sleep 

architecture and examine the effectiveness of this treatment option on CSA patients 

with heart failure. 

5.5.4 Conclusions  

This study validates the model prediction of optimal dynamic CO2 therapy for 

periodic breathing in heart failure. It demonstrates that dynamic CO2 administration, 

when given at the right time, almost abolishes the oscillations in end-tidal CO2 that 

drive PB. This administration is found to be most effective when CO2 arrives in the 

alveolar space coincident with hyperventilation. Dynamic CO2 offers an opportunity 

to develop a therapy for periodic breathing, without the pitfalls of static CO2 

administration.  
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6 The effect of random physiological 
fluctuations on the cardiorespiratory 
system and the therapy model - what is 
best parameter to guide therapy?  

6.1 Abstract 

Background: Intervening in periodic breathing (PB) with the dynamic application of 

inspired CO2 can reduce pathological breathing without increasing CO2 or ventilation 

levels and, unlike positive pressure therapy, does not require a tight-fitting mask. To 

control CO2 delivery, the obvious single variable to monitor is end-tidal CO2 (ETCO2) 

itself. In this modelling study I assess whether this choice is advisable, since ETCO2 does 

not always consistently track alveolar CO2. 

Method and Results: Random biological fluctuations were added to alveolar 

ventilation (noise) in a standard mathematical model of ventilatory control and 

assessed the effectiveness of real time dynamic CO2 therapy at suppressing sustained 

PB in unstable systems and intermittent PB in stable systems. Dynamic CO2 therapy 

was guided by tracking oscillations in either ETCO2 or ventilation. I found that if 

alveolar CO2 could be measured to guide therapy, it would be as effective as using 

ventilation. However ETCO2, the clinically observable variable, is less effective 

because during severe hypopnoea it markedly diverges from alveolar CO2. Dynamic 

CO2 therapy ameliorated both sustained PB in unstable systems and intermittent PB in 

stable systems, although both guidance methods became less effective with a large 

noise component, regardless of the underlying system stability. 
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Conclusion: Paradoxically, CO2 therapy is more effective in treating PB when it is 

guided by measured ventilation than when it is guided by measured ETCO2, in my 

mathematical model. This is because ETCO2 can deviate from tracking alveolar CO2 

in an undesirable manner.  
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6.2 Introduction  

Periodic breathing is common in chronic heart failure (CHF) (Javaheri et al., 1998b) 

and has poor prognosis with reduced quality of life (Javaheri et al., 1998b; Corra et 

al., 2006; Lanfranchi et al., 1999). The cardiovascular fluctuations that usually 

accompany these ventilatory oscillations can lead to adverse effects in patients with 

CHF (Cherniack and Longobardo, 1986; Francis et al., 2000b).  

Dynamic CO2 therapy, with time-varying concentrations that are based on real-time 

monitoring of pathological ventilatory patterns, may turn out to be an alternative 

treatment option (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) to the more traditional therapies such as 

continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) (Bradley and Floras, 2003) and adaptive 

servoventilation (ASV) (Oldenburg, 2012). Treating PB using some form of positive 

pressure ventilation requires a close fitting delivery system (either as a mask, or in the 

pharynx). Some patients therefore find these therapies uncomfortable (Bradley et al., 

2005; Engleman et al., 1996). Intervention in PB with gases (such as CO2) rather than 

positive airway pressure has the potential advantage of not requiring a tight fitting 

mask or similar device. 

In Chapter 3 I have shown that administering CO2 “dynamically” can, in principle, 

reduce PB without significantly raising mean CO2 and ventilation. I have worked with 

my clinical and engineering colleagues to validate the model (Chapters 4 and 5) and 

have shown that dynamic CO2 therapy does indeed improve PB without significantly 

increasing mean CO2 and ventilation, in a clinical setup. The degree of improvement 

was substantial (68%) but not as dramatic (>90%) as it was predicted in Chapter 3. 

This finding led to some crucial questions over differences between the modelling and 
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the clinical settings as well as what parameter is best to measure to control the 

therapy.  

Firstly, PB as seen in actual clinical practice, is often not composed of precise regular 

cyclic oscillations in ventilation, that would be ideal for dynamic therapy based on my 

previous treatment regime models. Secondly, it would seem that to control this 

carefully timed delivery of CO2 the obvious variable to monitor is CO2 itself. 

However, the variable used by in the validation work was ventilation, as was used in 

my previous model. Both CO2 and ventilation are susceptible to biological 

fluctuations and measurement error (Farré et al., 2004; Fukuda et al., 1997). The 

presence of respiratory dead space adds another dimension to the complication of 

monitoring these physiological parameters. 

The easy method to measure real time changes in alveolar CO2 is measuring ETCO2, 

because of its non-invasive nature and relatively rapid response time. Although 

ETCO2 is a good proxy for alveolar CO2 under conditions of steady ventilation, its 

breath-to-breath value can be dependent on fluctuations of tidal volume. Furthermore, 

the effect of dead space on ETCO2 is more pronounced at low tidal volumes (Fukuda 

et al., 1997). During apnoeas it will be difficult for ETCO2 to represent the true value 

of alveolar CO2 (Wahba and Tessler, 1996). Alternatively, ventilation can be used to 

guide dynamic CO2 administration (Chapters 3, 4 and 5), but when simple transducers 

and instrumentation (rather than a calibrated pneumotachograph) are employed the 

measurement may only correlate with ventilation rather than be an accurate measure 

of it (Farré et al., 2004). Some such simple methods can inherently introduce 

measurement non-linearity. Taking all these factors into account, it is not clear 
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whether CO2 or ventilation is the preferred variable to measure for the purpose of 

dynamic CO2 therapy.  

In the study described in this chapter I extended the model that was described in 

Chapter 3, to better understand dynamic CO2 therapy in the presence of physiological 

fluctuations and measurement error. I introduced fluctuations in the form of different 

levels of random (Gaussian) white noise, added a constant dead space, and 

incorporated a non-linear response on the ventilation monitoring into the model. I 

investigated the effect of these changes on system stability, on the intermittent 

behavior of PB and most importantly their effect on the response to dynamic CO2 

therapy. I used the model to evaluate the comparative efficiency of monitoring ETCO2 

or monitoring ventilation, to guide therapy that is dynamic in administration of 

inspired CO2. 
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6.3 Methods 

I introduced a dead space and random Gaussian noise in to the iterative model 

presented in Chapter 3, in order to simulate physiological fluctuations and 

measurement errors. In its original form, the model maps a closed loop system 

behavior following a small transient perturbation in CO2 from a steady state condition, 

and hence predicts whether the cardio-respiratory control system will be stable or 

unstable for a wide range of both linear and non-linear chemoreflex response curves 

(Figure 6-1).  

6.3.1 The original system model 

The simple iterative model begins from a steady state position, where the system 

alveolar CO2 and ventilation are at equilibrium. The model operates with a time step 

of 1 second. The instantaneous total ventilation value  at any time t is calculated 

from a previous value of CO2 (ct-δ) using a linear function of the configured 

chemoreflex gain. δ is the configured chemoreflex delay time. In the original model 

the respiratory dead space was assumed to be zero, therefore the total ventilation 

value  was considered equal to the alveolar ventilation . This alveolar ventilation 

is in turn used in equation (6-1) to calculate the change in alveolar CO2, based on 

previously published models (Francis et al., 2000b; Manisty et al., 2006a; Chapter 3).  

  (6-1) 

Where: ∆c is the incremental change in alveolar CO2 concentration during the small 

time increment ∆t, VL is a constant lung volume,  is a constant rate of body 

production of CO2,  is the instantaneous alveolar ventilation variable at time t, c is 
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instantaneous alveolar CO2 variable at time t, is the mean alveolar CO2 fraction,  

is a constant cardiac output, β is a constant of solubility of CO2 in blood.  

 

 
 
Figure 6-1 The Original System Model. A change in alveolar CO2 (c) changes the total ventilation ( ) 
at some delayed time by a factor of the chemoreflex gain. The change in the alveolar ventilation in turn 
alters the alveolar CO2 according to the plant gain, equation (6-1). In the original model I assumed 
respiratory dead space to be zero, therefore, instantaneous total ventilation was considered to be equal 
to instantaneous alveolar ventilation. 
 

6.3.2 Model developments 

The development of the system model described here, with added dead space of 

typical value 0.15 liters in normal adults (Fowler, 1948), can introduce random 

physiological fluctuations to the alveolar ventilation and/or CO2 allowing me to 

investigate the effects of these on the resulting ventilatory pattern (Figure 6-2). In this 

developed model the total ventilation  is not equal to alveolar ventilation . It is 
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reduced by the amount of dead space per breath multiplied by the respiratory rate (  

=  – (dead space  x breaths per minute)). This new alveolar ventilation is then used 

in equation (6-1) to calculate the change in alveolar CO2. 

Preliminary investigations showed that similar physiological respiratory patterns are 

obtained whether the proportional random noise is added to alveolar ventilation or 

alveolar CO2. I therefore decided to use only ventilation noise in all relevant 

simulations. The reasoning for this is further described in the Discussion and in the 

appendix of this chapter. 

 
 
Figure 6-2 The Developed System Model. I introduced dead space correction into the system model in 
order to account for the difference between the total ventilation and the true alveolar ventilation. I also 
added the ability to introduce noise (reflecting physiological fluctuations) into either ventilation or CO2, or 
both.  
 

6.3.3 Application of dynamic CO2 therapy 

The model was further developed to administer therapeutic CO2 either guided by 
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I introduced possible measurement errors either on ventilation or CO2 depending on 

the monitored parameter used to guide therapy. I considered possible instrument non-

linearity when using abdominal and/or thoracic respiratory monitoring devices for real 

time measurement of ventilation. In the case of CO2-guided therapy, using ETCO2 

measurement using a nasal cannulae, I introduced a tidal volume (dead space) 

correction to account for the difference between arterial CO2 and ETCO2. Figure 6-3 

shows the developed therapy model. I used this therapy model to compare the 

effectiveness of monitoring ventilation or CO2 to control the delivery of dynamic CO2 

therapy. 

 

 
Figure 6-3 The Developed therapy Model. The therapy model can be guided either by CO2 or 
ventilation. I added measurement errors on both monitored parameters. I introduced non-linear 
measurement response on ventilation and a correction of tidal volume/ dead space on ETCO2 
measurement. 
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6.3.4 End-tidal CO2 as measured parameter 

When using CO2 as the parameter guiding dynamic therapy, I considered a nasal 

cannulae as a preferred minimally invasive ETCO2 measurement technique. Previous 

works have demonstrated the dependence of ETCO2 on ventilation and tidal volume 

to dead space ratio (Fukuda et al., 1997; Fletcher and Jonson, 1984). For the purpose 

of this investigation I made a simple assumption to estimate the ETCO2 value from 

the instantaneous alveolar CO2. I kept respiratory rate constant (12 breaths/minute) in 

all my simulations and used tidal volume (vt= total ventilation/respiratory rate) to 

represent the variation of total ventilation when measuring ETCO2. I then introduced 

corrections for the effect of tidal volume on ETCO2 measurements in the presence of 

dead space. For tidal volumes less than the constant dead space value (0.15 liters) I 

assumed that the ETCO2 sensor in the cannulae will not register alveolar CO2 

readings; therefore I set this to zero. For tidal volumes greater than one and a third of 

the dead space the end-tidal CO2 is set to alveolar CO2 fraction minus 0.004 atm 

(Gilboy and Hawkins, 2006). This is to account for the standard arterial CO2 to 

ETCO2 gradient (Koulouris et al., 2001). For tidal volumes between these two values I 

made a linear approximation derived from Bohr’s mass equation (6-2) to estimate the 

ETCO2 (Koulouris et al., 2001; Bohr, 1891).  

   (6-2) 

Where: cET is the mixed expired CO2 value, ca is arterial CO2 (which I assume is equal 

to alveolar CO2, c), vt is respiratory tidal volume, and vD is respiratory dead space. 
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6.3.5 Total ventilation as measured parameter 

When using ventilation as the parameter to guide dynamic CO2 therapy, in studies 1-3 

I used ventilation as measured with flow at the mouth, which is truly representative of 

total ventilation. Measuring total ventilation using less invasive methods, such as 

thoracic or abdominal strain gauge systems, and respiratory inductive 

plethysmography, may lead to some transducer non-linearity (Farré et al., 2004). In 

Study 6.4.4, in order to investigate these effects on the therapy model, I altered the 

measured total ventilation to be a square function of the actual ventilation value. I 

then repeated all of these simulations using a square root function.  

6.3.6 The treatment regime 

In my previous work (Chapter 3) I showed optimum treatment regimes when using 

ventilation as the treatment guiding parameter for the dynamic therapy. I used similar 

approach to identify the optimum treatment regimes when using CO2 as guiding 

parameter. The model continually assesses the level of oscillation in the guiding 

parameter, both in amplitude and phase, to evaluate the level of dose required (if any) 

based on the configured regime. If the therapy guiding parameter is in the treatment 

zone (as described in Chapter 3) then a corresponding programmed CO2 treatment 

dose (CO2 Therapy) is added to the new value of the alveolar CO2.  

Therefore, in the treatment model the instantaneous CO2 at time t (ct) is given by, 

ct = c(t-∆t) + ∆c + cnoise+ (CO2 Therapy)  (6-3) 

Here c(t-∆t) is the instantaneous CO2 at the previous time point (t-∆t). ∆c is the 

component of change in CO2 that is caused by normal gas exchange and ventilation 

processes assuming zero inspired CO2, and is obtained from equation (6-1), cnoise is a 

random CO2 fluctuation averaged over lung volume VL. ‘CO2 Therapy’ is the 
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component added as inspired CO2, and is calculated from the configured values of 

‘peak concentration’ and treatment phase window, which I called ‘duration’. This 

value is dependent on the amplitude and phase of the monitored variable cycle at time 

t (Chapter 3). 

In this developed model the following cardiorespiratory parameters were held 

constant to standard values for all my simulations – cardiac output 3.5 l min-1, 

metabolic production of CO2 = 0.2 l min-1, lung volume 5 l, chemoreflex delay 20 

seconds, solubility of CO2 in blood 5 l l-1 atm-1, start point of CO2 equal to steady 

state CO2 4%, start point of ventilation equal to steady state ventilation 5 l min-1. It 

has been shown that these parameters can be assumed constant near the equilibrium 

point since they are not critical in the genesis of ventilatory instability (Francis et al., 

2000b). The constant values are based on previously published figures that would be 

typical for a patient with heart failure and PB (Manisty et al., 2006a; Beecroft et al., 

2006; Gabrielsen et al., 2002; Khoo et al., 1995; Mohan et al., 1999; Turner et al., 

2004; Van den Aardweg and Karemaker, 2002). The single system parameter that was 

varied was the linear chemoreflex response curve, with slope varying from 500 to 

1400 l min-1 atm-1 in increments of 100 l min-1 atm-1
. 

Similar to my previous work, in this developed model the CO2 therapy is configured 

to adjust automatically to the amplitude of oscillation and the phase of the monitored 

physiological variable during a treatment episode. This allowed me to configure 

dynamically the therapy (in concentration, duration and delivery phase) to test the 

most effective treatment profile. 
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6.3.7 Severity of ventilatory oscillations 

I used relative standard deviation of ventilation as a measure of severity of ventilatory 

oscillations. Over the 30 minutes simulation I allowed the system to develop into its 

state of stability for the first 10 minutes. I then applied the desired therapy for the 

remaining 20 minutes. I calculated the standard deviation of ventilation over the last 

18 minutes of the therapy period. The larger the relative standard deviation of 

ventilation, the more unstable is the breathing. 

6.3.8 Characteristics of noise added 

I generated ten sets of random Gaussian white noise using the Matlab mathematical 

programming software (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). All the noise data 

sets are the same length as the simulation time and all have mean value of zero. I 

varied the standard deviation of the noise sample as 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 percent of the 

mean resting value of ventilation. I repeated the simulation for all data sets and the 

selected standard deviation values. A shortened example of the iterative Matlab 

program is presented in Appendix 6.6.2 of this chapter. 
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6.4 Results 

Reference system: With no treatment programmed, and with no random noise, the 

model incorporating dead space either showed a stable breathing pattern (Figure 

6-4B) or developed a pattern of PB (Figure 6-4D). The period of oscillations was 

approximately 60 seconds. 

6.4.1 Study 6.4.1 – Effect of application of biological perturbations  

I added random disturbances with a Gaussian distribution (example shown in Figure 

6-4A) on to the ventilation components of a stable configuration. These fluctuations 

were of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of the resting mean alveolar ventilation.  

In the system configurations that are already periodic (Figure 6-4D), the system 

remained periodic (Figure 6-4G). The systems that were originally just within the 

stable range (Figure 6-4C) developed intermittent oscillations (Figure 6-4F), which on 

visual inspection resembled intermittent PB. Systems that originally were very stable 

(Figure 6-4B) remained stable with only random-looking fluctuations (Figure 6-4E). 

Examples of each of these simulations for selected representative chemoreflex gain 

values (Stable = 600, Marginally Stable = 900 and Unstable = 1200 L/min/atm) are 

shown in Figure 6-4.  
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model because only deviations from the mean value are used by the CO2 therapy 

control system).  

I used therapy regimes that were shown to be optimum in my previous work (Chapter 

3). These were 2% peak CO2 therapy for the duration of half of the ventilatory cycle. 

In a single ventilatory cycle that is big enough to initiate therapy episode the dose will 

rise to the peak value in the first half of the therapy duration following an inverted 

cosine pattern and falls back to zero in the second half following the same pattern. 

The treatment envelopes when measuring ventilation and CO2 are proportionally the 

same and optimised for each therapy guiding parameter. I found that both ventilation-

guided (Figure 6-5 red lines with triangle markers) and alveolar CO2-guided (Figure 

6-5, green lines with circle markers) therapies improved PB where the system is 

unstable, even in the presence of large ventilatory random fluctuations (Figure 6-5D). 

For very stable systems with large noise levels, the therapy did not make any 

difference to system stability.  
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Figure 6-5 Treatment response of the model when therapy is guided by alveolar ventilation red triangles 
(∆) or when therapy is guided by alveolar CO2 green circles (o). Panel A shows results for noise free 
simulations and panels B to D show model simulations for three different noise levels on ventilation 
(B=5%, C=10% and D=20% of the mean ventilation). The solid black lines marked by black crosses (x) 
represent the system instability without therapy. 
 

6.4.3 Study 6.4.3 – Relative efficiency of CO2-guided versus 
ventilation-guided therapy on systems with biological fluctuations plus 
measurement error  

In this study, I added measurement error in the variable used for monitoring, using the 

same set of systems with biological fluctuations in ventilation, with therapy that was 

guided either by CO2 monitoring or by ventilation monitoring. Measurement error in 

CO2 monitoring represents a combination of ETCO2 (the observable variable) 

departing from being a stable index of alveolar CO2, as might happen during 

hypopnoea or apnoea, and during breath-to-breath fluctuations in tidal volume. 
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Likewise measurement error in ventilation would be the increased total ventilation 

because of dead space. I found that total ventilation-guided (Figure 6-6, orange lines 

with diamond markers) therapy was closely matched to alveolar ventilation and 

alveolar CO2-guided therapy (shown previously in Figure 6-5). ETCO2-guided 

therapy (Figure 6-6, blue lines with square markers) becomes less effective with 

systems that are more unstable. 

 
Figure 6-6 Treatment response of the model when therapy is guided by total ventilation orange 
diamonds(◊) or when therapy is guided by end-tidal CO2 blue squares (□). Panel A shows results for 
noise free simulations and panels B to D show model simulations for three different noise levels on 
ventilation (B=5%, C=10% and D=20% of the mean ventilation). The solid black lines marked by black 
crosses (x) represent the system instability without therapy. 
 

In Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 I show examples of time domain waveforms without and 

with physiological fluctuations, respectively. These examples are the same 
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simulations shown in Figure 6-4. Here I have applied therapy either guided by end-

tidal CO2 (left panels (A, B and C) in both Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8) or total 

ventilation (right panels (D, E and F) in both Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8). In all cases 

the therapy was activated 600 seconds after the start of simulation to allow full 

development of the ventilatory oscillations. Both methods of guiding therapy 

produced similar outcome in treating stable and marginally stable systems. In the case 

of unstable systems (panels C and F in both Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8) end-tidal CO2-

guided therapy failed to control the level of ventilatory periodicity (Figure 6-7C and 

Figure 6-8C), while total ventilation-guided therapy successfully ameliorated apnoea 

and hypopnoea occurrences as shown in Figure 6-7F and Figure 6-8F. 
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Figure 6-7 Therapy was applied to the same set of example simulations for three different chemoreflex 
gains, that were shown in Figure 6-4 without random noise (Figure 6-4 B,C and D). Here panels A, B 
and C show the response of the treatment model when therapy is guided by end-tidal CO2. Panels D, E 
and F show the model response when therapy was guided by total ventilation. Consistent with the 
previous figure I have extended the example simulations to 1 hour. The treatment was activated from 
600 seconds to the end of simulation. The vertical axis on all graphs represents ventilation in periodic 
breathing (not instantaneous flow in a respiratory cycle). 

 

Both therapy methods were able to reduce the intermittent PB (panels B and E in 

Figure 6-8) successfully that was seen when physiological fluctuations were 

introduced into a marginally stable system (Figure 6-4F). 
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Figure 6-8 Therapy was applied to the same set of example simulations for three different chemoreflex 
gains, that were shown in Figure 6-4 with random noise (Figure 6-4 E, F and G). Here panels A, B and 
C show the response of the treatment model when therapy is guided by end-tidal CO2. Panels D, E and 
F show the model response when therapy was guided by total ventilation. Consistent with the previous 
figure I have extended the example simulations to 1 hour. The treatment was activated from 600 
seconds to the end of simulation. The vertical axis on all graphs represents ventilation in periodic 
breathing (not instantaneous flow in a respiratory cycle). 

 

6.4.4 Study 6.4.4 – Ventilation-guided therapy using an index of 
ventilation that is non-linearly distorted 

True ventilation monitoring would require an air flow meter, which might be 

undesirable for a patient because of its bulk and the need for a tight fitting mask. More 
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or other changes in the thorax or abdomen in line with ventilatory excursions. 

Although there are systems designed to operate in their linear range, it is possible that 

some may relate to true ventilation in a non-linear manner (Farré et al., 2004). In this 

section I studied the effect of such non-linearity on the model response to CO2 therapy 
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overestimate or underestimate following patterns of ( )/   or  (  * )1/2 . 

This is presented graphically in Figure 6-9. 

 

 
Figure 6-9 The solid line represents a linear relationship of measured ventilation with true ventilation. 
The dashed line represents a squared function, where the measured ventilation is non-linearly related to 
the actual ventilation (( )/ ). The dotted line also represents a non-linearly related measured 
ventilation to actual ventilation using a square root function ((  * )1/2). 

 

I found that therapy that was guided by ventilation tracking the true ventilation 

linearly improved PB more than those tracking ventilation non-linearly. This effect 

became less pronounced as the level of inherent biological noise increased (Figure 

6-10).  
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Figure 6-10 Treatment response of the model when therapy is guided by 'true' total ventilation orange 
diamonds(◊) or when therapy is guided by non-linearly distorted measured ventilation. This is either 
distorted by a squared function represented with green lines marked by green squares (□), or distorted 
by a square root function represented with purple lines marked with purple circles (o).  
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6.5 Discussion 

In my previous modelling study related to optimal therapy I have examined the 

stability of noise-free systems and their treatment by dynamic CO2 under a range of 

physiological conditions and treatment regimes (Chapter 3). I aimed to assess the 

effectiveness of dynamic CO2 therapy in the presence of biological noise. I 

investigated how these fluctuations affect respiratory stability and pathological 

breathing patterns. I also showed the effects of measurement errors in the success of 

dynamic CO2 therapy, due to physiological fluctuations and instrumentation non-

linearity. 

The feedback loop system links changes in alveolar CO2 with changes in alveolar 

ventilation. When administering dynamic CO2 therapy, one of these parameters needs 

to be measured in real time in order to predict the oscillatory pattern of the ventilation 

and deliver the appropriate level of dose and duration of therapy. In Study 6.4.2, I 

showed that these two parameters (alveolar CO2 and ventilation) are each suitable to 

guide dynamic CO2 therapy to produce comparable results in controlling PB. 

In a clinical setting it is not practical to measure either alveolar CO2 or ventilation 

directly in real-time employing non-invasive methods; one would need to rely on 

indirect methods of estimating the real-time values of alveolar CO2 and ventilation, 

namely ETCO2 and total ventilation respectively.  

I found that dynamic CO2 therapy remains effective in ameliorating PB in the 

presence of physiological respiratory fluctuations. Where there were sufficiently large 

observable ventilatory oscillations due to noise-generated intermittent PB, dynamic 

CO2 therapy was successful in controlling periodicity. Although it may seem that the 

obvious first choice for a variable to monitor to control delivery of CO2 is ETCO2, the 
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study shows that ventilation is a better monitoring variable. The major reason for this 

assertion is the greater susceptibility of ETCO2 signals to disruption during 

hypopnoea, which causes it not to reflect the true progressive rise of alveolar CO2. 

6.5.1 Effect of noise on the feedback system 

The presence of physiological fluctuations in the cardiorespiratory system has been 

investigated previously; there may be multiple locations in the feedback loop where 

noise can enter the system. Modarreszadeh and Bruce (1994) found that random 

disturbances to PaCO2 can have significant effects on ventilation. Birn et al. (2006) 

have shown how the breath-to-breath variation of respiration affect functional 

magnetic resonance imaging by inducing variations on arterial CO2. Wessel et al. 

(1979) demonstrated the need to correct the breath-to-breath variation of functional 

residual capacity for a more accurate measurement of O2 and CO2 gas exchange. It is 

not clear as to which of these physiological parameters is mainly responsible for the 

introduction of the noise into the system. 

The model response to my initial investigation of adding fluctuations to ventilation, 

alveolar CO2 or both, produced similar ventilatory pattern and system response. The 

only observable difference between adding noise to ventilation or CO2 was that 

proportionally similar levels of noise added to the CO2 produced a much larger 

fluctuations on the overall system, compared with the same proportion of noise added 

to ventilation. This finding can be entirely attributed to the large amplification of 

small fluctuations in alveolar CO2 by a large chemoreflex gain (Van den Aardweg and 

Karemaker, 2002). I was able to test this by adding the same set of noise data to the 

model, and repeating the simulation by increasing the chemoreflex gain. This is 

demonstrated in the appendix of this chapter. 
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In this study, therefore, for simplicity and clarity, whenever I introduced system 

fluctuation, I have done so only to the ventilation component of the feedback system. 

I reasoned that the main purpose of introducing fluctuation is to evaluate how such 

physiological phenomena affect the therapy guiding mechanism and the dynamic 

therapy itself. This was achievable through noise introduction at any single point, in 

my case ventilation. 

6.5.2 Treatment of intermittent periodic breathing 

The introduction of noise into a feedback system with a high value of loop gain, but 

still stable (loop gain < 1), produces intermittent periodic breathing (Van den 

Aardweg and Karemaker, 2002; Modarreszadeh and Bruce, 1994; Sands et al., 2012), 

as illustrated in Study 6.4.1. Such noise-generated PB has the characteristic of an 

intermittently appearing and disappearing pattern of oscillation, which I considered a 

potential challenge for dynamic CO2 therapy. By contrast, sustained oscillations are 

seen regardless of noise when loop gain is >1. Yet the presence of noise underlying 

PB in this case has consequences for the residual pattern of ventilation following my 

predictive mode of dynamic CO2 therapy: Only the periodic component of the 

fluctuations are predictable, leaving the noise untreated. However, this noise, by 

definition represents normal random fluctuations in respiration, which are not 

pathological (West and Shlesinger, 1990; Froehlich et al., 2008).  

6.5.3 Implication for CO2-guided therapy 

Previous researchers in their modelling work have proposed that introduction of 

random noise in alveolar CO2 could produce oscillations in ventilation 

(Modarreszadeh and Bruce, 1994). In their approach they implicitly assumed that the 

fluctuations seen in ETCO2 represent underlying fluctuations in alveolar CO2. 
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However, even in the presence of a constant alveolar CO2 there can be breath-to-

breath fluctuations in ETCO2 due to variations in tidal volume (Fukuda et al., 1997; 

Wahba and Tassler, 1996). Hence, measurements of ETCO2 may not always represent 

accurate fluctuations in alveolar CO2.  

In a clinical setup ETCO2 can be measured either through a portal in a tight fitting 

mask or using the more comfortable method of a nasal cannulae. During severe 

hypopnoeas the response of these two methods will differ. In the case of 

measurements using a mask, the dead space/tidal volume ratio increases with the size 

of the mask, because the mask acts as an extension of the dead space. Gas sampling 

through a port on the mask is similar to sampling gas from within the dead space. 

Inspiratory tidal volume less than the size of the mask dead space may not be detected 

by the CO2 monitor, since the sample gas may consist entirely of the expired gas from 

the previous breath. During apnoea the monitored CO2 will remain at the level of the 

gas in the mask dead space (close to the previous end-tidal value). In the case of 

ETCO2 monitoring using a nasal cannulae, the effect of added dead space due to 

presence of breathing mask is eliminated as well as the discomfort of the tight fitting 

mask. In contrast to the mask method, during apnoea the monitored ETCO2 will fall 

towards zero. In Study 6.4.3 my simulations showed that for systems with apnoea and 

severe hypopnoea ETCO2-guided therapy completely failed to ameliorate PB.  

The possibility of using other arterial CO2 measurement techniques were reviewed 

and found to be not practical for real time dynamic monitoring. The transcutaneous 

monitoring has at least 40 seconds of time delay, almost the length of the periodic 

breathing cycle, that would be difficult for real time tracking of arterial CO2 

(Hirabayashi et al., 2009; Sanders et al., 1994). ETCO2 via tracheal intubation better 
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represents alveolar CO2 (Badgwell et al., 1987) but this method would be considered 

unacceptably invasive, as would direct arterial CO2 monitoring (Hirabayashi et al., 

2009). 

6.5.4 Implications for ventilation-guided therapy  

There are also two main ways to measure ventilation: direct methods of respiratory air 

flow measurement using, for example pneumotachographs, or indirect methods that 

monitor changes in abdominal or thoracic circumference (Farré et al., 2004; Cantineau 

et al., 1992). The indirect methods include resistive or inductive strain gauges, 

pneumatic methods that monitor pressure changes in an air-filled belt that encircles 

the abdomen, and electrical impedance measured across the thorax and abdomen. 

Direct methods measure total inspired and expired gas volume and require the use of a 

tight fitting respiratory mask to ensure that all air flow is captured via oral and nasal 

routes.  

In the case of measurement of ventilation using strain gauge the system relies on the 

stretching characteristics of a conductor (increase in the resistance of a conductor 

when its length increased), while measuring the circumferential expansion of the 

abdomen and/or the thorax. In the case of respiratory inductive plethysmography the 

measurement relies on changes in inductance of coils sewn on to cloth bands that 

stretch around the chest and abdomen proportionally with the movement of the 

ribcage and abdomen during respiration. All these indirect methods conveniently 

eliminate the need for a tight fitting face-mask, and hence are suitable for use with 

administration of therapeutic CO2 through a nasal cannulae. However, they rely on 

estimations of volume changes from changes in a linear dimension (circumference for 

resistive and inductive strain gauges), or area (for inductive belts). The measured 
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quantity is therefore not likely to be directly proportional to lung volume, but to be 

related to it non-linearly. Similar considerations can apply to impedance-based 

systems. (Farré et al., 2004)  

The non-linearities in measuring ventilation by strain gauge systems (for example) 

that I have introduced in Study 6.4.4 are probably exaggerated representations of what 

might be found in practical instrumentation. Nevertheless they do not greatly reduce 

the efficacy of the therapy. They might even be counteracted by processing the 

measured ventilation signal with a transformation that reverses the nonlinearity, for 

example applying “squaring” correction to a signal that has a square-root dependency 

on ventilation. However this would depend on knowing with adequate reliability the 

nature of that relationship. The extent to which this will be possible may vary with 

engineering choices in the measurement system, and with individual patients. This 

means that in the competitive comparison of CO2 guidance versus ventilation 

guidance, the true potential of ventilation guidance might be somewhat better than 

suggested in Study 6.4.4. 

In our validation studies of the treatment of PB by dynamic CO2 administration 

(Chapters 4 and 5), we used a tight fitting mask to both administer time-varying 

concentrations of CO2 and to monitor ventilation by means of a pneumotachograph. 

Measured ventilation was used to calculate topical CO2 concentrations for 

administration, with ETCO2 in the mask being monitored by a capnograph. Although 

valuable as a proof-of-concept system in a laboratory setting, the use of this apparatus 

during domiciliary or long-term therapy is impractical, and hopes for a successful 

therapeutic device will rely on the ability to deliver CO2 through a cannulae or loose-

fitting mask with ventilation being measured by an indirect method. Recent 
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developments in respiratory inductive plethysmography technology (Wu et al., 2009; 

Zhang et al., 2012) may lead to a more reliable and easy home-use systems for non-

invasive monitoring of ventilation. 

Recent work by Xie et al. (2013) has shown that, the potential benefits of CO2 therapy 

may not be limited to central sleep apnoea (CSA) but could extend to the treatment of 

obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA). Such findings warrant further exploration of the 

possibilities of developing an easy-to-use, less invasive, yet safe CO2 delivery systems 

enabling a larger scale clinical investigation. 

6.5.5 Complications in the evaluation of the success of therapy due to 
noise 

Dynamic CO2 therapy guided by ventilation can successfully eliminate both sustained 

oscillations in an unstable system and intermittent oscillations, caused by noise, in 

marginally stable systems. However, in common with therapies guided by ETCO2 it 

does not eliminate the basic breath-to-breath variability in ventilation, which can be 

seen as normal physiological phenomenon, and (unless extreme) may not be desirable 

to eliminate given that natural fluctuations in physiological variables are often a sign 

of good health (Froehlich et al., 2008; West and Shlesinger, 1990). 

I used the standard deviation of ventilation and CO2 as robust means to quantify the 

effect of treatment on oscillations (Chapters 3-5). However, the use of the standard 

deviation will also be affected by the level of noise present in ventilation. It is 

possible that using other measurement techniques such as apnoea/hypopnoea index 

(AHI) could be an alternative method of evaluation in the presence of noise. Standard 

deviation may underestimate the improvement in periodic breathing when used in the 

presence of noise, while the commonly used AHI (American Academy of Sleep 
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Medicine Task Force Report, 1999; Berry et al., 2012; Iber et al., 2007) may 

underestimate the severity of the untreated original level of PB (Eiseman et al., 2012; 

Kulkas et al., 2013; Redline et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2013). A measurement technique 

that contains a combination of these two may be preferred to accurately measure the 

degree of improvement in periodic breathing. However, in this chapter I have 

remained consistent with my previous model work for simplicity and comparison 

purposes. The values attained still show large improvements in periodic breathing. 

Future work in this area, as suggested by some researchers (Eiseman et al., 2012; 

Redline et al., 2007), may find improved solutions for this dilemma. 

6.5.6 Study limitations 

This study is a mathematical simulation, and not a clinical study. Clinical validation is 

a necessary next step but requires considerable planning to handle biological 

variability. This would differ from the clinical validation described in Chapter 5 in 

that a nasal cannulae delivery system would need to be designed and constructed. 

Design of clinical validation studies might be best informed by modelling studies such 

as this work (Carley and Shannon, 1988). Mathematical simulations are useful 

(Cherniack and Longobardo, 2006) for testing identical scenarios against differing 

therapeutic strategies, or identical strategies against differing scenarios.  

Some respiratory variables (respiratory rate, respiratory dead space) have been kept 

constant in this modelling work. A simple linear model of the effects of tidal volume 

and dead space on ETCO2 has been used; in reality these effects might be more 

complex. The effect of changes in the other variables (such as cardiac output) that 

were kept constant in this model has been discussed in detail in a previous chapter 

(Chapter 3). 
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I have used random Gaussian white noise to introduce breath-to-breath fluctuations in 

ventilation, similar characteristic noise has been used previously by other researchers 

(Modarreszadeh and Bruce, 1994). Other noise models (such as pink noise, which has 

a power spectrum where power is inversely proportional to frequency) might be more 

representative of physiological fluctuations. 

6.5.7 Conclusions 

Dynamic CO2 therapies can improve periodic breathing even in the presence of 

physiological fluctuations. To control CO2 delivery, the preferred single variable to 

monitor is ventilation. Even the non-linear, uncalibrated measurement techniques for 

ventilation could produce satisfactory results in ameliorating PB. A second 

observation is that random fluctuations in ventilation can themselves lead to 

oscillations which resemble PB but are less regular in period or amplitude. The 

periodic element of such noise-induced PB can still be treated, although the raw noise 

will always remain as in all situations. 
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6.6 Appendix  

6.6.1 Appendix 6.6.1 – The effect of noise in CO2 or ventilation or both 

I added random fluctuations to alveolar ventilation or alveolar CO2 or both. The 

random noise added were percentages of the resting mean of the relevant parameter. 

Noise added to alveolar CO2 appear to dominate the model response compared to that 

of noise added to alveolar ventilation as the chemoreflex gain is increased. 

 
Figure 6-11 A three dimensional graph showing the effect of noise added to ventilation versus CO2 OR 
noise added to both ventilation and CO2 on a stable system (GAIN = 600 L/min/atm). 
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Figure 6-12 A three dimensional graph showing the effect of noise added to ventilation versus CO2 OR 
noise added to both ventilation and CO2 on a marginally stable system (GAIN = 900 L/min/atm). The 
system is normally stable in the absence of random noise. 
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Figure 6-13 A three dimensional graph showing the effect of noise added to ventilation versus CO2 OR 
noise added to both ventilation and CO2 on an unstable system (GAIN = 1200 L/min/atm). 

 

6.6.2 Appendix 6.6.2. Example of the developed Matlab simulation 
code 

In this thesis multiple Matlab programs were employed to work together by 

initialising each other in an appropriate synchrony as coded. This allowed several 

simulations to be carried out one after the other through single initialisation. Once 

started from the main controller program the configured simulations could continue 

for several hours (some times over night). This depends on the number of different 

combinations configured and the simulation time length that is programmed. 

The main controller code (named PBgrid) can be programmed to carry out a number 

of simulations with combinations of changing parameter values. 

For example: 
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• Chemoreflex gain from 500 to 1500 in increment of 100 (can be any numbers 

desired) 

• Noise or error levels from 0% to 20% in increment of 5% (can be any numbers 

desired)  

• Therapy regime in phase (degrees), duration (degrees) and concentration 

(arbitrary unit); or whether to have treatment at all 

• Whether to have one or multiple compartments of chemoreceptors 

• Whether to use ventilation or CO2 as the variable to guide therapy 

The controller code changes from one combination to another automatically and 

initiates the relevant main simulation program (named PBsim).  

PBsim is the main simulation code. After being initiated by PBgrid, with a set of 

configuration values and instructions, it performs the simulation going through the 

iterative loops with 1 second time-step. It calculates the changes in CO2 and 

ventilation using the programmed difference equation (for the plant gain) and a 

subroutine program (V_from_C: ventilation from an earlier value of CO2) to calculate 

the delayed effect of CO2 change on ventilation (for the chemoreflex gain). 

V_from_C is equivalent to a look up table that linearly converts the change in CO2 

(chemoreflex delay time ago) to a change in ventilation according to the configured 

chemoreflex gain value in PBgrid. 

If treatment has been requested by PBgrid then PBsim will pass on the configured 

therapy regime to the treatment evaluating code (qrx_sin) to calculate the amount of 

CO2 to be added depending on the excursion of the therapy guiding variable (CO2 or 

ventilation) from its moving mean value and phase of oscillation. PBsim then adds the 
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provided treatment dose from qrx_sin and proceeds to the next iterative loop. When 

the simulation is completed for the configured time length, PBsim exports all the 

values of the iterative steps into an excel spreadsheet for a further offline analysis and 

awaits for the next instructions from PBgrid. 

I have included below a shortened example of the main simulation Matlab program 

PBsim. 

function 
[time,c,v,VCO2,Q,VA,delay_time,beta,time_duration,time_step,perturbation_step,perturbation_size,vloop_size_ratios,va]

=PBsim(panel_name,rx_mid_time,rx_duration,rx_amount,c_start,connect_to_qrx_sin,passed_qrx_table,autowi
ggle_length,noise,error,nf,chemo_gain) 

%  PBsim is Iterative program that simulates cardiorespiratory control. Outputs graphs to screen and text file to 
PBsim_data.  

%   It is called by other programs e.g. PBgrid 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%    
%   panel_name: This is a text description of the chemoreflex curve, which is passed to v_from_c to calculate the precise 

shape of the curve (and used locally in this function to set the perturbation size). See v_from_c documentation 
for details of the syntax of panel_name 

%   rx_duration: Fraction of PB cycle, where 0 is no Rx, 1 is all the time, and 0.5 is half a PB cycle    --- SET THIS TO 0 
to disable treatment 

%   rx_amount: In mystical units, the size of the increment in end-tidal Co2 fraction per time step (make it small!) 
%   c_start:         Starting value of CO2 in the simulation (if missing or 0, the steady-state value is calculated and used) 
% 
%   Units 
%   volume in L 
%   time in min 
%   concentrations as fraction 
%   RX_DURATION   Fraction of PB cycle, where 0 is no Rx, -180 to 180 is all the time, and -90 to 90 is half a PB cycle 
%   RX_AMOUNT     The size of the increment in end-tidal CO2 fraction per time step (make it small!) 
 
if nargin<1, panel_name=[ ]; 
end; 
if nargin<2, 
    rx_mid_time=0; 
    rx_duration=0; 
    rx_amount=0; 
end 
if nargin<5, 
    c_start=0.04; % this is simply an indicator that this program should calculate it itself 
end 
if nargin<6, 
    connect_to_qrx_sin=1; 
end 
if nargin<7, 
    passed_qrx_table=[ ];    % treatment configuration can be passed from the treatment program qrx_sin or can be set 

below 
end 
 
if nargin<12' 
    chemo_gain=[1 1];  % this is used to calculate the co2 noise component (divides to normalise the chemo_gain effect) 
end 
 
%%%%% Respiration and dead space (ds) section 
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ds = 0;  % single breath dead-space in L   
bpm = 12;  
%VA=5+ds; 
Tv = 0.00; 
Fi = 0; 
ds_start=20;  %% rename to keep uniform steps 
c_resp_av = 0; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
delay_time_a=20/60; 
delay_time_b=20/60; 
time_duration=30;      % these times are all in minutes      
 
VCO2= 0.2;    %% 0.2 L/min   % metabolic production of co2 used to calculate the co2 increment 
Q= 0.05*70;    %% 3.5 L/min   % Cardiac output used to calculate the the co2 increment (it is also used to calculate the 

   proportion of noise when cardiac output noise is applied) 
VA=5;             %% 5 L         % lung volume used to calculate the the co2 increment 
beta=5;       % solubility of co2 in blood in L/L/atmosphere 
 
time_step=1/60; 
n_samples=ceil(time_duration/time_step); 
%delay_samples=round(delay_time/time_step); 
 
% Clearing the buffer from previous data 
clear time 
clear c 
clear v 
clear c_move_av 
 
% Initializing first values and time 
if c_start==0, 
    c(1)=find_mid_c(VCO2,panel_name); 
else 
    c(1)=c_start; 
end 
 
perturbation_step=10; 
perturbation_size=0.00001;  % default value, potentially overwritten below 
 
c_bar_time=2; 
c_bar_steps=floor(c_bar_time/time_step); 
 
i_recent_peak=0; 
i_previous_peak=0; 
 
panel_name 
panel_name2 = ['Straight_M_css 'num2str(chemo_gain(2)) ' .04 m' num2str(0) ' hw' num2str(90) ];% you can change 

panel_name to one of these, if you want to 
 
v(1)=v_from_c(c(1),[ ],panel_name,VCO2); % change to this to initialise v with calculated v form c as opposed to 

controlled ventilation 
 
% Introduction of noise 
% Initialising noise components 
 
v_noise_added=zeros(1,n_samples); 
c_noise_added=zeros(1,n_samples); 
 
%%%###### NOISE ON OFF 
colour_v=-1;  %%%%   values <0 will not add noise to the ventilation 0 will add white noise sampled at 0.25hz and 1 will 

add pink noise (white noise filtered by 1/f)  
colour_c=-1;  %%%%   values <0 will not add noise to the co2 0 will added white noise sampled at 1hz and 1 will add 

pink noise (white noise filtered by 1/f)  
 
for nr =1, 
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    if noise==0, 
        noise_v=zeros(1,n_samples); 
        noise_c=zeros(1,n_samples); 
    else 
         cd ..\NoisePB     
         eval (['load white_noise' num2str(nr+1) '' ]);   %%%%% added to the new ventilation value, sampled every 4 

seconds (~single breath)  
          
         cd ..\9712_hrv 
         eval (['noise = white_noise' num2str(nr+1) ';']);   %%%%% can multiply here by a factor to scale STD similar to 

spontaneous variation as in Modarreszadeh and Bruce, (1994) then added to the new CO2 value, sampled 
every 1 seconds (~heart rate) 

end     
noise=noise(1:n_samples); 
    %%%%% ventilation noise 
     
    if colour_v<0, 
        noise_v=zeros(1,n_samples);  
    end 
     
    if colour_v==0, 
 % noise sampled at 0.25hz to simulate respiration if you dont want it comment out the lines upto noise_v =  

   (noise*(nf/10));      
 filter_b=fir1(5,.25,'low'); 
     for m=1:floor(length(noise)/4),  
            noise1((((m*4)-4)+1):(m*4))=(noise(((m*4)-4)+1)); %:(((m*4)-(noise(((m*4)-4)+1)))/4):(m*4);  
  
     end 
 
    if length(noise)>length(noise1), 
         
        noise2(1:(length(noise)-length(noise1)))=0; 
        noise = [noise1 noise2]; 
    else 
        noise  = noise1; 
    end  
    noise_filt=filtfilt(filter_b,1,noise);          
              
    noise_v = (noise_filt*(nf/10)); 
 
%%% sampling complete 
    end 
     
    if colour_v==1, 
        noise_v = ( noise*(nf/10)); 
    end 
     
    % CO2 noise 
    if colour_c<0, 
        noise_c=zeros(1,n_samples); 
    end 
     
    if colour_c==0, 
        noise_c = ( (noise)*(nf/10))/chemo_gain(1);  %/chemo_gain 
    end 
     
    if colour_c==1, 
        noise_c = (c(1) * (noise/chemo_gain(1))*(nf/10)); 
    end 
     
    v_noise_added=noise_v; 
    save v_noise_added v_noise_added 
     
    c_noise_added=noise_c; 
    save c_noise_added c_noise_added 
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    figure (3001) 
    clf 
    plot (v_noise_added) 
    hold on 
    plot (noise, 'r') 
     
    std_noiseadded=std(v_noise_added) 
    mean_noiseadded= mean(v_noise_added) 
     
%%%% Main loop begins here 
    chemo_gain 
    for i=2:n_samples; 
        time(i)=i*time_step; 
         
   if i<=700,  
       delay_samples=round(delay_time_a/time_step);  
       panel_name=panel_name;   
   else 
       delay_samples=round(delay_time_b/time_step); 
       panel_name=panel_name2; 
   end 
         
        % calculate the current Alveolar ventilation based on previous CO2 
        earlier_i=i-delay_samples; 
        earlier_i2=earlier_i-35; 
        if earlier_i<1,earlier_i=1;end; 
        if earlier_i2<1,earlier_i2=1;end; 
         
        v(i)= (v_from_c(c(earlier_i),[],panel_name,VCO2)+noise_v(i)); %%%% this calculates the next ventilation and adds 

the corresponding noise 
         
        %%%%% if you want to activate a second sensor 
         
        v2(i)= v_from_c(c(earlier_i2),[],panel_name,VCO2);  
        if v2(i)<0, v2(i)=0; end 
         
        if i>earlier_i2; 
             
            %v(i)=v(i)+v2(i)-v(1);   %%%%%%%% we need this for two sensors 
            v(i)=v(i);                %%%%%% this for single sensor 
        else 
            v(i)=v(i); 
        end 
        %%%%% 
         
        if v(i)<0, v(i)=0; end 
         
        % calculate the trailing average of c, "c_bar", by averaging an appropriate number of recent "c" values 
        if i>2, 
            if i>c_bar_steps+3, 
                c_bar=mean(c(i-c_bar_steps:i-1));         
            else 
                c_bar=mean(c(2:i-1)); 
            end 
        else 
            c_bar=c(1); 
        end 
        %%%%%%%   below is dead space section evaluating alveolar ventilation va instead of total ventilation v 
        %  if i <= 20, c_resp_av (i)=0; end 
        % if i>20, c_resp_av (i) = (ds/Tv)*c(i-1)* time_step; end %%%%(mean(c((i-1):(i-6))));end 
    
        if i<=ds_start,  
            va(i)= v(i);  
        else 
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            va(i)=v(i)- (bpm*ds);      %%%%% for normal ventilation ds (dead space) would be set to zero at the top therefore 
va=v 

        end 
        if va(i) <0, 
            va(i) = 0; 
        end         
         
        %%%%%% calculate the current CO2 based on previous co2 and current Alveolar ventilation     
         
        dCO2_dt = ( VCO2 +(noise_c(i)/time_step) -  va(i)*(c(i-1)) -beta*Q*((c(i-1))-c_bar))/VA ;   %%%%%%% note here 

goes noise c 
         
        c(i) = c(i-1) + (dCO2_dt * time_step);%%%%%%%%%%%%as the line above + (dCO2_dt1 * time_step) ; 
         
        c(i) = c(i) ; 
        %%% c(i) = c(i) + error_c(i); %%%%%%% this will add if there are selected measurment error 
         
        %%%%% This section will add prescribed bolus co2 as defined at the top; if bolus magnitude is zero, then nothing 

will be added 
        if i>c_bolus_time, 
            if i<=(c_bolus_time+c_bolus_width), 
                c(i) = c(i) + c_bolus_mag; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if c(i)<0, c(i)=0; end 
         
        % code to see where we are in PB cycle and give therapy if appropriate 
        % Algorithm is: 
        % find the peaks in CO2 as we go past them (by looking for a value that is higher than neighbours before and after) 
        % keep track of last 2 peaks 
        % thus know cycle length and can work out phase in relation to this 
        % Thus can deliver Rx centred on a time for a certain width 
        %  
        % NOTE: the RX_GIVEN array is not yet printed out, but it is accumulated 
         
        if i>=3, % there are 3 c's to look at 
            if c(i-1)>c(i) & c(i-1)>c(i-2), % then i-1 is a local peak 
                i_previous_peak = i_recent_peak; 
                i_recent_peak = i; 
                cycle_length_steps = i_recent_peak - i_previous_peak; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if i_recent_peak>0 & i_previous_peak>0, 
            cycles_since_recent_peak = (i-i_recent_peak) / cycle_length_steps; % this is a fraction running from 0 to ~1, e.g. 

0.25 means 90 degrees 
        else 
            cycles_since_recent_peak = NaN;     
        end 
         
        if (cycles_since_recent_peak >= rx_mid_time - rx_duration/2) & (cycles_since_recent_peak <= rx_mid_time + 

rx_duration/2), 
            rx_given(i)=rx_amount; 
        else 
            rx_given(i)=0; 
            inhaled_rx=0; 
        end  
         
        %%%% Auto wiggle length is a section to try and determines the best fitting fft analysis period by dynamical testing 

and changing the phase identifying fft wiggly worm 
         
        RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS=[60]; %25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 9054 55 56 57 58 59 61  34:2: 40 

: 2 : 100 
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        passed_RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS = RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS; 
        if ~exist ('WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S_TO_SAVE'), old_WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S = round ( 

mean(RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS)); 
        else  
            old_WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S = WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S_TO_SAVE; 
        end 
        old_WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S; 
         
        %%%%% auto wiggle end     
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% addition of a small perturbation to test system stability 
        if i==perturbation_step, 
            c(i)=c(i)+perturbation_size; 
        end; 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        loop_counter = i; 
        if connect_to_qrx_sin 
            pco2_chunk_1000Hz = c(i)*ones(1000,1); 
            po2_chunk_1000Hz = 0.21-c(i)*ones(1000,1); 
            flow_chunk_1000Hz = v(i)*ones(1000,1); 
            resp_chunk_1000Hz = v(i)*sin((1:1000)/1000 * 2*pi)'; 
            labview_time_complex_s=i-3;  % so that it will be 0 at the beginning of the simulation, and the buffers will be 

clearedd 
             
            if autowiggle_length    
                 
                if isempty(passed_qrx_table), 
                    

[qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous,WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S_TO_SAVE]=autowig_qrx_
sin_ym_track_co2(pco2_chunk_1000Hz,po2_chunk_1000Hz,flow_chunk_1000Hz,resp_chunk_1000Hz,old_W
IGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S,passed_RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS,labview_time_complex_s); 

 
                else 
                    

[qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous,WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S_TO_SAVE]=autowig_qrx_
sin_ym_track_co2(pco2_chunk_1000Hz,po2_chunk_1000Hz,flow_chunk_1000Hz,resp_chunk_1000Hz,old_W
IGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S,passed_RANGE_OF_WIGGLY_WORMS,labview_time_complex_s,passed_qrx_
table); 

                
 end 
                saved_wiggly_worm_length(i) = WIGGLY_WORM_LENGTH_S_TO_SAVE;   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

auto wiggle 
                 
                %%%%%%%%%% the above does produce auto wiggle length 
            else             
                 
                %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%swapping flow with pco2 to track c (co2) instead of v (ventilation)        
                %  
                %                 if isempty(passed_qrx_table), 
                %             
                %            [qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous]=qrx_sin_ym 

(flow_chunk_1000Hz,po2_chunk_1000Hz,pco2_chunk_1000Hz,  
resp_chunk_1000Hz,labview_time_complex_s); 

                %              
                %         else 
                %                   [qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous]=qrx_sin_ym (flow_chunk_1000Hz, 

po2_chunk_1000Hz,pco2_chunk_1000Hz, resp_chunk_1000Hz,labview_time_complex_s,passed_qrx_table); 
                %                    
                %                    
                %               end 
                %           end 
                % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
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                if isempty(passed_qrx_table), 
                     
                    [qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous]=qrx_sin_ym_track_co2 (pco2_chunk_1000Hz, 

po2_chunk_1000Hz,flow_chunk_1000Hz, resp_chunk_1000Hz,labview_time_complex_s); 
                     
                else 
                    [qrx_radius,qrx_angle,qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous]=qrx_sin_ym_track_co2 (pco2_chunk_1000Hz, 

po2_chunk_1000Hz,flow_chunk_1000Hz, resp_chunk_1000Hz,labview_time_complex_s,passed_qrx_table); 
                     
                     
                end 
            end 
             
            qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous =qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous;             
 
            % if i>6, qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous = 0; end 
             
            % for ds respiration 
            %%%%%%%%error c(i)=c(i)+(c_resp_av (i))*v(i)*time_step/VA; %%% proportional to ventilation too 
             
            %%%% you can change timing below to start treatment after a desired time 
             
            if i<300, 
                qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous = qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous; % 0; 
            else qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous = qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous; 
            end 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            c(i)=c(i)+(qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous/10)*v(i)*time_step/VA; %%% proportional to ventilation too 
             
            inhaled_rx(i)=(qrx_treat_0_to_1_continuous/10)*v(i)*time_step/VA;       % this is the actual dose delivered at this 

time step, we use this to write the delivered dose to the excel file        
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % %      % filter using moving average 
            %   j=90; 
            %             if i<91, ; 
            %             c(i)= mean(c(1):c(i));     
            %                  
            %             else 
            %              
            %             c(i)= mean(c(i-j):c(i)); 
            %             end 
            % c(i)= c(i); 
            % %          %  c(earlier_i)= mean(c(earlier_i-(j-1)):c(earlier_i)); 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   
             
             
             
        end; 
         
    end;   
     
     
     
    figure(1) 
    clf 
     
    subplot(311); 
    p=plot(time(1:end),c(1:end)); 
    set(p,'linewidth', 1); 
    ylabel ('End-tidal CO_2 fraction'); 
    xlabel ('Time (min)'); 
     
     
    subplot(312); 
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    p=plot(time(1:end),v(1:end));           
    set(p,'linewidth', 1); 
    ylabel ('Alveolar ventilation (l/min)'); 
    xlabel ('Time (min)'); 
     
    subplot(325); 
    cplot=(0.001:.0001:.06)'; 
    for i=1:length(cplot); 
        if i<=ds_start, vplot(i)=v_from_c(cplot(i),[],panel_name, VCO2); end 
        if i>ds_start,  vplot(i)=v_from_c(cplot(i),[],panel_name, VCO2) - (ds * bpm); end    
    end 
    vplot=vplot .* (vplot>=0); 
    vplot=vplot(:); 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%plot against breath i.e. 5 sec == 12breath/min 
     
    breath_time=floor(length(v)/5); 
    breaths=[1:1:breath_time]; 
   
    for b=1:breath_time, 
        v_breath1(b)=v((b*5)-4); 
        c_breath1(b)=c((b*5)-4); 
    end 
     
    if breath_time>length(v_breath1), 
         
        v_breath2(1:(length(breath_time)-length(v_breath1)))=v((b*5)+1); 
        v_breath = [v_breath1 v_breath2]; 
 
        c_breath2(1:(length(breath_time)-length(c_breath1)))=c((b*5)+1); 
        c_breath = [c_breath1 c_breath2]; 
     
         
    else 
v_breath = v_breath1 ; 
c_breath = c_breath1;  
end   
 
     
    figure (26) 
    subplot(2,1,1) 
    plot (breaths, c_breath) 
     
    subplot(2,1,2) 
    plot (breaths, v_breath) 
 
    %post_analysis(v,c,n_samples); 
    % make these vectors vertical 
    time=time(:); 
     
    v=v(:); 
    c=c(:); 
    va=va(:); 
    c_noise_added=c_noise_added(:); 
    v_noise_added=v_noise_added(:); 
     
    save v_noise_added v_noise_added 
    save c_noise_added c_noise_added 
    save v v 
    save c c 
     
    eval(['v_wn_output'  num2str(nr) ' = v;']); 
    eval(['v_noise_added'  num2str(nr) ' = v_noise_added;']); 
    eval(['c_wn_output'  num2str(nr) ' = c;']); 
    eval(['c_noise_added'  num2str(nr) ' = c_noise_added;']); 
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    cd ..\NoisePB 
    eval(['save v_wn_output'  num2str(nr) '  v_wn_output'  num2str(nr)]); 
    eval(['save v_noise_added'  num2str(nr) '  v_noise_added'  num2str(nr) ]); 
    eval(['save c_wn_output'  num2str(nr) '  c_wn_output'  num2str(nr)]); 
    eval(['save c_noise_added'  num2str(nr) '  c_noise_added'  num2str(nr) ]); 
    cd ..\9712_hrv 
 
    eval (['size(v_wn_output' num2str(nr) ');']) 
end    %%%%%%%%noise switch repeat terminates here for now 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Section below runs the post analysis 
for pr=1:nr,  
 
  cd ..\NoisePB 
  eval (['load v_wn_output' num2str(pr)]); 
  eval (['load c_wn_output' num2str(pr)]); 
  eval (['load v_noise_added' num2str(pr)]); 
  eval (['load c_noise_added' num2str(pr)]); 
  cd ..\9712_hrv 
  eval (['post_analysis(v_wn_output' num2str(pr) ',c_wn_output' num2str(pr) ',n_samples,time,v_noise_added' 

num2str(pr) ',c_noise_added' num2str(pr) ',chemo_gain(1))']); 
  
 % post_analysis(v,c,n_samples,time,noise_v,noise_c) 
  eval (['load TFfreq']); 
  eval (['load TFnvv']); 
  eval (['load TFncv']); 
  cd ..\NoisePB 
  eval(['save TFfreq'  num2str(pr) '  freq' ]); 
  eval(['save TFnvv'  num2str(pr) '  TFnvv' ]); 
  eval(['save TFncv'  num2str(pr) '  TFncv' ]); 
    cd ..\9712_hrv 
    %end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Saving data in excel 
%pathfileext = fullfile('..\NoisePB', [fileroot '.xls']); 
 
eval (['wvc =[c_wn_output'num2str(pr) '  v_wn_output' num2str(pr) '  c_noise_added' num2str(pr)  '  v_noise_added' 

num2str(pr) '];']); 
eval (['wtf  =[ freq  TFnvv  TFncv ];']); 
 
sprintf('%10.8f\n',wvc); 
sprintf('%10.8f\n',wtf); 
 
noise_fileroot_dots = sprintf ('white_noise%4.0f_colour_v%4.1f_colour_c%4.1f_gain%6.1f_delay%5.3f_nf%4.1f', ...  
    pr,colour_v,colour_c,chemo_gain(1),delay_time,nf); 
noise_fileroot = strrep(noise_fileroot_dots,'.','-') ; 
try 
    mkdir('..\NoisePB'); 
catch  
end 
 
noise_pathfileext = fullfile('..\NoisePB', [noise_fileroot '.xls']); 
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7 Origin of periodic breathing in patients 
with fundamentally stable ventilatory 
systems: theory and model analysis  

7.1 Abstract 

Background: Excessively-sensitive negative-feedback systems become unstable 

(loop gain [LG] >1.0) leading to self-sustained periodic patterns such as periodic 

breathing. Such instability manifests as consistent periodic patterns such as Cheyne-

Stokes respiration, which provide a major impediment to continuous sleep. Unlike 

true instability, patterns of inconsistent “pseudo-oscillatory” periodic breathing 

commonly occur clinically for reasons that are difficult to establish. Here I give a 

description of how oscillatory ventilation develops in stable feedback systems when 

random ventilatory disturbances, such as wake-sleep transitions and arousals, become 

amplified into oscillations as determined by feedback stability. I test the hypothesis 

that oscillations in stable systems exhibit irregularity of amplitude and duration 

between successive cycles. I further examine whether stability can be practically 

quantified from the characteristics of ventilatory variability. 

Methods: A mathematical ventilatory control model was continuously disturbed with 

random (white) noise across a broad range of disturbance amplitudes and LG levels. 

Accompanying theory shows that the feedback system amplifies ongoing disturbances 

by the factor 1/(1−LG). 

Results: Oscillatory amplitudes rose linearly with the disturbance and hyperbolically 

as LG approached the threshold for instability (1.0). Clinically-significant oscillations 

occurred even with LG<1; LG=0.8 induced a central apnoea-hypopnoea index of >5 
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events/hour with a modest random disturbance (SD=20% of eupnoeic ventilation). 

Irregularity of amplitude (SD>25% of mean amplitude) and timing (SD>10% of mean 

cycle duration) between successive peaks discriminated between oscillations in stable 

versus unstable conditions. Frequency-based estimation of LG using 

LG=1−(amplitude of ventilation noise)/(amplitude of ventilatory oscillation ) 

provided LG estimates within ±0.1 of true LG.  

Conclusion: Irregular oscillatory patterns emerge from random external disturbances 

to stable systems in a manner that is uniquely determined by stability; paradoxically, 

distinct irregularity of amplitude and timing implies greater feedback stability. Such 

patterns may be particularly resistant to conventional treatment since the periodicity 

arises from unpredictable disturbances rather than feedback instability alone. I 

demonstrate a simple empirical test to identify these patterns, and a novel 

theoretically-sound method to estimate LG. 
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In the current study I present a novel framework that describes how periodic 

oscillatory behaviour results from noise (as seen in the previous chapter) that is 

amplified into periodic VV (ventilatory variability) by a high LG control system, even 

when operating under stable conditions (LG<1). I show that whether emergent 

oscillations are subtle or extreme can be predicted based on the proximity to the 

tipping point for instability (loop gain=1.0). First, using a simplified mathematical 

heart failure model of ventilatory control, I show that 1/(1−LG) correctly describes 

the amplitude of VV when disturbances are provided to a stable system (LG<1). 

Second, I show that LG can be estimated using the ratio of periodic VV to high 

frequency (non-periodic) VV.  

7.2.1 Loop Gain 

The stability of a system is defined by LG, a dimensionless number representing the 

size of the ventilatory response that occurs following a brief ventilatory disturbance. It 

is understood that when LG is >1, ventilatory control is unstable since any transient 

disturbance will become amplified into PB; on the other hand, when LG is <1, brief 

disturbances will be damped away. We refer to LG generally as the value at the 

natural frequency of the system (phase=180°) (Khoo et al., 1982), since at this 

frequency oscillations can constructively interfere to precipitate PB (cycle period = ~1 

min in HF patients).  

7.2.2 How does LG amplify perturbations?  

Here I describe how even a stable ventilatory control system (LG<1) must amplify an 

ongoing disturbance at its natural frequency. Consider a system with a LG = 0.5, to 

which I add a persistent sinusoidal perturbation of amplitude 1 L/min (at the system’s 

natural frequency of 1 cycle/min) on top of ventilation. A 1 L/min peak rise in 
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ventilation after a half cycle (30 sec) will produce a ventilatory undershoot by the 

system equal to nV×LG = 0.5 L/min, which is then superimposed on the next negative 

phase of the 1 L/min perturbation, yielding a total undershoot of nV(1+LG) = 1.5 

L/min. After 1 min (2 half-cycles), the previous 1.5 L/min undershoot will result in a 

subsequent ventilatory overshoot of LG×1.5 = 0.75 L/min, which is again 

superimposed on the 1 L/min perturbation resulting in a total overshoot of 

nV(1+LG+LG2) = 1.75 L/min. After several cycles the size of the ventilatory swings 

asymptotes to nV/(1−LG) = 2 L/min.  

Mathematically, this effect can be described by the MacLaurin geometric series, 

where the amplification effect size (noise gain; nG) of the observed ventilatory 

oscillation (V) due to the imposed ventilatory perturbation (ventilatory noise; nV) and 

loop gain (LG) are given by: 

; if LG<1 (7-1) 

Thus, the ventilatory feedback loop amplifies applied ventilatory perturbations in a 

manner that can be explicitly described by LG. Thus, if LG=0.5, a 1 L/min oscillation 

ventilatory input is amplified to become 2 L/min even when LG<1 and the system is 

stable. When LG is greater, i.e. LG=0.95, the same perturbation would cause swings 

of ±10 L/min and is thereby expected to induce cyclic apnoea. Equation (7-1) is 

consistent with the derivation using feedback path analysis (Nemati et al., 2011). 

Essentially, such a system with non-zero LG must amplify noise at the systems 

resonant frequency. Since disturbances are unlikely to precisely match the resonant 

frequency of a system, it is thus important to note that physiologic disturbances will 
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generally contain noise in the frequency range across which disturbances are 

amplified.   

7.2.3 Estimating LG from ventilatory variability.  

Equation (7-1) also provides for the estimation of LG from the observed VV, under 

the assumption that there are white noise perturbations of ventilation (Bruce, 1996). 

Using spectral analysis, it is simple to 1) determine the amplitude of VV at the natural 

frequency (VVF0), and 2) determine the mean amplitude of VV across a high 

frequency range (VVHF) that avoids the resonance due to LG, i.e. in the range 0.05–

0.1Hz. On the basis that VVHF provides an estimate of the size of the perturbation (i.e. 

nV) that provided for VVF0, we can assume that nG = VVF0/VVHF. Rearranging 

equation (7-1) provides an estimate of LG, given by:  

; if LG<1 (7-2) 

  

HF0F

HF0F

VV/VV
1VV/VVLG −

=
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7.3 Methods 

7.3.1 Mathematical modelling 

To assess the impact of perturbations on observed VV I used a simplified one-

compartment mathematical model with a single linear CO2 controller curve, where 

LG varies linearly with chemoreflex gain (G), as used in Chapters 3 and 6.  

Ongoing perturbations were provided to the model control system, where the total 

ventilatory output was given by the addition of chemical drive (determined by G and 

PaCO2) and a non-chemical drive (perturbation). Two types of perturbations were 

provided to the system. First a sinusoidal oscillation at the natural frequency of the 

system (~1 min) with peak-peak amplitude equal to 1% of resting ventilation was 

provided. Second, Gaussian noise (i.e. normally distributed variability) was provided 

to the system with a standard deviation of 20% of resting ventilation (i.e. coefficient 

of variation, COV = 0.2). Assuming a typical breath duration of 5 s, ventilatory noise 

was sampled at 1/5 Hz before being provided to the system, see Supplemental 

Material—Methods for further details. Under each condition, LG was increased from 

0.01–0.95 by increasing G. 

The degree of amplification of noise (nG) was quantified by determining the 

amplitude of the transfer function between input (ventilatory perturbation) and output 

(ventilation) using 60 mins of simulated ventilation data (MATLAB, Natick MA). 

Such analysis was performed by subtracting the mean, windowing (Hanning), and 

calculating the amplitude of the transfer function at the known natural frequency 

using a cubic interpolation algorithm. Simulations using Gaussian perturbations were 

repeated 20 times at each LG to determine nG (mean and SD).  
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To assess the effect of noise and LG on VV and apnoea/hypopnoea severity (apnoea-

hypopnoea index; AHI), noise (coefficient of variation) and LG were varied between 

0–0.5 and 0–1.5 respectively. For each combination of noise and LG, I determined: 1) 

ventilatory variability, quantified as the simple coefficient of variation of ventilation, 

and 2) the apnoea-hypopnoea index, quantified as the number of respiratory events 

per hour characterised by a reduction below 50% of mean ventilation for >10 s (i.e. 2 

breaths) (Bradley et al., 2005; Iber et al., 2007).  
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oscillatory ventilation as LG approaches 1. Doubling the noise level from COV=0.1 to 

COV=0.2 and then to COV=0.4 provided a doubling of the amplitude of ventilatory 

oscillations (Figure 7-4).  

 

 
Figure 7-3 Example of periodic ventilatory variability emerging progressively with a rising loop gain. 
Ventilatory perturbations of SD=10% of mean ventilation (noise) were input to control systems of 
increasing loop gain. The top trace depicts the ventilatory perturbation alone. Periodic breathing 
variability emerges as loop gain increases, shown clearly for LG = 0.8–1.0 as waxing and waning of 
ventilation with hypopnoeas rather than apnoeas. Once LG exceeds 1, consistent apnoeas are 
observed, with no periods of stable breathing. 
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Figure 7-4 Periodic ventilatory variability increases progressively with noise amplitude with constant 
loop gain (LG=0.9). Note that level of periodic breathing variability doubles in amplitude with each 2-fold 
increase in the amplitude of noise (coefficient of variation, COV). Note that apnoeas are transiently 
observed when the noise amplitude is large. 
 

7.4.2 Estimating loop gain from noise gain 

The amplification of white noise into periodic ventilatory variability may reveal a 

novel method to measure loop gain (Figure 7-5A). Use of VVF0/VVHF to estimate the 

noise amplification effect (nG), and in turn LG, equation (7-2), revealed that 

estimated LG closely compares with true loop gain (Figure 7-5B). While estimated 

LG consistently overestimated true LG, the extent of overestimation of LG was below 

0.1 throughout the full range of LG=0.01–1. Notably the measure of LG becomes 

more accurate as LG nears to 1, where accuracy is most required.  
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7.5 Discussions 

In this study I have demonstrated how periodic oscillatory behaviour results from 

noise (as seen in the previous chapter) that is amplified into VV by a high LG control 

system, even when LG<1. I showed that the amplification of these disturbances is 

given by 1/(1−LG) such that as LG approaches 1, the amplification of ventilatory 

noise into periodic ventilatory variability (VV) rises rapidly. Using mathematical 

modelling I have shown that the amplitude of VV can be described by 1/(1−LG) 

correctly when disturbances are provided to a stable system (LG<1). Loop gain can 

also be estimated using the ratio of periodic VV to high frequency (non-periodic) VV. 

I have shown the clinical importance of this noise amplification behaviour at the 

systems natural frequency, where VV changes minimally with a progressive increase 

in loop gain before a sudden manifestation to clinical levels, from normal through to 

severe, once LG exceeds ~0.7. The mechanism of feedback amplification described 

here provides a potential explanation of observed intermittent ventilatory instability in 

heart failure patients. 

In HF, periodic breathing is strongly predictive of poor prognosis whether it occurs at 

rest during wakefulness, during exercise, or sleep in the form of Cheyne-Stokes 

respiration (MacDonald et al., 2008; Lanfranchi et al., 1999; Jilek et al., 2010; Corra 

et al., 2002 and 2006; Arzt et al., 2007; Hanly and Zuberi-Khokhar, 1996). Clinically, 

the severity of oscillations in ventilation are quantified by counting the number of 

oscillations per unit time that exceed a threshold in amplitude (typically 30% 

reduction from mean ventilation, Iber et al., 2007). During sleep, the number of dips 

in ventilation per hour is termed the apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) and defines the 

severity of sleep apnoea; typically as normal (<5), mild (5-15), moderate (15-30) or 
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severe (>30 events/hr). The presence of such oscillations awake or asleep confers a 

profound mortality risk in patients with heart failure. In Section 7.4.3 I examined the 

effect of differing noise amplitudes (SD/mean) and levels of stability (LG) on the 

expression of oscillations as defined by the AHI. Results (Figure 7-6) demonstrate 

that clinically-unstable breathing (AHI>5) occurs well before LG>1, in a manner that 

depends on the background noise level. Notably, it is clear that the severity category 

does not closely reflect the underlying stability status; there may be no clinical 

expression of even large changes in stability, but when near the boundary even minor 

changes can enable a catastrophic shift to severe disease. 

It can also be recognised that treatment of oscillations when LG<1 can be 

theoretically achieved by either lowering LG or reducing exposure to noise. Yet when 

LG is >1, noise has little impact, and the abolition of a severe condition requires at 

least a reduction in LG to <1 for resolution of large oscillations. 

This framework endeavours to replace the binary categorisation of systems as either 

stable or not, which prevents recognition of the relevance of feedback stability unless 

the tipping point (LG=1) is reached. Rather, stability represents a continuum of states 

which, paradoxically, all promote oscillations in a characteristic manner (dependent 

on LG). Even when feedback is stable, reducing the sensitivity of systems can reduce 

the oscillations seen in pathological conditions (e.g. sleep apnoea (Javaheri, 2006b; 

Oldenburg et al., 2008; Philippe et al., 2006)). Notably, it is at the same resonant 

frequency in stable systems that, when unstable, self-sustained periodicity occurs 

(MacDonald et al., 2008; Khoo et al., 1982; Szollosi et al., 2006). It is thereby 

unnecessary to invoke system instability per se (LG>1) to explain many oscillatory 

manifestations that appear due to instability. 
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7.5.1 Conclusions  

We have shown that ventilatory variability can originate from amplification of 

continuous disturbances to a fundamentally stable ventilatory control system (LG<1). 

This amplitude of this ventilatory variability is dependent on the size of the persistent 

disturbances (SD/mean) and the proximity of the underlying system stability to its 

tipping point (LG=1), according to the relation 1/(1-LG). This may have implications 

in clinical diagnostic and intervention decisions. Such patterns may be particularly 

resistant to conventional treatment since the variability arises from unpredictable 

disturbances rather than feedback instability alone. 
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8 Mathematical prediction of alveolar CO2 
following a step change in cardiac output: 
using analytical methods  

8.1 Abstract 

In previous chapters it has been shown that a carefully timed very small amount of 

inspired CO2 can stabilise periodic breathing in chronic heart failure patients. The 

venous system is a store of carbon dioxide-rich blood which, when delivered to the 

lungs, contributes to the controls of ventilation via the chemoreflex. Since the rate of 

delivery is dependent on cardiac output, it might be possible to manipulate ventilation, 

in patients fitted with an implantable pacemaker, in order to ameliorate periodic 

breathing by an alternative method to therapies that rely on direct CO2 gas 

administration. I devised a mathematical model to investigate this possibility.  

Based on the analytical model of Francis et al. (2000b), I used mathematics to predict 

the response of alveolar CO2 to a change in cardiac output. I found that a step change 

in cardiac output will alter the alveolar CO2 exponentially in the initial transient 

period. It then approaches a constant level asymptotically in the long run. 

This finding shows that cardiac output has direct impact on alveolar CO2, which in 

turn is directly associated with ventilatory oscillations. This results show a potential 

opportunity to regulate breathing if there is a mechanism to manipulate a patient's 

cardiac output using devices such as implantable pacemaker. 
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8.2 Introduction 

Periodic breathing is directly associated with oscillations of respiratory gases, whose 

delayed and exaggerated feedback exacerbate the ventilatory oscillations. A number 

of CHF patients live with implantable pacemakers to support their failing heart and 

aid with blood circulation. In Chapter 3 I have shown that only a small amount of 

inhaled CO2 is needed, to ameliorate periodic breathing, if its administration is 

carefully timed to counteract the troughs of alveolar CO2 oscillations. I have also 

shown that this can be achieved without increasing mean alveolar CO2 and 

ventilation, to the benefit of CHF patients. In this chapter I explore mathematically the 

possibility of altering alveolar CO2 by changing cardiac output, such as manipulating 

heart rate with an implanted pacemaker. 

The natural supply of CO2 to the alveolar volume is the venous circulatory system. I 

hypothesised that, if this supply can be artificially manipulated, such as by 

management of the cardiac output, then it might be possible to oscillate the delivery of 

venous CO2 to the lungs counteracting the troughs of alveolar CO2 oscillations. In this 

chapter I aim to show mathematically how a step change in cardiac output might alter 

the alveolar CO2 level in the lungs. 
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8.3 Methods and Results 

I used the fundamental quantitative equation for periodic breathing developed by 

Francis et al. (2000b): 

 

Where: VL represents alveolar volume. Lower case c is the displacement of CO2 

fraction away from its mean value . Likewise lower case v represents the 

displacement of alveolar ventilation from its mean value . Because of the time 

delay, the value of v at time t (vt) depends on the value of c at some time δ previously 

(c(t- δ)). Near the steady state, therefore, vt = S x c(t- δ), where S represents chemoreflex 

gain (additional ventilation per unit increase in c). 

In Chapter 3 (Appendix 3.6.1) I have shown that the above equation can be developed 

into: 

 (8-1) 

Where: dC/dt is the rate of change of end-tidal CO2 concentration in the lungs, VL is a 

constant lung volume,  is a constant volume of body production of CO2,  and 

C are instantaneous ventilation and end-tidal CO2 variables respectively at time t, 

is the mean alveolar CO2 fraction,  is a constant cardiac output, β is a constant of 

solubility of CO2 in blood. 

Within the model ventilation ( ) is considered to be controlled by a chemoreflex 

response to changes in carbon dioxide. For simplicity as in Chapter 3, this was 

modelled with only a single variable for carbon dioxide (end-tidal CO2), with C 
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representing its concentration at time t. Physiologically, the rate of change of lung 

CO2 concentration is determined by the difference between the rate of CO2 delivery to 

the pulmonary circulation, and the rate of its removal from the lungs by ventilation 

and arterial blood. Blood entering the pulmonary circulation has two components of 

which the first is the CO2 originally in the blood (Ct-δ) when it first left the pulmonary 

circulation at time t-δ. The second component is the CO2 gained when flowing 

through tissues at a rate , (at time t-ε ) as a product of metabolism (whose rate of 

production is ). 

CO2 is removed from the lungs by alveolar ventilation ( ), and diffusion into the 

bloodstream. Both the rate of delivery of CO2 in the venous blood, and the rate of 

removal of CO2 in the arterial blood are influenced by cardiac output ( ) and the 

solubility of CO2 in blood (β). 

When cardiac output was increased in this theoretical cardiorespiratory control 

system, there were three principal consecutive effects on CO2 

• The rate of delivery of CO2 from the peripheries to the lungs increased 

• The CO2 added to the circulation by the body’s metabolic stores fell, as the 

peripheral tissue stores of CO2 become depleted. 

• The concentration of CO2 in the blood leaving the lungs increased, as lung CO2 

levels rose 

For simplicity, therefore, the circulation was divided into 3 phases, with 3 locations of 

interest (Figure 8-1) which occur at different time points with reference to current time, t. 

εtQ −
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V
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Therefore the simplest form of the fundamental equation that determines dC/dt, the 

rate of change of lung CO2 concentration, under the above conditions can be 

expressed as: 

   ( 8-2) 

Where: dC is the a small change of alveolar CO2 during the small time interval dt, VL 

is a constant lung volume, β is the solubility of CO2 in blood,  is cardiac output, C is 

current alveolar CO2, is metabolic rate of production of CO2, Ct-δ is the CO2 

level originally in the blood at time t-δ previously, δ is the chemoreflex delay. 

Two simplifications about the effect on lung CO2 (C), when cardiac output changes, 

were applied from  to  at time t. During the following short time interval: First, 

until time t+δ, C(t-δ) was considered equivalent to the concentration of CO2 in the 

lungs prior to the cardiac output change (C0). Second, until time t + ε, is 

equivalent to  (the cardiac output prior to the increase in heart rate). After time t+ ε 

but before time t+δ, is  (the new cardiac output). 

8.4 Analytical solution of the differential equation 

Using the above assumptions, for a step change of cardiac output from  to , the 

time delay differential equation (8-2) becomes: 

    

or                     (8-3) 
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Let constants k1 and k2 be:
  

       and          (8-4) 

We will need their ratio later so: 

  (8-5) 

Substituting k1 and k2 into (8-3) we get: 

 

or 

 

This can be rewritten as:
 

 

Integrating on both sides: 

   (8-6) 

The indefinite solution for (8-6) will be:
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Introducing exponents on both sides and letting , we can get:       
 

  (8-7) 

If we assume C=C0 at the initial time t=0 before a change in cardiac output, we can 

solve for k4 from the above as: 

  (8-8)
 

Replacing equation (8-8) into (8-7) we get: 

 (8-9)
 

We can now replace all the k values from (8-4) and (8-5) into the above equation (8-

9), and get: 

 
This can be rewritten as: 

  
 

Adding and subtracting C0 to the right hand side of the equation and rewriting the 

terms we can get: 
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 (8-10)
 

Equation (8-10) can be expressed in a general form of exponential equation: 

  (8-11) 

Where K and k5 are constants. 

Therefore a step change in  results in an exponential increase in C in the initial 

transient time. 
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This work is only a mathematical background, it is necessary to plan and carry out a 

clinical experiment to validate the outcome. 

In summary, the mathematical analysis suggests that a step change in cardiac output 

would produce, over the following few seconds, a gradual change in lung gas 

concentrations. When cardiac output is acutely increased, there is an exponential 

increase in the rate of delivery of CO2-rich venous blood to the lungs. In the short 

term this raises lung CO2 levels and hence arterial CO2 levels, which will in turn, via 

the chemoreflex, result in increased ventilation. 
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9 Inducing ventilatory oscillations by 
modulating heart rate using implantable 
cardiac pacemaker in heart failure patients 

9.1 Abstract 

Background: In periodic breathing, characterized by oscillatory carbon dioxide and 

ventilation, counteracting the oscillations of the driving parameters dynamically might 

be an ideal therapy. This might be possible by modulating respiratory gas transport 

through the circulation. In this chapter we will explore the ability of using repetitive 

alternations in heart rate, induced by a cardiac pacemaker, to elicit oscillations in 

respiratory variables including end-tidal CO2 and ventilation. 

Method: We studied the effect of repeated alternations in heart rate of 30bpm with 

periodicity of 60 seconds, on cardiac output, respiratory gases and ventilation in 22 

subjects with implanted cardiac pacemakers and stable breathing patterns. 

Results: During the heart rate alternations end-tidal CO2 and ventilation developed 

consistent oscillations with period 60s during the heart rate alternations. The mean 

peak-to-trough relative excursions were 8.4±5.0% (p<0.0001) in end-tidal CO2 and 

24.4±18.8% (p<0.0001) in ventilation. The amplitude of oscillations in both end-tidal 

CO2 (r=0.59, p=0.001) and ventilation were dependent on those in cardiac output.  
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Conclusions: Repetitive alternations in heart rate can elicit reproducible oscillations 

in end-tidal CO2 and ventilation. The size of this effect depends on the magnitude of 

the associated cardiac output oscillations. This cardiorespiratory mechanism might be 

developed to create an active dynamic responsive pacing algorithm, which can 

counteract spontaneous ventilatory oscillations, such as periodic breathing.  
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9.2 Introduction 

The respiratory gas exchange is critically dependent on cardiovascular function. An 

increase in ventilation at the start of exercise for approximately 20 seconds has been 

observed though end-tidal CO2 and gas exchange ratio are maintained (Wasserman et 

al., 1974). Although a ‘cardiodynamic hyperpnoea’ has been described linking 

increased cardiac output to the rise in ventilation at the onset of exercise (Wasserman 

et al., 1974; Whipp et al., 1982), the mechanism behind the observed increase in 

ventilation remains controversial (Adams et al., 1987; Forster et al., 2012).  

Investigations on humans with pacemakers demonstrated that when heart rate is re-

programmed to a higher rate, there was a rise in ventilation, but only after a delay of 

about thirty seconds, during which period end-tidal gases changed in a direction that 

would be expected to stimulate ventilation (Jones et al., 1981).  

If the effect of cardiac output on delivering respiratory gases to the lung is 

incorporated into a conventional mathematical model, as described in the previous 

chapter, it becomes apparent that an acute increase in cardiac output might be 

expected to produce a transient rise in end-tidal carbon dioxide. Subsequently 

ventilation will be expected to rise, via the chemoreflex. In brief, when cardiac output 

is greater than average, CO2 delivery to the lungs (via the blood stream) exceeds that 

removed by exhalation, therefore end-tidal carbon dioxide concentrations rise. 

Conversely, when cardiac output is less than average, net carbon dioxide balance is 

negative, so lung concentrations fall.  

A significant proportion of heart failure patients have implanted cardiac devices such 

as biventricular pacemakers allowing manipulation of heart rate and hence cardiac 

output through reprogramming. This means that a pacing algorithm could potentially 
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be used to deliver oscillatory ventilatory increments to counteract the spontaneous 

oscillations in ventilation found in periodic breathing. 

The first step in determining whether pacemaker manipulation might have therapeutic 

potential for such diseases is to determine whether cyclical ventilatory fluctuations of 

an appropriate frequency (typically one cycle per minute for PB) can be elicited at 

will by a sequence of programmed pacemaker manipulations. 

Using a dynamic pacing protocol of alternating cardiac output between two values, we 

hypothesised that it would be possible to bring about detectable phasic oscillations in 

alveolar CO2, as predicted in the previous chapter, and as a result in ventilation at a 

frequency of potentially practical interest.  
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9.3 Methods 

Based on the mathematical model described in Chapter 8 a clinical study was 

performed using dynamic alternating changes in cardiac output via pre-implanted 

cardiac pacemakers. The acute effects of cardiac output manipulation on end-tidal 

carbon dioxide levels and ventilation were examined 

9.3.1 Study Population  

Consecutive patients with implanted cardiac pacemakers (and/or defibrillators) from 

our general pacemaker clinic and our specialist heart failure clinic were recruited. Of 

32 patients screened, 3 were excluded because of atrial fibrillation, 3 because of 

baseline periodic breathing (which would confound the attempts at intervention), and 

4 because their native heart rate exceeded 80 bpm (and was therefore unlikely to 

allow substantial increase in cardiac output by pacing). The 22 remaining subjects (14 

with heart failure, and 8 with normal systolic function) were enrolled (Table 9-1). 

Of the heart failure patients, 8 had undergone cardiac resynchronization therapy 

(CRT), and the remainder had dual chamber devices. Indications for implantation of 

dual chamber devices included atrioventricular block, sick sinus syndrome and sinus 

node disease. 

None of the patients with normal systolic function were taking cardiac medication and 

all were free of cardiac symptoms. At the time of study, four of the heart failure 

patients were in NYHA class I, 6 were in NYHA II and 4 were in NYHA III (NICE 

Clinical Guideline No 108, 2010). All were prescribed maximal medical therapy. 
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Characteristics Non-heart failure subjects Heart failure subjects p

Male/ Female
Ejection fraction (%)
Age (years)
Baseline heart rate (bpm)
Baseline mean arterial BP (mmHg)



performed via a pacemaker telemetry head positioned on the subjects’ skin over their 

implanted device, to enable the heart rate to be changed according to protocol. 

9.3.3  Protocol 

Pacemakers were reprogrammed such that in those that were atrially sensed the lower 

pacing rate was programmed to be 5 bpm above their native rate. This ensured that all 

subjects were paced throughout the study session. 

The patients were monitored at this fixed baseline heart rate for 30 minutes to confirm 

stable baseline respiratory control with no evidence of ventilatory oscillations 

suggestive of spontaneous PB.  

Cardiorespiratory variables were monitored whilst alternating the pacing between 

baseline and 30 bpm above baseline, with a cycle time of one minute. This cycle of 

repeated square-wave heart rate alternations was repeated 5 times, and a signal-

averaged single cycle was then calculated.  

To assess the effect of differing magnitudes of heart rate increment, in a subset of 5 

patients repeated alternations in heart rate of 10bpm, 20bpm, 30bpm, 40bpm, 50bpm 

and 60bpm in size were performed. 

9.3.4 Statistical Analysis 

Continuous values are expressed as the mean±standard deviation. Paired t-tests were 

performed to compare the effect of baseline alternations with the subsequent 

administration strategies within individuals. A value of p<0.05 was considered 

statistically significant.  
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9.4 Results 

9.4.1 Effect of alternation in heart rate on respiratory parameters 

Alternating heart rate every 30 seconds by 30 bpm produced oscillations in 

cardiorespiratory parameters in all subjects. The mean amplitude of oscillations in 

cardiac output was 0.72 ± 0.43 L/min, with a tendency towards higher values in 

subjects with normal systolic function than in heart failure subjects (0.91 versus 0.62 

L/min, p=0.06). 

Following the increase in paced heart rate, end-tidal CO2 rose and then, after a delay, 

ventilation increased. Correspondingly, when the paced heart rate was restored there 

was initially a decrease in end-tidal CO2, followed by a fall in ventilation (Figure 9-1). 

 

 
Figure 9-1 A step increase in paced heart rate results initially in a gradual rise in end-tidal CO2. After the 
chemoreflex delay, ventilation similarly increases. 
 

The pattern of repeated alternations in paced heart rate, therefore, elicited oscillations 

in end-tidal CO2, end-tidal O2, and ventilation (Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3). Each of 
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to peak end-tidal CO2 was 4.9 ±7.4 s, and mean delay from peak cardiac output to 

peak ventilation was 26.3 ± 10.5 s). The average delay between peak end-tidal CO2 

and peak ventilation was 21.3 ± 4.7 s. 

Figure 9-2 shows an example of data from one subject with heart failure showing 

baseline measurements of end-tidal CO2 and O2 with a stable heart rate, followed by 

the effect of 6 repeated 30 bpm alternations in heart rate with period (cycle time) 60 

seconds, and then a return to baseline heart rate.  

9.4.2 Magnitude of respiratory gas and ventilatory oscillations in 
response to heart rate alternations  

The mean amplitude of the elicited oscillations in end-tidal CO2 was 0.20 ± 0.15 kPa 

which represented a relative amplitude of 4.2 ± 2.5%. The mean amplitude of 

oscillations in end-tidal O2 was 0.39 ± 0.22 kPa (relative amplitude of 2.6±1.5%). The 

magnitude of oscillations in ventilation was 1.08 ± 0.84 L/min (relative amplitude 

12.2 ± 9.4%). 

There was good reproducibility in the response to repeated heart rate alternations 

within individual subjects (the standard error for the end-tidal CO2 response averaged 

0.073kPa, and for ventilation averaged 0.59 L/min). Between different subjects, the 

same 30 bpm oscillation in heart rate produced different sizes of oscillations in 

respiratory parameters (Figure 9-4). 

9.4.3  The relationship between cardiac output, respiratorygas and 
ventilatory oscillations  

The mathematical model in Chapter 8 predicts that the relative size of oscillations in end-

tidal carbon dioxide should be directly proportional to the relative size of oscillations in 

cardiac output. 
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 (9-1) 

This was verified in the clinical data: there was a strong relationship within individual 

patients between these variables. In all 5 patients who underwent heart rate 

alternations of different magnitudes, the relative size of oscillations in cardiac output 

and end-tidal carbon dioxide were strongly correlated (mean of within-patient 

correlation coefficients was 0.83± 0.10, p<0.0001 in all cases, Figure 9-4).  

 

 
 
Figure 9-4 The relationship between cardiac and respiratory gas parameters in response to different 
amplitudes of heart rate alternations, in a subset of 5 subjects. Although in each individual subject there 
is a different slope in the relationship between the increment in cardiac output and the relative amplitude 
of oscillations in carbon dioxide when heart rate is alternated, each subject has a linear relationship 
between the amplitude of oscillations in these two variables. Taken from Manisty CH, ...,Baruah R, 
Mebrate Y, et al., 2008. 
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Because end-tidal carbon dioxide and ventilation are closely related via the 

chemoreflex (average individual correlation coefficient 0.78±0.1) the relative 

amplitude of oscillations in ventilation was also correlated with the relative amplitude 

of oscillations in cardiac output within an individual subject (mean within-patient 

r=0.48, p=0.006). 

Across the entire study group, the relationship between the relative size of oscillations 

in end-tidal carbon dioxide and the relative size of oscillations in cardiac output was 

still significant (r=0.59, p=0.01; Figure 9-5).  

 
Figure 9-5 The relationship between oscillations in end-tidal CO2 and cardiac output across the patient 
group. The magnitude of the end-tidal CO2 oscillations was closely related to the magnitude of cardiac 
output oscillations during heart rate alternation, throughout the group of subjects. 
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9.5 Discussion 

This study demonstrates a direct cardiorespiratory reflex whereby a pure cardiac 

intervention can bring about oscillations in the respiratory system. Serially changing a 

subject’s heart rate by dynamic pacemaker reprogramming can be used to induce PB.  

Heart rate alternations of magnitude 30 bpm at a frequency of one cycle per minute 

(similar to that found in PB) caused consistent oscillations in end-tidal carbon dioxide, 

oxygen and ventilation which within individuals was of reproducible magnitude and 

phase. Individual ventilatory responses to the heart rate alternation were dependent on 

the cardiac output increment induced and that particular individual subject’s 

chemosensitivity to relative hypercapnia.  

These results add to the physiological evidence supporting a ‘cardiodynamic’ reflex 

by which ventilation increases when cardiac output increases at the onset of exercise 

(Wasserman et al., 1974; Whipp et al., 1982). Adams et al. (1987) found a difference 

in the ventilation response to electrically-induced exercise and voluntary exercise 

(despite similar cardiac output responses). It was concluded therefore that the 

ventilatory and circulatory changes at the initiation of exercise are independently 

controlled. Yet the process does exist, and the present study shows how it can be 

readily elicited in phasic form.  

Using manipulation of programmed cardiac pacemaker parameters we were able to 

change heart rate acutely facilitating determination of the chronology of physiological 

responses.  

The causative role for cardiac output modulating ventilation is supported by several 

key observations. First, the delay between an increase in heart rate and the rise in end-

tidal CO2 is short (on average about 5 seconds), with ventilation increasing after a 
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further delay of approximately 20 seconds (a value similar to published chemoreflex 

delays, (Hall et al., 1996; Francis et al., 2000b; Naughton et al., 1993)). These delays 

are consistent with the hypothesis that an increase in heart rate speeds up the rate of 

delivery of CO2 to the lungs and concurrently results in a gradual rise in arterial CO2 

stimulating the chemoreceptors causing an increase ventilation.  

Moreover, beat-to-beat changes in cardiac output were measured using the Finometer. 

These data suggest that the changes in end-tidal CO2 and ventilation are correlated to 

the increase in cardiac output within subjects.  

The transient increase of heart rate may increase end-tidal CO2 and ventilation by two 

possible mechanisms:  

1.  The increase in cardiac output by increasing heart rate may improve ventilation: 

perfusion mismatch. If the increased cardiac output improved perfusion of 

ventilated lung fields, more CO2 would be removed from the venous blood. This 

would result in lower CO2 levels in the arterial blood reaching the chemoreceptors, 

and therefore a fall in ventilation after the chemoreflex delay. This explanation is 

in direct contrast to what was observed in this study where an increase in heart rate 

was followed by an increase in both end-tidal CO2 and ventilation. 

2. The most plausible mechanism remains that a transient increase in cardiac output 

simply transiently increases the rate of transport of CO2 from the metabolising 

tissues to the pulmonary circulation, thus raising the end-expiratory CO2 level 

where pulmonary capillary CO2 equilibrates with alveolar CO2. We observe this as 

elevated end-tidal CO2, and the elevated arterial CO2 activates the chemoreceptors, 

increasing ventilation. Both the findings of the mathematical modelling and the 

clinical study support this hypothesis.  
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Although the mathematical model describes the CO2 response to dynamic changes in 

cardiac output, in the clinical study small oscillations in end-tidal O2 in almost exact 

anti-phase to the oscillations in end-tidal CO2 (Francis et al., 1999b) could be 

observed. Increasing heart rate not only increases the rate of delivery of CO2-rich 

venous blood to the lungs, the rate of delivery of oxygen-depleted venous blood to the 

lungs for oxygenation is also simultaneously increased. Therefore the immediate 

consequences of a step rise in heart rate on end-tidal O2 will be in the opposite 

direction to changes in end-tidal CO2 with a gradual decline in end-tidal oxygen levels 

from the lungs. The effect of the relative hypoxemia on ventilation may well be 

smaller than that of hypercapnaemia but will act in the same direction.  

9.5.1 Clinical Implications 

Heart failure is a condition which exemplifies the complex interdependence of the 

cardiovascular and respiratory systems, but this relationship has not been fully 

exploited therapeutically to date. In particular, the effect of repetitive dynamic 

alternations in cardiac parameters on respiratory variables (including ventilation and 

CO2) has not been utilized clinically in conditions characterized by ventilatory 

oscillations such as PB either therapeutically or to model PB. Other novel therapeutic 

approaches could be investigated, using such techniques.  

Thus far, attempts to stabilize PB have mainly focused on improving overall cardiac 

function either pharmacologically (Köhnlein and Welte, 2006 and 2007), electrically 

using cardiac resynchronization therapy (Sinha et al., 2004; Gabor et al., 2005 ) or 

with respiratory devices such as CPAP (Bradley et al., 2005) which are often poorly 

tolerated and dependent on good compliance. The common theme of many of these 

approaches is their static nature providing continuous treatment irrespective of current 
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position within the PB cycle. An increasing number of heart failure patients are 

receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy as these have been demonstrated to have 

both prognostic and symptomatic benefits (Cleland et al., 2005). Further there are data 

that cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) can significantly attenuate periodic 

breathing (Oldenburg et al., 2007; Simantirakis et al., 2008), presumably as a result of 

improved cardiac output favouring system stability. Severe PB in conjunction with 

mechanical dyssynchrony could conceivably be an additional indication for CRT in 

heart failure patients (Simantirakis et al., 2008). Moreover, a reduction in the severity 

of periodic breathing and CSA could be one potential mechanism by which CRT 

confers a prognostic benefit in heart failure.  

This study demonstrates that programmed alternations in cardiac output can 

dynamically control ventilation. Were this combined with ventilation monitoring 

pacemaker technology which already exists (Min et al., 1999), an algorithm of 

variable dynamic changes in cardiac output might be created to counteract the 

respiratory gas oscillations seen in periodic breathing. This pacemaker algorithm 

based therapy used in conjunction with CRT potentially offers heart failure patients a 

therapeutic option for PB that is not dependent on active compliance by the patient, 

nor would it involve uncomfortable masks and relatively noisy machines. The 

correlation between cardiac output change and ventilatory change, observed within 

patients suggests that it may be possible to dynamically titrate the “dose” of cardiac 

output change to the size of ventilatory oscillation observed.  

9.5.2 Study Limitations  

This study was entirely non-invasive, measuring end-tidal gas concentrations and a 

non-invasive beat-to-beat measurement of cardiac output. However end-tidal gas 
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concentrations provide good temporal resolution and end-tidal and arterial gases move 

in parallel to each within individual patients (Yosefy et al., 2004) sufficiently over 

durations as short as this study to gain an impression of the fluctuations of arterial 

CO2.  

9.5.3 Conclusion 

Ventilatory oscillations can be produced by phasic alternations of heart rate using 

cardiac pacemakers. The mechanism of this appears to be that modulation of cardiac 

output alters rate of transport of CO2 from the systemic tissues to the lungs. This 

might potentially be developed as a dynamic therapeutic modality for dynamic 

breathing disorders such as periodic breathing.  
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10 Synthesis 

Periodic breathing in chronic heart failure is a disease characterised by abnormal 

patterns of cardiovascular and respiratory regulation. The aim of the work described 

in this thesis was to advance novel dynamic therapeutic options for this condition 

through mathematical modelling and its validation.  

10.1  Mathematical modelling and clinical validation of dynamic 
CO2 therapy in periodic breathing 

Currently there are few therapeutic options available to patients with periodic 

breathing that are both effective and tolerable. Previous experiments have shown that 

administration of static doses of inhaled carbon dioxide can reduce periodic breathing, 

however at the cost of increased ventilatory work and sympathetic activation. 

In Chapter 3 I used a mathematical modelling to propose a novel approach to 

dynamically administer CO2 in real-time. I showed that dramatically smaller 

quantities of CO2 could be used to reduce periodic breathing, with potentially minimal 

adverse effects, if administered dynamically. Algorithms adjusting both duration and 

concentration in real-time would achieve this most efficiently. If developed clinically 

as a therapy for periodic breathing, this would potentially minimize excess acidosis, 

hyperventilation and sympathetic over-activation, in comparison to static treatment. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 I described the validation of the modelling results on healthy 

subjects and heart failure patients. First in Chapter 4 the therapeutic model was tested 

on healthy subjects simulating periodic breathing, guided by a computer program. 

Subsequently in Chapter 5 the model proposed treatment regime was applied in heart 

failure patients with true periodic breathing. In both clinical validation works dynamic 
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CO2 administration was able to attenuate the oscillations in end-tidal CO2, when 

delivered at the appropriate timing, and almost abolish periodic breathing in the heart 

failure patients. This was achieved with minimal increment in mean end-tidal CO2 and 

ventilation, compared to static CO2 delivery.   

10.2 The effect of random physiological fluctuations on the 
cardiovascular system and the therapy model - what is best 
parameter to guide therapy? 

Having shown that dynamic CO2 administration can ameliorate periodic breathing 

that is seen in heart failure patients, in Chapter 6 I developed the model further to 

investigate the effect of physiological fluctuations in the cardiorespiratory regulation 

system and the dynamic CO2 therapy of periodic breathing. I showed the robustness 

of the therapy model in the presence of physiological noise. I also showed that, 

paradoxically, CO2 therapy is more effective in treating PB when it is guided by 

measured ventilation than when it is guided by measured ETCO2, in my mathematical 

model. This is because ETCO2 can deviate from tracking alveolar CO2 in an 

undesirable manner. 

During the introduction of noise in the model in Chapter 6 I observed some stable 

systems (with loop gain <1) developing into intermittent ventilatory periodic patterns. 

In Chapter 7 I reasoned that this phenomenon is due to frequency-dependent noise 

amplification and discussed its clinical implications in the diagnosis and treatment of 

periodic breathing. I showed that the development of this, noise amplified, 

intermittent periodic breathing pattern is dependent on the proximity of the feedback 

system's loop gain to its tipping point (loop gain=1.0). 
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10.3 Mathematical prediction of alveolar CO2 following a step 
change in cardiac output: using analytical methods 

In Chapter 8 I used simple mathematics, based on the analytical model of Francis et 

al. (2000b), to predict the response of alveolar CO2 to a change in cardiac output. I 

found that a step change in cardiac output will alter the alveolar CO2 exponentially 

such that it approaches a constant level asymptotically in the long run. This provided 

the basis for Chapter 9 to explore the hypothesis that modulating respiratory gas 

transport through the circulation using pacemaker-induced cardiac output changes, 

might change arterial carbon dioxide levels sufficiently to influence ventilation. 

Periodic breathing is characterised by oscillatory ventilation, and therefore an ideal 

dynamic therapy would apply a counteracting oscillation in ventilation (similar to that 

produced using inhaled dynamic carbon dioxide administration). We showed that 

repetitive alternations in heart rate can elicit reproducible oscillations in end-tidal CO2 

and ventilation and that the size of this effect depends on the magnitude of the cardiac 

output response. 

10.4 Limitations to this thesis 

In this thesis both the modelling work and its experimental validation work are 

intended as proof of concept, therefore, the model was intentionally kept simplistic in 

order to investigate the validity of a small dose dynamic CO2 therapy and a presence 

of optimal therapy window for periodic breathing. Therefore, the model’s limitations 

and the physiological assumptions in the experimental work must be re-emphasised so 

that future development can address them. 
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Model limitation 

Firstly, the simplistic model uses a linear chemoreflex response over the full range of 

ventilatory and PaCO2 stability feedback system. In reality clinical data suggest that 

the chemoreflex response curve is linear near potential steady state values of FETCO2, 

which primarily determines system stability (Khoo et al., 1982; Francis et al., 2000b; 

Manisty et al., 2006a), although it is non-linear (concave) near the apnoea threshold 

(Mohan and Duffin, 1997). This limitation of non-linearity that is found away from 

the equilibrium point (including the limit cycle) may affect the effectiveness and 

response of the therapy model, when large ventilatory oscillations occur (Section 

3.4.9), but may not change the general conclusion of the presence of an optimum 

treatment angle.  

Secondly, there are several physiological/pathological conditions that can affect the 

chemoreflex response of the respiratory feedback system but not explicitly included in 

the model. It is important to highlight some of these. The model does not explicitly 

include a hypoxic response of the chemoreflex. However, the steady state effect of 

alveolar hypoxia could be considered represented in simulations with increased PCO2 

response slope (Dempsey et al., 2012).  

I have not included the explicit effect of the cerebrovascular response to PCO2. This 

normally dampens down the central chemoreflex response by way of adjusting the 

cerebral blood flow in order to limit PCO2 fluctuations in the brain (Xie et al., 2005). 

In normal physiology this blunts the chemoreflex sensitivity, whereas in pathology it 

fails to do so, hence, resulting in an increase in chemoreflex sensitivity. Again, the 

general effect of this physiology is represented in simulations where chemoreflex 

sensitivity is either elevated or reduced. The model also has limitation in not 
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considering the individual effects of the peripheral and central chemoreflex 

components, which may affect stability in different ways. It is likely that the 

oscillatory behaviour is determined by the peripheral chemoreceptors owing to the 

time of response compared with that of the oscillations in periodic breathing. 

However, there is also evidence that there is an active interaction between the two 

chemoreflex compartments (Dempsey et al., 2012). The model presented here does 

not dissect and investigate these effects in great depth, but in Section 3.4.8, I have 

simulated a two or more compartment chemoreflex response effect on the treatment 

model and in each case I have found a similar optimum therapy window, whenever 

the system is unstable. 

Periodic oscillations of blood pressure and heart rate were observed closely linked to 

periodic breathing (Lorenzi-Filho et al., 1999a). These changes, known as sinus 

arrhythmia, will affect cardiac output during the periodic breathing cycle and hence 

may affect the nature of the periodic breathing cycle. These oscillations, which could 

be due to a central mechanism (Eckberg 2009) or a result of baroreflex mechanism 

(Karemaker, 2009) are physiological components that could affect the 

cardiorespiratoiry feedback system but not explicitly included in the thesis model. The 

baroreceptors, present in the aortic arch and other locations, cause changes in heart 

rate and blood pressure in order to counteract variations in blood pressure. In doing 

so, they could affect the cardio-respiratory system by way of altering cardiac output in 

a time scale shorter than the cycle of periodic breathing. How this might affect the 

periodic breathing during its cycle time is unclear from the literature, however it has 

been observed that there is a periodic change in blood pressure in synchrony with 

periodic breathing (Dempsey et al., 2010). In the steady state the cardiac output could 
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be changed by the baroreflex system, in this case, its general effect can be represented 

in the simulations with elevated and reduced cardiac output (Section 3.6.2 Appendix). 

Another important aspect of the cardiorespiratory feedback system is its change 

during sleep (with multiple stages) and wake states. It has been shown that several 

physiological parameters and responses do change on the onset of sleep, such as 

metabolic rate, autonomic tone, upper airway resistance, respiratory compliance and 

hypoxic ventilatory response. These changes could cause a shift in the location of the 

operating point of the feedback system by changing either the controller gain (for 

example by hypoxia) or plant gain (for example metabolic rate) (Dempsey et al., 

2012). It is important to highlight that the current model did not explicitly address 

these changes and their time courses.  

In general, steady state changes on the mean levels of the unmodelled parameters 

above may contribute to changes in the relevant modelled parameters (e.g. hypoxia 

affecting chemoreflex gain). However, those unmodelled parameters which are 

responsive to modelled parameters within the time scale of a single cycle of periodic 

breathing might cause changes to either the shape of the PB waveform, its cycle time 

or both.  

Future improvements on this simplistic model should consider all these as an area of 

enhancement. 

Clinical limitations 

Much of the experimental work described in this thesis has been conducted on a proof 

of concept basis. Therefore, the clinical works were exploratory without sufficient 

prior knowledge to carry out a power calculation and there were no controls, hence no 
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power calculation was carried out. Furthermore, the analysis that was carried out was 

not blinded to investigators.  

To translate these potential therapeutic dynamic techniques into routine clinical 

practice would require significant further work and demonstration of clinical benefit. 

In order to demonstrate true efficacy of these treatments, there is a need to further 

develop and expand the technology that has been devised this far, and then to test it in 

a larger group of subjects. This would need to be a double blinded controlled study 

with sufficient power to ensure statistically significant results. This would require 

significant collaboration with other clinical groups and perhaps input from industrial 

partners. 

Three components of the therapy model were considered in selecting the optimum 

treatment regime. They are the therapy dose concentration, the treatment duration and 

the treatment angle. The treatment durations and concentration values were selected 

by taking the maximum possible reduction in periodic breathing with the biggest 

margin of error with respect to the treatment angle. Future development of this model 

could benefit from further investigation of the various components to identify the 

minimum dose required to deliver therapy clinically within acceptable margin of 

error. Limited exploration of this was done by the experimental work in Chapter 4 

(Section 4.4.4) where lower dose concentration (1%) produced a less effective result 

(than at 2%). If the treatment strays outside the margin of error, it is possible to 

worsen periodic breathing as shown in Figure 3-15 and Figure 4-4. The importance of 

choosing the largest margin of error is to account for possible changes in patient 

physiology and inaccuracy of the delivery apparatus. An added benefit of the 2% 
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delivery choice has been the ability to compare with static CO2 delivery experiments 

conducted by previous works (Szollosi et al., 2004). 

All of the clinical data obtained in this thesis has been non-invasive which means that 

end-tidal rather than arterial values of respiratory gases are measured. The rationale 

for this (apart from better patient tolerability) is that arterial blood gases cannot be 

sampled at the frequency necessary to determine acute changes over the periodic 

breathing cycle. 

10.5 Further work 

All of clinical validation studies have investigated periodic breathing during the 

daytime, whilst the subjects are awake. In most patients with periodic breathing, their 

apnoeas are most common at night time, and therefore any treatment will be targeted 

predominantly at improving night time sleep apnoea. Therefore, the dynamic CO2 

therapy model needs further validation in a sleep study setup, and larger number of 

patients.  

In the ultimate version of the dynamic CO2 delivery equipment, patients would not 

have to wear facemasks which they often find uncomfortable and inconvenient, and 

therefore which reduce compliance with therapy. One major engineering challenge is 

to have a high flow controlled valve mechanism for a nasal cannulae delivery of CO2. 

Although, the total time of a breath can be 5 seconds the actual duration of inspiratory 

air flow can be as short as half a second. We would require a high flow valve to 

deliver the required proportion of CO2 in the inspired tidal volume, during hyper 

ventilation. Considering the diameter of currently available nasal cannulae tubings 

and commercially available valve controllers, this will remain an engineering 

challenge, and need further work. Further work is also required to choose which of a 
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range of possible non-invasive techniques is reliable and robust enough to track 

ventilation in this system. 

In order to develop the dynamic pacing therapy, we need to overcome the difficulties 

with manual pacemaker reprogramming. This will require close collaboration with 

manufacturers of such programming devices.  
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10.6 Conclusions 

Mathematical modelling can be used to develop novel therapeutic options for periodic 

breathing in chronic heart failure. Because of the dynamic oscillatory nature of 

periodic breathing, we should apply these properties to potential therapeutic strategies 

for this disorder. It is possible to administer dynamic carbon dioxide therapy and to 

predict the optimal timing and dose for administration, in real-time. Such dynamic 

approach of administering CO2 may minimise the undesired effects, such as 

hyperventilation or sympathetic over-activation, seen with static CO2 administration.  

Intermittent periodic breathing may have been caused by amplification of an 

underlying physiological fluctuations (noise), rather than, the commonly assumed 

system instability due to loop gain greater than unity. This may have clinical 

implications in the diagnosis of and therapy choices for periodic breathing. 
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